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I-Beam  
Sues City

Seeks A fter 
Hours P erm it

Attorneys for the I-Beam filed suit 
in Superior Court last week alleging 
that the Board of Permit Appeals 
denied the Haight Street discotheque 
a fair hearing in regard to its applica
tion for an after hours permit.

In February, 1978 former Police 
Chief Charles Gain ruled in favor of 
granting the f-Beam’s request to oper
ate after 2 AM. However, in March, 
1978 and again in September, 1979 the 
Haight Ashbury Neighborhood Coun
cil (HANC) convinced the Board of 
Permit Appeals to overrule Gain's 
decision.

Board o f Permit Appeals Commis
sioner Douglas Engman cast the decid
ing vote against the I-Beam at the 1979 
hearing. Attorney Steven Ames Brown 
introduced evidence in Superior Court 
last week demonstrating that one of 
Engman's employees, Eileen Adams, 
served as a high ranking HANC official 
at the time that Engman voted against 
granting the I-Beam an after hours 
permit.

Under questioning by Brown, 
Engman acknowledged that former 
HANC president Marilyn Sihulyan, 
who represented HANC at the I-Beam 
hearing before the Board of Permit 
Appeals, was also one of his former 
employees. Engman further admitted 
that he had himself served as a member 
of the HANC board of directors and 
had chaired two of the organization’s 
standing committees.

In the suit filed last week, I-Beam 
owner Dr. Sanford Kelman claims that 
Commissioner Engman was biased in 
favor of HANC when he voted against 
the I-Beam permit. Engman admitted 
that he and his former employees 
Adams and Smulyan had worked to
gether on a number of political cam
paigns, including Kay Pachtner’s bid 
for District 5 Supervisor in Novem
ber, 1979.

Engman also revealed that he had 
endorsed Pachtner, allowed his name 
to be used in her campaign literature, 
then voted in support of her pro-HANC 
testimony at the 1979 I-Beam hearing.

Attorney Steven Brown insists that 
the combined effect of these factors 
clearly constitutes bias on the part of 
Commissioner Engman. "The most 
disturbing aspect of this case,” says 
Brown, “ is the fact that Mr. Engman 
failed to disclose any of these relation
ships to my client Dr. Kelman.

“ Indeed, at one of the I-Beam hear
ings Commissioner Engman even 
denied that Marilyn Smulyan had ever 
worked for him.”

The I-Beam is the only major San 
Francisco gay discotheque refused an 
after hours operating license by the 
Board of Permit Appeals. The Board 
has granted such permits to The Music 
Hall, Trocadero Transfer and Dream
land.

According to Dr. Kelman, the 
Board’s ruling has denied him the abil-

Gays Win Dem ocratic 
Convention Seats

Detainment by U.S. immigration officials forces Australian Gary Whitelow (right) out of the closet
______

INS STeps Up Harassment
by John Schrock

Gary Whitelow, a 29-year-old Aus
tralian, became the latest victim of Im
migration and Naturalization Service 
discrimination early last week, when 
his gold earring attracted the attention 
of INS inspectors in Honolulu.

Officials in Washington had assured 
Don Knutson of Gay Rights Advocates 
that the harassment of gay tourists 
would stop, pending the creation of 
new federal immigration guidelines.

Knutson now believes, however, that 
the Justice Department may not hand 
down its decision until after the Cali
fornia primary on June 3. He says he is 
"under pressure from all quarters” to 
devise a way out of the legal stalemate.

Whitelow, unaware of the current 
pattern of INS harassment, readily ad
mitted his homosexuality to the immi
gration officials. He complied willingly 
when asked to sign a statement speci
fying his sexual orientation.

“ They were all quite pleasant about 
it,”  Whitelow said. “ 1 thought it was 
just a normal procedure.”

The Hawaiian inspectors retained 
Whitelow’s passport, but allowed him 
to continue on his flight to San Fran
cisco. At a hearing held five days fol
lowing his arrival, Whitelow was “ par
oled” into the country.

This ruling enables him to remain 
here for the remainder of his projected 
one month vacation, but makes it vir
tually impossible for him to ever re
enter the United States.

“ I’ve visited 40 different countries, 
including the Soviet Union and Po
land,”  Whitelow remarked. “ Nothing 
like this has ever happened to me 
before.”

The most traumatic part of the entire 
episode, Whitelow said, was the cover
age it received in the Australian press. 
He works for his family’s business in 
Melbourne, and has never informed 
his parents that he is gay.

A leading Melbourne newspaper car
ried a report that he was “ arrested” 
at the American border. Although he 
has not yet received any firm indica
tion that his family was thus apprised 
of his sexual orientation, he says the 
publicity will obligate him to come out 
of the closet once he returns to his

native land.
Whitelow arrived in San Francisco 

still uncertain as to why his passport 
had not been returned to him. Desk 
clerks at the El Dorado Hotel informed 
him o f the ongoing immigration con
troversy, and immediately contacted 
GRA.

GRA attorneys considered using 
Whitelow as a test case, but Whitelow 
remains reluctant to embroil himself 
in any further publicity.

GRA has also repeatedly tried to 
obtain exclusionary hearings within the 
INS, but the INS must agree to such 
hearings before they can take place. 
The INS consistently refuses to co
operate.

Another option, the prompt initia
tion of a class action suit, could bring 
the matter to a head. Such action, how
ever, would disrupt the delicate negoti
ations still underway in Washington, 
Knutson said.

Whitelow, meanwhile, has moved 
on to Los Angeles, and plans to fly to 
New York early next week. “ At least 
I’ve learned a lot about the law in the 
past five days,” he remarked.

ity to compete fairly with the other gay 
discotheques in the City: “ I have been 
in this business for some time, longer 
than any of my competitors. I’ve made 
a commitment to the gay community 
and to the Haight. It is very unfair that 

(Continued on page 4)

Jesus Marchérs Recant 
Anti-Gay Stance

F einstein  E lim inates Gay Seat 
On Perm it A ppeals Board

Ignoring the recommendation of her 
own nominatng committee. Mayor 
Dianne Feinstein filled the vacant seat 
on the Permit Appeals Board (PAB) 
with a non-gay appointee.

The M ayor’s action, which has 
brought howls of protest from the gay 
community, leaves the Board without 
a gay representative for the first time 
since 1976.

On Tuesday Feinstein quietly an
nounced the appointment of attorney 
Louis J. Giraudo of Tobin and Tobin. 
He replaces lesbian Jo Daly, whom the 
Mayor appointed to the Police Com
mission. Gay politicos David Scott, 
Rick Stokes, and Harvey Milk filled 
the PAB’s “ gay seat’’ prior to Daly.

Feinstein’s press secretary, Mel Wax, 
insisted there is “ no such thing as a gay 
seat on the PAB.”  He claimed the 
Mayor selected the most qualified per
son for the position and reiterated Fein
stein’s policy that “ gays will be ap- 
piointed lo  piositions not because they 
are gay but because they are qualified.”

Jim Rivalto, a member of the May
or’s screening committee, told The 
Sentinel that Herb Donaldson, a gay 
attorney, had been highly recom
mended by the committee for the PUB 
position,

“ The PAB makes decisions that af
fect gay businesses and their patrons. 
The gay community definitely needs 
representation on this powerful board,” 
stated Rivalto.

As examples of Board decisions that 
have adversely affected gay businesses, 
Rivalto cited the recent denial of an 
operating license to the lO-year-old 
Jaguar Bookstore and the overruling 
of the police department’s granting of 
an after hours p>ermit to the I-Beam 
discotheque.

Gay leaders met with the Mayor on 
Tuesday to express their dissatisfaction 
with her recent appointment, and to 
protest what they view as a Feinstein- 
supported police crackdown on gay 
male sex clubs and bars.

Fundamentalist leaders of the Wash
ington for Jesus rally, stunned by 
criticism from both within and outside 
their movement, have announced that 
they will drop their earlier plans lo 
bring a political message to Washington.

The decision, leaders say, will trans
form the group’s anti-gay position into 
an undercurrent rather than a bold 
statement when hundreds of thousands 
of their followers mass in Washington 
April 29.

Since the change in emphasis, Anita 
Bryant and anti-gay television evangel
ist Jerry Falwell have told rally leaders 
that “ scheduling conflicts”  will pre
vent their active participation in the 
Washington rally. An effort by the 
anti-gay Christian Voice lobby to have 
Republican presidential candidate 
Ronald Reagan deliver a “ political and 
spiritual message”  also was ruled out 
by Washington for Jesus leaders.

A gay effort to bring leaders of 
mainline Protestant, Catholic and 
Jewish groups together and a “counter
religious service”  also appears a likely 
casualty, leaders in that effort said 
this week.

Overall, however, leaders of the 
Washington for Jesus rally still harbor 
hopes that politicians will “ get the

by Larry Bush

Gay democrats this week won their 
first national convention delegate seats 
as well as a third slot on the National 
Platform Committee, National Con
ventions Projects co-director Tom 
Bastow announced in Washington.

In Florida caucus votes, three openly 
gay delegates', all leaders in the Dade 
County Coalition for Human Rights, 
won delegate positions with three more 
open gays winning places as alternate 
delegates. All were elected on the Ken
nedy slate.

The leader of the Florida effort, 
Dade County Coalition for Human 
Rights president Jack Campbell, an
nounced that the delegation of gays 
would attend the convention as the 
Allard K. Lowenstein Memorial dele
gation in honor of the recently slain 
civil rights activist. Lowenstein had 
actively campaigned with Campbell for 
the gay slate just prior to his murder.

The three Florida delegates are the 
first openly gay winners in the contest 
for 1980 convention seats at the demo
cratic convention. Their election marks 
a dedanure from 1976 when the only 
openly gay delegates were from New 
York City and San Francisco.

Campbell credits the turnaround in 
Dade County, scene of a successful 
drive against gay rights in 1977, to a

strong effort by gays to involve tUem- 
selves in local political contests. Cmly a 
month earlier Campbell, one on the 
new delegates, won election Ao the 
Dade County democratic conjmittee.

In other actions, Virginia Awzzo, a 
veteran New York City lesbian afe 
and a 1976 democratic delegate, w8 
a seat on the Democratic National Plat
form Committee. Apuzzo joins two 
openly gay Platform Committee mem
bers from California. Those positions 
are particularly prized. Bastow says, 
because the committee will make rec
ommendations on a proposed gay rights 
plank for the 1980 platform.

The first formal hearings designed to 
consider a gay rights plank now are 
scheduled for April 10 in Baltimore, 
Maryland. Bastow and Washington, 
D.C. gay leader Mel Boozer are slated 
to testify for the plank at that time.

Three additional hearings will be 
held throughout the country in the next 
few months, with The National Con
vention Project serving to coordinate 
testimony.

“ This is the first time that we have 
been able to count on gay members 
of the platform committee who will 
help us win support,”  Bastow said. “ I 
think we have a solid chance at it.”

Gay Caucus Rebukes 
Senator Cranston

In an unexpected development at 
the California Democratic Council 
meeting in Los Angeles last Friday, 
the gay/lesbian caucus voted unani
mously not to endorse Alan Cranston’s 
bid for re-election to the U.S. Senate.

The caucus took this unanticipated 
action because the senior California 
Senator refused to adopt a strong pro
gay stand on several issues considered 
vital to the gay/lesbian rights move
ment.

Despite repeated urging. Senator 
Cranston said he would not co-sponsor 
the Tsongas bill in the U.S. Senate, a 
measure which would prohibit employ
ment discrimination on the basis of 
sexual preference.

Cranston defended his position by 
stating that the bill does not go far 
enough in protecting an individual’s 
right to privacy.

In addition, the Senator said he will 
not push for hearings at this time on 
his own immigration bill, which seeks 
to eliminate many of the problems

facing gay and lesbian foreign visitors 
to this country.

San Francisco Stonewell Democratic 
Club president Gerry F. Parker, II 
asked Cranston to publicly oppose the 
repeal efforts currently being mounted 
against the human rights ordinance in 
Santa Clara County.

The Senator stated on Friday that as 
a matter of policy he does not take 
positions on local referenda in years 
when he is a candidate for re-election 
to the U.S. Senate. On Saturday 
Cranston sent a telegram to the gay 
caucus in which he said he opposed 
“ the abuse of the initiative process 
to deny people their civil rights.”

Alice B. Toklas president Steve 
Walters expressed “ dismay” at Cran
ston’s refusal to issue a strong state
ment concerning the rejveal efforts in 
Santa Clara. Said Walters, “ We need 
politicians who will not give us just lip 
service, but who are willing to work 
for us in deed.”

message” on political issues that fun
damentalists seek to monopolize. A 
day of congressional contacting still is 
planned with each member of Congress 
being presented with a list of 1,000 con
stituents who will “ pray for him ,” 
a not very subtle reminder of the move
ment’s political clout.

The shift in tactics signals a major 
change for the group, which initially 
had seen its rally as a response to the 
national march on Washington for gay 
rights last October. Nearly all the 
organizers are associated with conserva
tive and pseudo-religious lobbies and 
they had publicly anticipated that the 
rally would serve as a vehicle to endorse 
their own ambitions to deliver a solid 
block of fundamentalist votes in future 
elections.

That effort appeared on track in the 
first months of planning, but began to 
break down as various leaders 
“ trimmed the tree” a little further with 
their own pet political projects. In the 
end, a January statement of “Chris
tian”  principles outlined a political 
program that set off a backlash.

Two key Washington, D.C. spon
sors, both elected officials who also are 
ministers, withdrew their support after

Continued on page 4
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NOTE: C on trary  to a sign posted  m istakenly by the A .B .C ., Trocadero Transfer is no t 
applying for a transfer of ow nership . We are apply ing  for a general on sale liquor 
license. Trocadero Transfer is an d  will continue to be owned and operated  by Richard 
L. Collier, Jr.

— April 4, 1980

T R O C A D E R O  T R A R ^ F E R
520 FOURTH ST., SF 94107 (415) 495-6620

NEWS BRIEFS
G ay  Program s 
Survive Carter 
Budget Cuts

Federal funding for gay organiza
tions will not be slashed under Carter's 
new Balanced Budget proposal, admin
istration officials in Washington said 
this week.

Ongoing programs for funding gay 
health clinics along with a few research 
projects will be maintained at present 
levels, officials said, but warned that 
new programs would be endangered. 
The most likely casually would be pro
posals for federal funding of mental 
health counseling programs.

A major source of federal funding 
for gay programs under the Compre
hensive Education and Training Act 
(CETA) will be cut, but decisions on 
final allocations will depiend on local 
and state officials. Federal officials 
indicated that continuation of gay pro
gram funding under CETA will depend 
on the ability of gays to muster sup
port'a t the local level in competition 
with other local groups.

In all, federal funding for gay pro
grams accounts for less than SI million 
in direct grants. While that total is 
miniscule by budget standards, it ac
counts for a major part o f the pro
grams sponsored by the National Insti
tute of Mental Health and the Center 
for Disease Control’s sexually trans
mitted disease department.

The Center for Homosexual Educa
tion and Evaluation and Research 
(CHEER) in San Francisco will con
tinue to receive funds for research into 
aging in the gay community, as well as 
funding for a study of gay parents.

Brown Appoints 
Second Gay Judge
(Los Angeles) Rand Schrader was 
among 54 new judges named by Gov
ernor Jerry Brown Iasi month. Brown 
appointed Schrader to the Los Angeles 
Municipal Court. Schrader, 34, be
came the second openly gay judge in 
California when he was sworn in on 
Friday, March 14.

A resident of Hollywood, where he 
was born and now lives with his lover 
of six years, Schrader was a Los Angeles 
deputy city attorney assigned to the 
criminal branch at the lime of his ap
pointment.

Schrader attributes his successful ap
plication for the bench primarily to 
being in a prosecutorial ofTice for six 
years, and also to being active in the 
community. He founded the Gay Stu
dent Union at UCLA in 1970 and has 
served on the board of the Los Angeles 
Gay Community Services Center and 
the Municipal Elections Committee.

“ I think open participtation is criti
cal,”  advises Schrader, who believes 
lesbians and gay men are underrepre
sented in appointments to political and 
public positions for which they are well 
qualified. “ I’m just happy to be pan 
o f the beginning of that movement 
toward seeing us being represented 
fairly in those areas."

Parents Protest Gay 
Community Center
(Orange County) Controversy over 
the new location of Orange County’s 
Gay Community Center recently 
emerged at a city council meeting in 
Garden Grove, California.

A group of angry parents protested 
the location of the center, saying that 
the site is within "harmful range”  of 
young students attending private and 
public schools.

“ There are six schools within a three 
block radius of this center and we don’t 
want it there,” protested Vern Läng
sten, whose three children attend 
Garden Grove schools.

Center opponents asked the council 
to uncover a means of persuading gay 
leaders to move the Center’s quarters 
elsewhere, although Längsten admitted 
there is no legal basis for the action.

He stated that his efforts have the 
support of local clergy, school admin
istrators and parent teacher groups, 
but Orange County Mayor Elerth 
Erickson, who didn’t openly take sides 
on the issue, concluded that the council 
must uphold the rights of all minority 
groups no matter how controversial 
they are.

& ott Dickerson, chairperson of the 
Gay Community Center’s Board of 
Directors, stated that he was pleased 
with the outcome of the council 
meeting.

"Some parents still buy the idea that 
gay people are a menace to children, 
but the council stated they’d support 
our right to remain at our present loca
tion,” said Dickerson.

He added that there have been some 
acts of vandalism at the office which 
provides a crisis telephone hotline, re
ferral services, and rap sessions for 
members of the Orange County gay 
community. Arsonists shattered a win
dow and set fire to one room of the 
Center Iasi month. Neighbors re
sponded immediately by calling the fire 
department. ” We would have had a lot 
more damage if neighbors were not 
supportive of us," concluded Dick
erson.

BBC Broadcasts 
Lesbian Love Scene
(London) For the first lime in British 
radio history a lesbian love scene ŵ as 
broadcast as pan of a British Commu
nications Corporation (BBC) morning 
series, “ Women of Words.”

The program dramatized the life of 
French novelist Colette and contained 
intimate love scenes depicting her 
passionate affair with her actress friend 
Missy. The program used actual prose 
from Colette’s writings that described 
her lesbian feelings, and was unusually 
explicit for a gay subject portrayed 
over the airwaves.

Law Dean Resigns
(San Francisco) The University of 
San Francisco announced this week 
that it has accepted the resignation of 
Denver attorney Robert Yegge, who 
had been appointed dean of the USF 
law school, effective July I .

Denver vice squad officers arrested 
Yegge last month on charges of offer
ing a male undercover policeman $20 
in return'for sexual favors. Yegge has 
denied the charge.

In his letter of resignation Yegge 
stated that the publicity surrounding 
his arrest would “ seriously impair” 
his effectiveness to function as dean of 
the law school. A USF spokesman told 
reporters that university president John 
Loschiavo considered Yegge’s resigna
tion “ in the best interest of the uni
versity.”

"Soviet Priest Faces 
Trial As Homosexual
(Moscow) A leading Soviet religious 
leader will be tried by Soviet officials- 
as a homosexual in an effort to dis
credit him, Russian Orthodox church 
officials in Washington said this week. 
The Reverend Dmitri Dudko, a popu
lar Russian Orthodox minister, will be 
tried in Moscow' as a homosexual who 
has engaged in “ sex orgies” with 
youthful followers.

“They are trying to make his trial 
a mockery,” the Rev. Viktor Potatov 
said in Washington.-"Dudko isn’t a 
homosexual. I know him and he is 
married with two children.”

Leading Soviet exile Alexander 
Solzhenitsyn spoke out against this trial 
on a recent Voice of America broad
cast to the Soviet Union. “ They are 
loading false witnesses among the 
young people for a spurious trial with 
the vile accusation of homosexuality 
against the priest,” Solzhenitsyn said 
in the broadcast.

The use of a criminal charge to avoid 
a public trial on anti-state activities 
has been on the rise in the Soviet Union 
as part of a continuing effort to weed 
out dissidents. State Department offi
cials said. Few of those charges have 
included homosexuality, although 
some cases have appeared in the past 
several years.

Such charges, Potatov said, were 
made entirely to discredit dissidents 
with their followers. Penalties for 
homosexual conduct in the Soviet 
Union range from five to eight years 
imprisonment.

Tavern Guild President Wayne Friday and Police Chief Conn Murphy
(photo b y  J o h n  GiesMa)

Lesbian Photo Delays 
Journal Publication
(Los Angeles) High Performance, a 
Los Angeles based performing arts 
quarterly, hit the newsstands three 
weeks late because G.R. Huttner Lith
ography of Burbank refused to print a 
photograph depicting two women en
gaged in the act of oral sex, according 
to Gay Community News.

The photograph was taken by les
bian artist Tee Corrine and was in
tended as an illustration for the current 
issue’s cover story entitled “ An Oral 
Herstory o f Lesbianism.”

Huttner, who refused to print the 
photo solely because of its lesbian 
theme, told High Performance editor 
and publisher Linda Frye Burnham 
that “ the picture was way over the 
line.”

Burnham pointed out that Huttner’s 
company, which is staffed by “ middle 
aged family men from the San Fer
nando Valley who don’t want to deal 
with lesbianism,” has never before ob
jected to printing High Performance 
photos and illustrations that depict 
“ plenty of genitals and graphic candid 
rape scenes.”

The eight page flap that contained 
the material was eventually printed by 

■ Peace Press of Culver City, which 
Burnham described as “ an alternative 
press which does work for the lesbian 
community.” Burnham added that the 
current issue has had no difficulty on 
the newsstands. ” 1 have received no 
negative feedback on the story, and the 
response from the women’s community 
has been positive.”

Harry Britt Benefit 
Features 
Charles Pierce
(San Francisco) Charles Pierce, David 
Kelsey and many other surprise guests 
will appear Friday, April 18th at mid
night at the Castro Theatre. The show 
is being planned as an outrageous cel
ebration of the anniversary of the 1906 
San Francisco earthquake.

The event is sponsored by the Britt 
for Supervisor Committee to help re
duce the financial deficit of his cam
paign expenses.

Tickets for the event are now on sale 
at the Gramophone Record Stores on 
Castro and on Polk Street. Tickets are 
$5.00 in advance and $7.50 the day 
of the show.

Police Chief Murphy 
Faces Tavern Guild

(San Francisco) San Francisco Police 
Chief Conn Murphy shrugged off the 
closing of the Jaguar Bookstore and 
told Tuesday afternoon’s meeting of 
the Tavern Guild at Castro Street’s 
Twin Peaks Bar that “ harassment of 
gays is not my bag."

Murphy skirted the issue of the ptolice 
department’s denial of Jaguar Books’ 
relic^nsing after 10 years of operation 
and dwelled instead on the technical 
aspects of the controversy. “ They 
didn’t file in time,” he said, “ and as 
far as the police department is con
cerned, they have to be treated like 
a new business.”

He then expressed surprise that Jag
uar Books permit was subsequently 
denied by the Board of Appeals and 
anticipated more successful results for 
the bookshop in the courts. ” ll will 
be in the courts,” he emphasized.

But he assured the predominantly 
gay Tavern Guild that “ bath houses 
and glory holes will not be harassed. 
Private clubs, as far as I’m concerned, 
are no big deal.”

Murphy spent most of his time at the 
Guild meeting dealing with what some 
members felt were the lopsided licens
ing of after-hours permits to some gay 
businesses and not to others and with 
the continuing harassment of gays by 
late-night evangelical groups armed 
with bullhorns.

The Police Chief briefly explained 
the licensing process, asserting that de
cisions were based on residential prox
imity to after-hours establishments. He 
remained noncommital on audience 
demands that ” if one place is licensed, 
they all should be.”

Murphy promised to look into the 
problem o f evangelicals who use loud
speakers late at night and who grab at 
patrons of Polk Street bars. “ They can 
gel a permit to use a hand microphone 
until 10 p .m .,” he said. “ That’s their 
First Amendment right. But pushing 
and grabbing people is illegal.”

PEOPLE

Nijinski in 1914

® /

Kyra Nijinsky, the 65-year-old 
daughter of famed Russian ballet 
dancer Vaslav Nijinsky, attacked the 
new film Kijinsky as “ vulgar and 
gross and totally untrue.” Kyra assert 
that despite her father’s well-docu 
menied affair with Serge Diaghilev, 
director of the Ballet Russes, ” he 
was never really homosexual.”

A devout Catholic, Kyra joined the 
Franciscan order in 1956 and attends 
mass daily. "This morning I went to 
confession,” she told journalist Ruth 
Stein, “ and the priest asked me to 
pray for the redemption of my father’s 
soul.”  The point of view in the film— 
unusual for a Hollywood production— 
is that Nijinsky destroyed his career 
and his sanity by attempting to deny 
his homosexuality.

■•Y W -i'.-

B.A.R. columnist Priscilla Alexander 
shocked Kennedy campaign officials 
by pressing them for information on 
how much the Senator pays the women 
from whom he procures sexual services.

“ What’s the matter, hasn’t he gotten 
around to you,” dished Midge Cos
tanza, who recently arrived in Cali
fornia to campaign for Kennedy.

ir

Randy Shills, San Francisco’s only 
optenly gay television reptorler, received 
an Emmy nomination la M ^ e k  for 
“ Children of the HolocatisL’^an  in- 
depth study of children of Nazi con
centration camp survivors.

“ Just getting nominated is a compli
m ent,”  Shilts remarked, “ since the 
competition is so lough.”

Shilts, 28, regularly appears on 
KQED-TV and KVTU-TV news pro
grams. “ This demonstrates that an ac
knowledged gay reporter can tackle 
any kind of story,”  he said.

William Safire called Mayor Fein- 
stein a good example of a poor public 
speaker in a recent column in The New 
York Times. As evidence Safire cited 
a speech Feinstein gave in Washington, 
in which she termed certain budget cuts 
” a hard blow to swallow.”

Lesbian comic Robin Tyler served as 
mistress of ceremonies at the major 
banquet for delegates to the California 
Democratic Council conference in 
Los Angeles last weekend.

The crowd roared its approval when 
Tyler quipped, “ Tlie new symbol of 
the Republican Party if Ronald Reagan 
is elected will be a prophylactic. It 
stands for inflation, covers up pricks, 
and gives you a false sense of security 
while getting screwed.”

Midge Costanza

Upon hearing that citrus industry of
ficials may not renew \n ila  Bryant’s 
contract to promote orange juice, 
Miami gay activist Bob KunsI once 
again picketed the Florida Citrus Com
mission.

In an attempt to further associate 
her name with the gay rights move
ment, Kunst and associate Alan Rock
way paraded to commission head
quarters to defend Bryant’s right to 
her “ bigoted point of view.”

Said Rockway, "Every time she goes 
on television, she reminds people of 
gay rights, an exposure the gay rights 
movement can’t afford to lose.”

Senator Edward Kennedy is appar
ently courting the gay vote in Cali
fornia. Gay activist Jim Foster has 
been recently appointed as his North
ern California campaign coordinator 
and Hugh Guilbeau will'S<rve as interim 
gay coordinator.

I 'S ^ e  as I

Richard Gere

■‘Yes, I’m gay,”  reported actor 
Richard Gere in a recent interview with 
Rolling Stone magazine. "When I’m 
on that stage,” he hastened to add, 
referring to his role in Broadway’s 
smash hit. Bent. He said if the script 
required it, “ I would suck-off my on
stage lover.” German director Rainier 
Werner Fassbinder should begin shoot
ing the film version of the play shortly.

Another news flash came over the 
waves today from yours truly. The, 
Cosmic Lady: Tavern Guild President 
Wayne Friday has announced her cam
paign for “ dream weaver of the 
cosmos.” A rainbow resurrection is 
imminent—more details as soon as the 
candidate gets in touch with a local Ma 
Bell and calls us back.

ir  1r i t

Sylvester is home but his troubles 
with the New York Police Department 
still aren’t over. Although the Man
hattan District Attorney’s office con
tinues to assure Sylvester that the 
charges stemming from his March 14 
arrest will soon be dropped, ibe D.A. 
has yet to actually do so.

Several leads have been uncoveted 
regarding the Sylvester impersonator, 
and the “ real”  Sylvester passed both 
lie detector and handwriting tests with 
flying colors. Sylvester’s attorney ex
pressed dismay at the D.A.’s reluctance 
to officially drop the charges.
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Warren Preston (Photo by Uichaol P. Miller)

ACLU Defends Gay Man 
Ousted By Army

by John Schrock

The American Civil Liberties Union 
filed suit last week challenging the 
legality of the Army’s decision to re
voke the security clearance of Warren 
Preston, a civilian graphics designer. 
The Army deprived Preston of his clear
ance upon discovering that he is an 

I active homosexual.
For more than a decade, the 41-year- 

old Atherton man held a defense-re
lated job requiring access to Top Secret 
documents. Colleagues and supervisors 
at the Mountain View plant unani- 

I mously praised Preston’s productivity.
In the course of a routine [Ktlygraph 

I examination in 1977, Preston revealed 
that he was actively homosexual. His 
admission triggered an investigation by 
the Defense Industrial Security Clear
ance Office (DISCO).

Agents from DISCO interrogated 
Preston about intimate aspects o f his 
sexuality. They demanded names and 
addresses of his sexual partners, and 
inquired as to whether the sex involved 

I was oral or anal.
They wanted to know if Preston had 

had a good time.
When the agents filed their report, it 

I said that Preston’s "perverted sexual 
I orientation clearly demonstrates his 
unreliability and untrustworthiness.’* 
They recommended his security clear
ance be revoked.

A Department of Defense Screening 
Board overruled DISCO’s recommen
dation. The Board main|btned that be
cause Preston had openly admitted his 
homosexuality to his ex-wife and 
friends, he was immune to blackmail 
and coercion.

Furthermore, the Board noted that 
homosexual activity conducted in pri
vate is legal in California. The Board 
continued Preston’s clearance as 
‘clearly consistent with the national 

interest.”
However, Army Security Clearance 

began a secret review of Preston’s case 
early last year. While the Screening 
Board thought that Preston's openness 
regarding his homosexuality made him 
unsusceptible to blackmail, the Army 
reported that “ his disclosure of his 
aberrant sexual practices reflects against 
his judgment, stability and discretion.’’

His clearance was summarily re
voked.

No one had informed Preston that 
his job was once again in jeopardy. 
Authorities yanked him from his office 
without warning, and removed him to 
makeshift quarters outside the limitecf 
access area.

Little work could be done without 
access to the secret documents, so 
Preston was first reduced to a part- 
time work schedule, then forced into a 
leave of absence without pay.

He was allowed neither hearing nor 
appeal. Federal regulations require 
both an open hearing and the oppor
tunity to appeal in cases concerning 
Top Secret security clearance.

The clearance involved, however, is 
a level above mere Top Secret. Steven 
Mayer, Preston’s attorney, believes 
that the Army created this “ super- 
secret”  (Special Compartmental In
formation) security classification for 
the sole purpose of bypassing the due 
process laws that regulate cases of Top 
Secret clearance.

The Defense Department defines 
Top Secret information as “ informa
tion whose disclosure could be reason
ably expected to cause extraordinarily 
grave damage to the national .security.” 
It is difficult to believe, Mayer said, 
that more important information can 
exist.

Accordingly, the,ACLU is challeng
ing the constitutionality of the very 
existence of a level of security classifi
cation ungoverned by standard due 
process regulations.

Besides, the ACLU questions the 
legality of revoking clearance on the 
grounds of homosexuality “ which bears 
no rational relationship to continued 
fitness to possess access.”

Preston describes himself as a 
quiet, private individual, torn by his 
experience and the ensuing publicity 
"I hate this situation," he said. “ I 
would never seek this type of situation. 
But I am willing to put my private life 
in the public eye so that maybe this 
will stop happening to people.

“ All I want is to be judged by the 
same criteria as a heterosexual.”

Justice D epartm ent R eleases  
Figures on D etained  Gays

by Larry Bush

U.S. Immigration officials revealed 
this week that their policy of targeting 
gays at U.S. border points is turning 
up “ suspected homosexuals’’ at a rate 
of better than one per week.

In the first nine weeks of the pro
gram, officials said, twelve persons 
had been forced to enter the country 
on a “ deferred inspection”  basis, 
awaiting a final Justice Department 
decision on how it will determine 
whether a suspected homosexual is 
indeed a homosexual. The total num
ber of deferred “ possible”  gays for the 
period beginning August 10, 1979 
through October 17, 1979 was not 
broken down by sex or points of entry.

The new figures contradict previous 
INS claims that “ virtually”  no tourists 
were affected by this policy. These fig
ures exceed the incidents that gay 
organizations predicted. “ It’s not hard 
to tell what is happening,”  said Don 
Knutson, Director of Gay Rights Ad
vocates. "People are being questioned 
who have no idea of what they should 
do or who to call for help.”

Knutson pointed out that the new 
figures may themselves be inflated 
compared with the number of people 
questioned about homosexuality and 
who then decide io withdraw their ap
plication for entry.

“ Those have been the greatest num
ber,” agreed NGTF’s Charles Brydon. 
"For the most part I think people are 
scared out of their wits and turn around 
and go home. They fear notations in 
their passport, publicity or even har
assment by border guards.”

At the State Department, officials 
confirmed that individuals whose visas 
were marked “ deferred examination” 
would face difficulties in getting a sec
ond visa for a viyt to the United States 
and that they would probably be barred 
from entering the country.

Meanwhile, Congress has formally 
asked the Cart^V administration to give 
its opinion on whether the exclusion 
should be ended. A House bill by Cali
fornia democrat Anthony Beilenson 
has been referred to both the Justice 
Department and the State Department 
for a formal reply.

“ I think you’ll like our response,” 
said a senior White House official. 
The effort is separate from a current 
Justice Department review of how the 
exclusion will be handled in the future.

The Beilenson bill ha.s gathered un
expected momentum in Congress, 
where 20 members have signed on as 
co-sponsors.

While actual legislative action is not 
expected to corrie through committee 
channels, immigration sub-committee 
chairperson Rep. Elizabeth Holtzman 
(D-N.Y.) decided to use the proposal to 
put Carter on record about the change.

Congressional sources indicated that 
a variety of means ranging from inter
national pressure to action by the select 
commission on immigration and ref
ugee policy would be used to build sup
port for congressional action.

Jesus
(Continued from front page)

learning the rally would oppose Dis
trict o f Columbia voting rights, gay 
rights and a host of other issues.

A Washington based interfaith group 
then issued a statement saying it would 
not endorse the rally, citing the funda
mentalists attempts to monopolize the 
political dialogue and their own feel
ings on separation of church and state. 
The group’s position was particularly 
noteworthy because it included the first 
endorsement of separation of church 
and state by Islamic leaders in America.

Washington for Jesus leaders, seeing 
resistance mount, began editing their 
political statement, tailoring it to fit 
each objection, until last week they 
decided to drop it altogether.

The decision to “ absolutely”  keep 
politics out of the rally doomed the at
tempt by Christian Voice to bring in 
Ronald Reagan as a “ star who would 
be seen by millions of Christians on the 
evening news as their kind of man,”  as 
Christian Voice lobbyist Gary Jarmin 
had enthused only days before. Jar
min’s group saw the rally as an oppor
tunity to bolster their new organization, 
Christians for Reagan, which they 
hope will raise $1 million for his elec
tion effort.

A spokesman for Jerry Falwell’s 
lobby. The Moral Majority, said that 
their plans have changed for presenting 
“ ballots” to the White House on such 
issues as gay school teachers. Falwell 
and Anita Bryant have placed advertise
ments carrying the ballots in publica
tions around the country as well as 
through a mass mailing to over a mil
lion and a half people.

Instead of bringing those ballots— 
which Falwell hopes will top the five 
million mark—to the Washington for 
Jesus rally, Falwell’s representatives 
now will try to arrange a “ private” 
White House meeting for the presen
tation. A similar presentation against 
gay rights last month by North Carolina 
evangelist Bob Jones, III got no further 
than the White House’s West Gate, 
White House officials said, with no 
invitation extended to come inside.

Notwithstanding the subdued tone 
of the current planning, gay leaders 
and their supporters in major religious 
denominations are not underestimating 
the impact of the Washington for Jesus 
rally on gay rights efforts. The best 
they hope for now, the religious leaders 
say, is that the issue of gay rights will 
be “ unspoken” rather than an active 
crusade by fundamentalists.

I-Beam

W hat To Do 
Stopped at

If the INS stops a foreign lesbian 
or gay man at the border, the visitor 
should neither admit nor deny homo
sexuality. At present admission of 
homosexuality is fatal to a visa appli
cation at a U.S. Consulate or to an 
attempt to enter the country.

The prospective visitor should 
demand a medical exam from the Pub
lic Health Service to determine whether 
s/he is “ afflicted with psychopathic 
personality or sexual deviation.” The 
PHS will refuse to give the exam, and

If You Are 
a Border

■ ■

(Continued from  fron t page)

my business is being endangered.”
At the time the I-Beam first requested 

an after hours permit. Dr. Kelman sub
mitted 7,000 signatures in support of 
his application, 750 of which came 
from Haight-Ashbury residents. Says 
Kelman: “ I wish Dreamland all the 
success in the world. However, the 
Police Chief denied their request for 
an after hours permit, a decision the 
Board of Permit Appeals subsequently 
overturned. In my case, the Police 
Chief granted my request for a permit, 
which the Board then took away.”

According to Brown, HANC and 
the Haight Ashbury Improvement 
Association have consistently opposed 
the establishment of new businesses in 
the Haight. Presently there are more 
than thirty vacant store fronts on 
Haight Street, a situation Brown as
cribes to the inabilty of small business 
owners to secure needed city permits. 
Brown claims that gay people in partic
ular face a formidable barrier if they 
attem pt to open a business in the 
Haight.

" I  have represented a number of 
small businesses in that neighborhood,” 
says Brown, "and there is no doubt in 
my mind that the Haight Ashbury 
Neighborhood Council is homophobic 
and goes out of its way to force small 
gay businesses out o f the neigh
borhood.”

Brown alleges that not a single gay 
person occupies a responsible position 
in HANC, despite the considerable 
number of gay property owners in the 
area. “ The importance of the I-Beam 
case,”  Brown maintains, “ is that if 
Dr. Kelman wins, HANC’s influence 
in City Hall will be greatly diminished. 
That development will directly benefit 
gay people in San Francisco.”

Judge Ira Brown will issue a decision 
in the case within ninety days.

i

a visitor cannot legally be excluded toi 
not having it.

INS may attempt to persuade or in
timidate a visitor into voluntarily re
turning to their place of origin. The 
visitor should steadfastly demand ad
mission, then contact a local gay/les- 
bian organization for legal assistance. 
A visitor can further demand an exclu
sion proceeding under S236of the 1952 
McCarran-Walter Act, which states 
that the visitor may have present a 
friend, relative, or attorney.

A n Interview
Up Close To Near

by Sue Zemel

When I talked with Holly Near at 
the Artemis Society, a women’s coffee
house, we didn’t spend much time dis
cussing the weather, although it was 
not incidentally a beautiful spring day.

We began with the general subject 
of oppression and moved on to the spe
cifics of nuclear energy, the draft and 
war, not exactly your most breezy mid
day topics. But Holly Near is like a 
breath of spring in an unpoetically grim 
season. Her strong voice, both musi
cally and conversationally, sounds clear 
and positive. While she sings and 
speaks of pertinent political problems, 
at the same time she makes you feel 
good.

At a concert Near gave on Inter
national Women’s Day at San Fran
cisco State, she remarked to the audi
ence, ‘T ve heard I’ve been called the 
Doris Day of the lesbian/feminist 
movement . . . Well, 1 can’t help it if 
I look wholesome and healthy on the 
cover of my Imagine My Surprise al
bum . . .  I am wholesome and healthy.” 

The audience laughed as Holly made 
her point fairly painlessly. Without the 
slightest apology she asserts her own 
power to make change in the world and 
affirms that this power is a quality 
we all possess.

“ I think there are a number of people 
who would like to see that the planet 
survives and is a beautiful, productive 
and kind place to live,” says Near. 
“ So how do we act on that in this 
moment in time when we are able to 
present ourselves to the world,”  she 
quietly questioned as we talked over 
bagels and calistoga water.

Near, a longtime multi-issued per- 
former/political activist, finds that 
she’s much happier when she thinks 
“ humanistically and morally.”  She 
says that she hopes she “ has the intel
ligence to continue to believe that life 
is more important than destruction.” 

In a world full of increasingly com
plex problems Holly Near’s everyday 
approach to politics makes a great deal 
o f sense. “ Politics means people— 
everyday feelings and coping,”  states 
Near. "For example, organizing your , 
house to make it a good place to live is 
a starting point. You don’t have to 
organize the whole world. You can 
start from within.”

While Near, who lives in a house 
with a garden and yard outside of her 
rural hometown of Ukiah, seems to 
follow her own advice, she also spends 
time and energy on the road working 

.fo r  a number.of.progressive move
ments.

“ In our society oppression doesn’t 
seem to be transferable,” Near ob
serves. “ But if you begin to understand 
your own oppression you should under
stand other people’s.”

Holly Near affirms that the gay 
rights movement has the potential to 
be very powerful but adds, “ We want 
to  make sure that how we influence 
F>eople isn’t just around our own issues, 
but around all the other issues that 
affect people who are gay.”

This past year, in addition to appiear- 
ing at gay rights rallies and women’s 
events, and producing a new album. 
Near toured the country performing to 
benefit several anti-Nuke groups.

“ We exist with the potential for

nuclear war and with nuclear power 
constantly jeopardizing the planet. It 
doesn’t matter if we have gay rights if 
the world leaders blow us up with 
nuclear weapons, or if we experience 
the slow death that happens with radi
ation leaking out into our food and 
water sources,” states Near.

“ Big companies are strip mining 
Native American lands for uranium, 
and the people who live in these areas 
are dealing with incredible health prob
lems. Well, what’s happening to Native 
American people is also happening all 
over the country, and in other coun
tries all over the world.

“ The Native American people, as 
part o f their philosophy, thought seven 
generations ahead,” Near says. “ They 
asked, 'what am 1 doing now and how 
will that affect the child born seven 
generations from now .’ If we all 
thought more like that we never would 
have gotten ourselves into the mess 
we’re in.

Another issue that concerns Near is 
the draft. She points out that working 
class men and men of color have been 
used as cannon fodder in past wars. 
“ The people who make policies don’t 
go to the front lines. They just sit 
and made deals with big business so 
that big business can make money off 
o f arms. This is nothing new.

“ And now, this whole battle of 
whether women should go into combat 
duty—women are in combat every day. 
They defend themselves in the street, 
in the home, in their work situation. 
Women know how to carry a gun, and 
if they don’t they can learn in a few 
easy lessons. But that’s not the point; 
the point is do we really want to do 
this?”

Near emphasizes that working in 
political action does not necessarily 
mean leading a dry, boring, 20-hour 
a day existence. “ You can go to the 
movies and have picnics, and you 
don’t have to read everything that Karl 
Marx ever wrote,” she laughs.

Holly Near does a majority of her 
work through the medium of music. 
Recently she won the 1980 Bay Area 
Musicians Award for her outstanding 
performances. The purpose of her rec
ord company. Redwood Records, 
located in the Mission District, is to 
keep putting out high quality music 
that has content.

“ Women’s music is not just occult 
culture anymore,” states Near. “ We 
can expand and be appreciated by a 
very broad group of people.”

Redwood’s record sales (which in
clude Near’s three albums and two al
bums by Sweet Honey in the Rock, a 
black women’s group) increase each 
year but as Near, a practical business- 
person points out, the costs of produc
ing albums are also increasing.

On April 11 Holly Near will appear 
with her newly assembled band at The 
Great American Music Hall in San 
Francisco. “ Playing with a band is a 
new thing for me,”  she says. “ It’s 
added another dimension to my songs 
which is exciting and different.”

Near describes her show as "fun with 
content,” and in her inimitable way 
adds, “ which is proof that you can 
maintain your ideologies and sensitiv
ities to certain aspects of your life and

still be entertained.”
As a performing artist and "a per

son who works to keep my ego under 
control and to be humble,”  Holly Near 
is extremely skilled at exchanging the 
enormous amounts of energy that she 
says come her way.

“ We’ve all been taught this idolatry 
stuff,’/  says Holly. “ But I’m glad if I 
can be a role model. I have lots of 
role models in my life and they aren’t 
all famous people. We need to learn 
how to move gracefully back and forth 
between being teachers and students.”

Change perhaps is the most accurate 
word to describe what Holly Near is 
about. Her philosophy of political 
activism, however, does not preclude 
questioning personal motives.

“ It’s really important not to be in a 
missionary position,” Near explains. 
“ For example, I have talked to men 
who decide that they want to work on 
their sexism, so they do the dishes for 
their wives or do childcare for their 
sisters. But then they want to be 
thanked for it. It’s a form of chivalry 
and the power dynamic never changes. 
If someone had their foot on your neck

and took it off, would you thank them? 
It’s their responsibility to get off your 
neck, and from that point when you 
start working together some apprecia
tion can be shown.”

Near encourages men in the gay 
community who want to start making 
alliances with their lesbian sisters to do 
so because they believe that the world 
would be a better place, not because 
they’re doing women a favor.

“ Within our community, when we 
do something we need to consider the 
effect it has on the people around us,” 
she concludes. "We have no idea how 
we affect other people. You might be 
in a shopping line and you’ll say some
thing to a clerk about nuclear power. 
He or she might tell you to buzz off, 
but maybe the tenth person who says 
‘no nukes’ to this clerk will be heard. 
The people who got rejected should re
alize that they’re part of a process. As 
we go through life doing what we need 
to do, even if it doesn’t seem like any
body is paying attention, we might just 
be part of that line leading up to (he 
moment of change.”

#
Holly Near (photo by John Oleske)

SF Gays Look 
To Brown 

For Judgeship
Four gay San Francisco attorneys 

have undergone the necessary screening 
interviews by the State Bar, a prerequi
site for appiointment to a judgeship. 
The Sentinelhas learned.

They are Donald Knutson, Mary 
Dunlap, Rick Stokes, and David 
Clayton.

All four attorneys are politically ac
tive in the gay community: Knutson, 
49, was a founding partner of Gay 
Rights Advocates, a public interest law 
firm in San Francisco which has gained 
international attention recently for de
fending homosexual foreigners pre
vented by the Immigration and Natur
alization Service from entering the 
United States.

Dunlap, 31, is also an associate of

Gay Rights Advocates and was a co
founder of Equal Rights Advocates, 
Inc., a San Francisco firm that brings 
sex discrimination cases.

Stokes, 45, was defeated for Super
visor by Harvey Milk and was later 
considered as a possible replacement 
for the slain su p erv i^ . He is presently 
on the County Dem'ocraiic Council.

Clayton, 47, Stokes’ roommate and 
partner in general civil practice, worked 
for five years with the Neighborhood 
Legal Assistance Foundation in Sacra
mento before moving to San Francisco.

The four attorneys are among several 
gay candidates under serious consider
ation for a San Francisco judicial ap
pointment by Governor Jerry Brown.

The Governor recently appointed 
California’s second openly gay judge 
in Los Angeles (see page 2).

San Francisco’s large gay commu
nity is still waiting for a similar plum; 
but no judicial appointments are immi
nent here, according to the governor’s 
legal affairs advisor, J. Anthony Kline.
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ON LIVE!
ABOARD THE 8-MARKET: A play
ful. sunny, springtime Sunday after
noon is coming to an end. Twilight 
looms, and the swollen moon awaits 
immense and sudden birth on the east
ern hilltops.

Tripping the light fantastic, three 
young gentlemen of our persuasion 
bounce aboard the lurching coach at 
Church and Market. The trio boister
ously wends its way to the back seats, 
so well clustered for conversation.

At the next stop, a lanky Castro cow
boy boards the bus and sits in their 
midst. Re-arranging his bag of grocer
ies, he pulls out a five-pound box 
of oats.

One of our three fairies, clearly 
smitten by the looks of the newcomer, 
spurts, “ Ooh! You eat oatmeal!”

“ Yeah. I’m like a horse,” responds 
our cowboy. “ I eat a bowl of oatmeal 
this big around and this deep every 
morning."

“ Really? Do you ever need any 
help?”

Even the few straights on the bus 
were laughing.
GET IT WHILE YOU CAN: First, the 
good news. Word is circulating around 
the city, the nation and the world that 
1980 will be the Castro’s own summer 
of love. Now, the bad: decline will 
follow the peak, say the seers, as surely 
as it did in the Haight after 1967.

In the meantime, there seems already 
to be a high early-season density of 
international tourists down in the 
Malestrom. The visitors hail from north 
and south of our borders, from Europe 
and from across the Pacific, mainly 
Japan and Australia.
FLASH IN THE PAIN: Erotic film
maker Wakefield Poole’s upper Market 
gallery. Hot Flash of America, closed 
after four-and-a-half years on March 
31. (The hair salon closes April 5.) 
Manager Wyatt Moore says the closing 
is for an indefinite period, “ pending 
sale of the business.”

“ What happened?” asks attorney 
Fred Rosenberg. “ Have they run out 
of trend?”

ILL-DISHED IS WELL-SERVED:
Konstantin Berlandt’s B.A.R. “ Media 
Scanner”  column attempted to excor
iate the Chronicle's Ron Moskowitz 
for “ just bad journalism”  repeatedly 
misspelled Ron’s name, among other 
errors. Berlandt is apparently still angry 
at Moskowitz’s failure to cover each 
and every “ Stop the Movie Cruising” 
demonstration. Chronicle lawyers are 

I now reported to be "looking at”  the 
I B.A.R. piece, which dccujes'the daily 

and its reporter of writing “ myths.”

POLL CATS: Jim Epstein suggests this 
question for next week’s Chronicle 
Readers’ Poll: “ Which organ should 
the Shah have removed next?”

Along the same lines, Martin Snapp 
wants to arrange a perfecta pool on 
the Shah, the Ayatollah, Tito, Brezh
nev, and the zero-year U.S. President 
elected this November. Object is to 
guess the order o f death, and there are 
120 possible outcomes.

MORE SICK HUMOR: Perhaps in
spired by the zero-year curse on U.S. 
Presidents, a TV ad features a poli
tician guarded by hordes of agents on 
foot and on the back seat of an open 
car: “ The new Jeep CJ—to face the 
uncertain road ahead.”

And another 10, 9, 8, 7 riddle, a la 
Bo Derek’s “ 10.” In this case, the 
declining numbers represent Kenneth 
Parnell listening to Steve Stayner’s 
voice grow deeper.

SPEAKING OF SICK: Dr. Paul Wies- 
ner of the VD division of the Center 
for Communicable Disease Control in 
Atlanta is now advertising for a Gay 
Liaison Officer for the Center. Dr. Bill . 
Owen, Secretary of Bay Area Physi
cians for Human Rights, reported on 
KSAN that the officer would “ travel 
throughout the U.S., develop relation
ships with various gay clinics and pri
vate gay physicians, spread the word 
about sexually transmitted diseases 
which arc currently problems, and try 
to gather some new ideas about their 
diagnosis and treatment.”

BADGE 714 RETIRES, GONE IS 
THE RORER OF THE CROWD: 
Faced with a reputation for the drug’s 
abuse, the Lemmon Company has de
cided to re-market Quaalude under the 
name of Mequin, the Knight News 
Service reported last week. Lemmon 
picked up production o f the sedative- 
hypnotic, known genetically as metha- 
qualone, when Rorer ceased producing 
it a couple of years ago.

Will the name change fool anyone? 
A ruse by any other nam e.. . .

JUSTICE FOR ALL: The trial of 
South-of-Market art dealer Robert 
Opel’s accused killers was stalled in
definitely on March 25 when Maurice 
Keenan’s attorney filed a sealed peti
tion with the state’s Supreme Court. 
Such court documents usually relate 
to lawyer-client privilege, and Hall-of- 
Justice gossip has the lawyer withdraw
ing because of Keenan’s lack of co
operation in his own defense.

Events
★  SPECIAL EVENTS *

SATURDAY, APRIL 5, Big Bunny 
Egg Hung, Children’s Zoo, Sloat Blvd. 
at the beach. 11 AM.

“ Star Death—The Birth of Black 
Holes,” Morrison Planetarium, Cali
fornia Academy of Sciences, Golden 
Gate Park. 12:30, 2 and 3:30.

The Gay Youth Community Coali
tion (GYCC) will meet at 12 noon in 
the MCC, 150 Eureka, S.F. All young 
gay people interested in working for 
Gay Youth Liberation are encouraged 
to come. For more information call 
David Dayog at 548-8283 or Michael 
Nulty at 552-6025.

Auditions are being held for chorus 
and all speaking roles, except for 
Marne and Vera, for the all male pro
duction of MAME. 12:(X) noon to 5 PM 
at Gordon’s Restaurant, 118 Jones St., 
S.F.; also on April 12, same time.

KSAN presents a talk with Dan Cur- 
zon and Rosalie Nichols of the Gay 
Atheist League of America (GALA). 
Airing at 5 PM and repeated late Sun
day night at 1 AM.

“ Zany”  clown duo of Zip and Bloke 
present a revue of comedy sketches at 
Circus a la Mode, 2547 Eighth St., 
Berkeley. Donation. Children SI.50, 
Adults $2.50. The show will also take 
place Saturday, April 12, 19 and 26 
at 3 PM.

David Mamet’s The Revenge o f  the 
Space Pandas will be performed at 
2:30 PM and 8:00 PM at the Asian 
American Theatre, 4344 California St. 
Tickets are $4.50 adults, $2.50 children: 
PAS Voucher plus $1.50. Performances 
will continue Fridays and Saturdays 
through April 19.

SUNDAY, APRIL 6. The Rainbow 
Cattle Co., 199 Valencia, presents the 
“ John Gallaghef Band” at 5:00 PM.

A film on Northern India will be 
shown at the G 40 Plus meeting at 
2 PM, 1668 Bush ST., S.F.

MONDAY, APRIL 7. Dream work
shop seminar to be conducted at the 
International Institute. The workshop 
will be an experimental as well as aca
demic approach to Jungian Psychology. 
Mon. and Wed. at 7-9:30 PM. Regis
tration fee: $24. Held at the Inter
national Institute of S.F., 2209 Van 
NessAve., phone 673-1720 or 441-0675.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 9. Open Mike 
(semi-professional talent night) at Net
work Coffeehouse, 1036 Bush, 8 PM. 
Free.

Mayor Feinstein, Supervisor John 
L. Molinari and Mrs. Eugenia Moscone 
are hosting a birthday celebration in 
honor of Philip J. Moscone at the 
North Beach Restaurant, 5:30-7:30. 
Cocktails and hors d’oeuvres for $75 
F>er person. Moscone is a candidate for 
Judge Municipal Court #1.

Dream workshop seminar. See 
April 7.

FRIDAY, APRIL II . San Francisco’s 
Dancers’ Workshop presents an eve
ning of music and dance to honor our 
families and our community. Norma 
Leistiko will lead children, teens, 
mothers and fathers in a music and 
dance celebration, exploring family 
roles and relationship to entire com
munity. 7:30 PM at Dancers’ Work
shop Studio, 321 Divisadero, S.F. 
Donation: $4 general, $2 children and 
seniors. For more information call 
626-0414. ,

llth  to 13th, Russian River Retreat. 
An experiential weekend retreat iii a 
rustic lodge, designed to create a sup
portive and intimate community of gay 
men. Issues such as enhancing con
cepts of the body self and learning new 
ways of sharing, commurTicating and 
enjoying with other gay men will be 
explored. $175 fee includes lodging, 
superb meals and use of all lodge facil
ities. Further information: Leon 
McKusick, 552-6356 or Bill Reiner, 
924-6313.

SATURDAY, APRIL 12. Saturday 
and Sunday KYA Easy Rock 93 hosts 
the Second Annual World’s Largest 
Indoor Garage Sale at Pier 2, Fort 
Mason, 9:30 AM to 4:30 PM—both 
days. 225 non-profit organizations sell
ing garage sale items to the public. 
Further information: Sharon Rosen- 
bush, KYA 391-1260.

MCC will have a booth at the KYA 
garage sale. Any donations can be 
brought to the church at 150 Eureka 
Street or phone 863-4434 for pickup.

12th & 13th Western Round-up (gay 
members of Alcoholics Anonymous) 
holding Pink Elephant Sale from noon 
til six at the parking lot of the Caravan 
Motor Lodge, 601 Eddy Street, corner 
of Larkin & Eddy Streets.

Auditions for all-male cast of 
MAME. See April 5.

SUNDAY, APRIL 13. Rainbow Cattle 
Co., 199 Valencia, presents “ Stir 
Crazy.” 5 PM. Call 861-9652.

(Continued on page ¡0)

The Problem of Anal Warts
by'Elliott Brender, M.D.

Time and time again, I hear the 
same story. “ Doctor, in the past sev
eral months my hemerrhoids seem to 
be growing and now they are becoming 
tender and irritated. Also a lot of them 
are forming.”  I ask, “ Are you sure 
you don’t have anal warts?” “ Warts? 
What are warts, doctor?” All I can do 
is sympathize and explain that I hope 
the problem actually is hemerrhoids 
and we’ll see once the examination is 
performed.

But what are veneral warts, or 
condylomata acuminata, as they are 
termed medically? Briefly, they are 
growths that occur in the rectum, 
around the anus, on the penis, on the 
labia and vagina in females, and less 
frequently on the mouth. They seem to 
like warm, moist dark places, espe
cially mucous membrane lined surfaces. 
They are caused by a p>apilloma virus 
and they are most commonly but not 
always contracted through sexual con
tact. They have an incubation period 
from 30 to 60 days (period of time from 
contact to appearance of warts).

This often makes it difficult to iden
tify the source. In addition, it is this 
incubation period that makes the 
disease so hard to cure. “ The warts 
constantly come back”  is the most 
commonly heard complaint. Frequent 
followup and treatment is mandatory 
if the patient is to be cured.

So, if you have warts, what can you 
do about it? Basic treatment consists 
of some form of cautery or burning to 
remove the warts. Although currently 
there is research into immunotherapy, 
i.e., preparing an anti-wart vaccine, 
this has not been perfected as of this 
writing.

Elimination of serious side effects 
still remains to be accomplished. Surgi
cal resection, i.e., surgically cutting off 
each wart, is to be condemned because 
heavy scarring and stricturing results 
(narrowing of the anal canal by scar 
tissue), making bowel movements pain
ful and sex impossible.

Cautery can be divided into three 
accepted methods: electrocautery 
(burning), cryotherapy (burning by 
freezing), and topical cauterants (chem
icals that cause a burn). This must be 
distinguished from fulguration which 
is electrocautery and is perfectly ac
ceptable. Each method of therapy has 
its pluses and minuses and is used in 
different circumstances.

Podophyllum, bichloracetic acid, 
and other chemical cauterants are used

for skin warts, a mind to moderate 
disease in the rectum. The chemicals 
burn the skin on contact. They are 
selectively applied to the warts to burn 
them off. Podophyllum is washed off 
four hours after application to prevent 
serious burn. It is 80-85Vo effective. 
Some warts appear totally immune to 
the substance.

Bichloracetic acid is a very powerful 
cauterant that is almost lOOî o effective 

^ u t  it is very painful for the first fifteen 
minutes or so after application. After 
trying this internally on two patients, 
their faces told me this was unaccept
able. Extensive internal disease is a 
relative contraindication to the use of 
topical cauterants as it is too painful 
and may cause unacceptable scarring.

Cryotherapy removes the warts by 
freezing them. The deep freeze causes 
damage to the wart tissue (and any 
other surrounding tissue) much as frost
bite damages tissue. The wart then 
sloughs off in three to five days.

Although there is less pain during 
the treatment, the swelling, pain, odor 
and drainage is heavier in the days fol
lowing treatment than other methods. 
Several reports o f damage to the anal 
sphincter secondary to the inability to 
control the depth of freeze seem to 
make this alternative less favorable.

Electrocautery removes warts by 
coagulating them with an electric cur
rent, thereby burning them off. Al
though this is the most successful 
method, anesthesia is mandatory. The 
injections of lidocaine locally are pain
ful no matter how small a needle you 
use, for it is the lidocaine itself that 
hurts. Multiple injections lead to a rapid 
loss of patients and a low cure rate.

Topical benzocaine 20î o is effective, 
but requires time to absorb. Cocaine 
HCI lOl̂ o solution is highly effective 
in anesthetizing the anorectal mucosa, 
but is worthless on the skin. The nar
cotic controls, lack of availability, and 
extensive record keeping makes this ex
cellent method undesirable for many 
physicians.

Extensive presence of warts necessi
tates hospitalization and fulguration 
under anesthesia. I have had excellent 
experience with caudal anesthesia sup
plemented with narcotics and sedatives. 
Its greatest advantage is that at the end 
of the procedure there are approxi
mately 4-6 additional hours that are 
pain free. When -ih«. paiwnt awakes 
from general anesthesia the pain is there 
immediately. Spinal anesthesia is an 

(Continued on page /  /)
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There’s more than one way to get it
Home Delivery

Fill out the coupon below, enclose your check or money order, 
and your home delivery will begin on May 2.

The $1,000 cash drawing will be held May 29,1980.

W IN  $ 1,000 C A SH
in The Sentinel home delivery sweepstakes!
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Mail to: The Sentinel, 1042 Howard St., San Francisco, 94103

We’ve been printing 
17,000 copies of The 
Sentinel every 2 weeks 
this year, but many of 
our readers can’t find 
it unless they go out 
the night it’s delivered.

Now you can be guar
anteed home delivery of 
your Sentinel and pos
sibly win $1,000 cash
while doing it!*

Beginning May 2, we will 
deliver The Sentinel to 
your address for only $25 
a year or $15 for six mos. 
*SF mail subscribers will 
be eligible for the $1,000 
prize, but mail subscrib
ers should know that the 
mail delivery of the paper 
can run from 4 to 7 days 
after publication.

The initial home delivery 
area will be within these 
boundaries:

Question
What do you think of 

the 1980 Census?

Letters

Carienc, masseuse: I got the form in 
the mail but I don’t have any feelings 
about it. I started to fill it out but 
I didn’t have a black pencil so I said 
‘fuck it.’ I’m moving anyway, so let 
them track me down. Would they?

' e l -

M khad, stained glass artist: There’s 
a good point and a bad point to it. 
The good point is that I suppose 
they have to  know how to allot 
money, and it’s necessary to know 
how many people there are and 
where they live. And on the other 
hand, it’s none of their business.

Polly, retired: Well, I think that if 
we don’t all check in, then govern
ment funds are going to come down 
on the basis of people who do, and 
it will distort the picture for.fund
ing purposes.

LIBERTARIAN PARTY
Editor,

In his column on libertarian economics, 
Randy Alfred made a number of incorrect 
assertions which deserve a response.

1. The Libertarian Party does anything 
b u t  ignore “ the massive concentration in 
wealth and power in the hands of very few 
individuals and corporations.” That is why 
we call for an end to subsidies, tariffs, 
the Import-Export Bank, and all other 
forms o f government aid to Big Business. 
Even with this government support, how
ever, the after-tax profits of all private cor
porations combined has been exceeded by 
the Department o f Defense budget every 
year since 1931. As Semour Melman, an 
engineer from MIT, has correctly pointed 
out, our economy is no longer a primarily 
free enterprise system but a military form 
of stale capitalism. Clearly, if one is look
ing for a concentration of wealth and power, 
one has to look at the government.

2. The libertarian concept o f  property is 
not a creation o f  the legal system. It stems, 
instead, from a belief in the concept o f  
natural rights, the most important of which 
is the right to self-ownership. Any proper 
legal system merely codifies these rights.

3. Pollution is indeed “ a physical assault 
on the health and safety of free citizens.” 
That is why Libertarians believe pollution 
constitutes a violation of individual liberty.

4. Libertarians oppose compulsory af
firmative action programs because we don’t 
believe in collective guilt or collective pun
ishment. We do support a land reform pro
gram for past victims of state oppression, 
and considering all the land the Federal 
government has confiscated, there is plenty 
to go around.

5. Mr. Alfred’s advocacy o f  "public 
ownership” means but one thing—mon
opoly—and he should be honest enough 
with himself and his readers to state this. 
Either property is owned (i.e. controlled) 
by private individuals, in which case it is 
widely dispersed, or it is owned by the 
State, in which case it is exclusively con
trolled by the ruling class.

The Libertarian Parly enthusiastically 
endorses the former.

David Lamp. Secretary
San Francisco Libertarian Party

Editor. BUENA VISTA PARK
Thank you for visiting our office in your 

effort to do a fair job on covering proposals 
for renewing Buena Vista Park. The 1978 
neighborhood meetings made us aware of 
the controversial nature o f any such efforts. 
They began with outright opposition from 
the gay community, and ended with general 
agreement that the SI30,000 budget be used 
for erosion control.

The proposal which you mention in your 
March 7 story came out o f a preliminary 
physical survey o f  the site, before the neigh
borhood meetings began. It was simply a 
description o f certain possibilities we saw in 
the park itself. We did not propose to do 
anything before meetings with the neighbor
hood to find out what they wanted. We did. 
The drawings you reviewed here are the 
current result o f that understanding.

There are a number o f misunderstand
ings and misconceptions in your story, 
some from those who are "skeptical.”  I 
hope you will forgive me if I point these out:

1. The I '/ i  miles o f stairways and paths 
are not additional. They are following trails 
which are already established and worn on 
the slopes and which are causing the ero
sion. We plan only to stabilize these exist
ing routes and control the drainage and 
water runoff in order to eliminate the 
erosion.

2. Since these are not additional but exist
ing walkways, we will not be removing any 
large areas o f brush and trees. At the most 
there will be some pruning to ease move
ment. Those who choose to remain skeptical 
of these statements are in effect calling us 
liars. We do not accept that. We are pro
fessional designers, not politicians. We are 
not out to fool anyone.

3. My opinion about whether or not there 
are loo many trees in the park is only per
sonal at this stage.’ We are not proposing 
to use any o f the present budget for tree 
work of any sort, because we feel that the 
paths and stairs are more important. Some
thing like 200 new young trees were planted 
in the park just before we began work. They 
will more than replace the old pines and 
cypresses which are past their prime. The 
question of what trees should be removed 
or added will come up i f  additional work is 
authorized after completion o f this contract 
and i f  the neighborhood agrees that that is 
the next priority.

4. The current budget o f  $130,000 is the 
only money appropriated tor the park, and 
n o  more is in sight at this time. The $200,000 
figure was an early misunderstanding, in 
1978. The $800,000 figure is our own rough 
estimate of what might be spent if the entire 
10-acre park were irrigated, planted, and 
given some new facilities. There is no com
mitment to that figure by anyone.

3. Since the 1978 meetings it should be 
obvious that we will never have a free hand 
to rerlbvate. Nor would we want it. Our 
work is based on the development of en
vironments suited to the needs and desires 
of the people who use them.

6. We returned to our drafting tables 
with a clear mandate to determine the best 
way to control erosion in the park. There 
will be no more pathways than now exist 
overall, nor do we plan to remove any 
trees. We agree that the wild natural char
acter o f  the park should be preserved. Its 
uniqueness is more vulnerable to accelerat
ing erosion than to anything we propose. 
We had nothing to do with any brush 
clearing.

7. Since our plans follow closely the cir
culation routes already established, whether 
by gays or others, we are not encouraging 
"a shift from the predominantly gay use,” 
trying to "transform Buena Vista into a 
family park,”  or "discourage gays from us
ing the park.”  In fact we are very care
fully trying to stabilize current use patterns, 
by stopping the erosion which wilTgradually 
wash them down the hill. I am curious, 
however. What do gays have against “ sen
ior citizens, geriatric patients and families 
with children” ?

8. When gays remain skeptical or uncon
vinced about clear statements such as Jeff 
Miller and I have been making, I can only 
feel sorry that they are so trapped in cyni
cism that they cannot recognize honest 
people when they see and hear them.

9. The neighborhood conservation corps 
idea was made simply to encourage neigh
borhood participation in the management 
and maintenance of the park. This is a 
basic democratic idea. It can only be formed 
by the neighbors, and what it becomes will 
be up to them. My purpose in making the 
suggestion was basically this: whatever 
work is done in the park, by us or anyone 
else, can only succeed if the park users agree 
with it, use it, and work with it.

Larry, census clerk: I work for the 
census and I think it’s very good. It's 
well needed and there should be a lot 
more response to it than there is. 
People are afraid of it and they don’t 
realize that things are kept confiden
tial. We don’t even know people’s 
names half the lime.

Bonita, artist and restaurant worker: 
I didn’t like that they wanted my 
phone number, social security num
ber, and all that personal informa
tion. Counting heads may be neces
sary for allocation purposes but I 
don’t think they need names and 
other personal information.

(pho to  b y  Jo hn  O I n k t )
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by Randy M. Alfreds

Faking Sides The Visit

Our path and step system will only suc
ceed in stopping erosion if all o f the people 
who use the area stay on the paths and o ff 
of the ground around them. That will give 
the existing vegetation an opportunity to 
cover the ground and stabilize it.

If r>eople persist in walking between the 
paths and stepways the vegetation will not 
recover and erosion will continue. Therefore 
if you think of it as your park, and take 
responsibility for keeping it in good shape, 
the renewal program will succeed. I know 
there is already a good deal o f voluntary 
effort to keep the park in shape. The corps 
idea only goes a little beyond this.

10. We debated the question of which 
should come first, paths or irrigation. Irri
gation without stabilized paths would prob
ably not work, because the entire area would 
have to be watered and that might even in
crease the erosion where paths are worn.

11. There is not much native California 
chaparral in the park. The pines and cypress 
are native, but most o f the big shrubs are 
Australian acacia and tea trees. Watering 
alone is not going to bring on much natural 
growth except wild grass and herbaceous 
plants. They will hold the ground if kept 
alive by irrigation, and protected from 
trampling.

We are planning to hydro mulch (seed by 
spraying) about two acres o f the worst 
eroded slopes. This will establish a ground 
cover, but will also require irrigation to stay 
alive. The next step after this current path- 
and-step contract should be a planting and 
irrigation program.

We are available for reasonable discus
sion at any time.

Garrett Eckbo

MEAT RACK.
Editor,

I must take issue with Thomas Edwards’ 
self-righteous and simplistic attack on the 
meat rack people {Sentinel 3/7). His article 
is overly-simplistic because he lays the 
problem on the vast generalization o f  Anter- 
ica's youthful orientation. While deploring 
the "esthetic eyesore” he completely ignores 
real causes of meat rack prostitution.

It is a well-known fact that employment 
in San Francisco is scarce to non-existent 
for newcomers to the City, particularly for 
young men with little job experience. No 
one should be surpris^ that people who 
cannot find legitimate jobs sell the only 
commodity they have to keep alive. When 
opportunity to work in conventional jobs 
arises through local contacts, most move on 
—and o ff  the meat rack.

Some, o f  course, slay there by choice 
and even gain some local fame by inter
views in the gay press. The more resourceful 
hustlers become less obvious and more 
sophisticated in their business approach. 
One could say that in their way they con 
tribute to the great American ideal o f free 
enterprise which is so dear to the hearts 
of political right-wingers.

If we must have a gay voice crying in the 
wilderness, I suggest that it propose some 
constructive solutions to the employment 
problem. Thomas Edwards lake heart, none 
o f us are getting any younger.

Dale Emmerl

WOLVES AT THE DOOR AND AGING
Editor,

The latest Sentinel contained some very 
interesting articles. I especially liked the 
one on housing and Prop 10, and the one 
on aging.

Both are on meaningful subjects which 
are hard to understand and impossible to 
sweep under the rug.

Mark A. Monica

by Thomas M, Edwards

This being nigh unto the most 
Ancient and Honourable Festival of 
the Fools, and absolutely no entries 
having been received in the previously 
announced Sentinel April Fools Double 
Dactyl Contest, I shall take, nay seize. 
this Opportunity to pay Tribute to the 
imitable Style of my esteemed Colleague 
“ On the Right.” For it has been said, 
and truly so, that Imitation is the sin- 
cerest form of Flattery. Likewise, it 
takes a Queen to dish a Royalist.

Be that as it may (and so be it, for 
indeed it may be that), we are not dis
suaded from the Undertaking of a task 
so arduous as they may be, and well it 
may be. No, we are not, for the Con
cepts of the Constitution and, might I 
humbly add, of Western Civilization 
itself are such as to abhor the failure 
to address an Issue of which the Public 
needs be informed. Indeed, the Majesty 
of the Law and the Dignity of our 
astrally spangled yet Immaculate Na
tional Emblem, Old Glory Herself (and 
feminine She is, both by Her Heritage 
from the eminent Patriotess Betsy Ross 
and as well by Her “ supple” nature as 
fabric), mandate that each such con
troversy receive its “ day in Court.”

At the outset, consider if you will. 
Ladies and Gentlemen (and if you are 
not, then you need not), that it matters 
not to me, prescinding from th'e above, 
that the Extreme Left and the Extreme 
Right, even as the Poor, will always 
be with us.

These socio-ethnic Minorities within 
the Judeo-Christian context, perse and 
en se, often seem at “ loggerheads,” 
whether they be the handmaiden of 
Big Business or the apologist for Wel
fare Stateism. But I am, have always

been, and indeed shall always be “ sec
ond to none” in the alacrity with which 
1 defend the very heads over which 
they may logger.

1 have not listened to a Helen Reddy 
“ album” in years, neither have I par
ticipated in “ bloc” voting, neither have 
I taken meat from the rack without 
first warming it over, nor have I written 
a column in another Paper, yet I know 
it is surely no Evil to do so. And I 
defend the Liberty to so do, repulsive 
and repugnant to me though that 
may be.

What then can the Common Man (or 
Common Woman, and I bow here to 
our Sisters who rightly demand not to 
be ignored, offensive and strident 
though their voices sometimes may be) 
do about the constant Erosion of 
“ rugged individualism” in a free mar
ket economy? Despite our leaders’ “ lip 
service” to the ideals of the Free Enter
prise “ system” in this Nation (Long 
May She Live!), their almost daily 
abrogation of the Cherished Principles 
of our Founding Fathers belies same.

For, lo! Our Public Servants, such 
as they may be, are a “ sorry lot.” 
Even the current Incumbent of this 
nation's Highest Office, respected 
though that Office may be, and rightly 
so (though I am told it needs a new 
coat of paint), brings Dishonour upon 
same. And the same may be said, that 
in our very own and much-Beloved 
City and County (Unique though that 
status may be), the current Incumbent 
of the Office of the Mayor, entitled to 
respect though she may be, both as a 
Civil Officer and as a “ fine Lady” of 
cultured upbringing, and with few Ex- 
ceptions our “ motley crew” of Super-

visors are collectively a District and 
Community Disgrace. ’

For the Sad Truth is, my Country
men and, I hasten to add, my Country
women, and wax not wroth at the 
Bearer of “ bad news,” that Progress 
is at a standstill, and the Constitution 
is defiled daily. The West is in decline, 
and so loo is the Mid-West, but I have 
not recently visited the Northeast, 
neither have, I the Mid-Allantic slates.

Why then, my Sapphic Sisters and 
fellow Sons of Aristotle, do I indulge 
in such extensive use of Upper Case 
letters? I do so, dear Readers, because 
I am a staunch defender and expositor 
of the unsung Virtues of Capitalism, 
and the Medium is, forsooth, the Mes
sage. So says the sage McLuhan, al
though I must admit that I am more 
than minimally baffled by his Conver
sion to and Embrace of the historically 
repressive Holy Roman Catholic and 
Apostolic Church and her Popery.

Why though do I, nominally a Con
servative-Libertarian-Homosexual, sub
scribe, my fellow Citizens, to such a 
modernist as Marshall McLuhan, pan
demic though Modernity may be in this 
“ modern world?” Because, Conserva
tive though I may be (whether I be or 
not) and Libertarian though I may be 
(and I most assuredly am), I am the 
very Model of a Modern Libertarian.

The Pendulum swings. ''Q uo  
Vadis?"

Randy Alfred interviews Dan Curzon 
and Rosalie Nichols o f  the Gay A theist 
League o f  America on KSAN's The 
Gay Life, Saturday. April 5, at 5 a. m., 
repeated late Sunday night at / a.m. 
(April 7), on 95 FM.

The Gay Lifestyle is not necessarily 
easy, nor is it inherently difficult. For
tunately here in San Francisco we enjoy 
a certain sense of security. Yet that self 
same security, and the openness with 
which we are able to be ourselves, fre
quently invites not only a complacency 
but leaves us vulnerable to the “ slings 
and arrows”  of others who pretend to 
tolerate us, yet, who in reality hate us.

Such has been the lesson from “ the 
visit”  recently inflicted upon two gay 
lovers by a parent of one of them. It 
is their painful experience which I wish 
to share with you, and hope that by 
so doing future “ visits” may, if they 
occur to any of us, be less excruciating.

It was to have been a joyous occa
sion. One lover introducing his mother 
to the other. The climate had long been 
nurtured, and the past had indicated 
no overt or expressed antipathy to the 
lifestyle. In faa , with but few excep
tions—grounded in personal tragedies 
and emotional convolutions—the 
mother’s son had had every reason to 
believe that she accepted and approved 
of his homosexuality and was pleased 
that he had found a man who had made 
him happy and fulfilled his needs.

The lover, youthful and vibrant, 
sought only to please and to seek some 
recognition for the positive and mean
ingful changes he had wrought in a 
man whom he loved and whom hereto
fore fate had treated most cruelly.

For years prior to the two men’s re
lationship the mother had given every 
indication to accepting the homosexual 
lifestyle of her son, and even accepting 
her son’s former lover' who, following 
a nervous breakdown, committed 
suicide. ___________

The son, literally “ head-over heals”  
with his lover (they had made their 
commitment more than a year earlier) 
had planned the event to share his love 
and joy with the two people dearest 
to him.

“ What a crummy neighbourhood 
you live in” (referring to the Castro) 
were the first words spoken by the 
mother, and tfte stage became set for 
an evening which came close to destroy
ing the lovers’ relationship, and which 
permanently alienated the mother and 
her son.

“ Must you refer to each other in 
terms of endearment?” she would ask; 
yet she had, in retrospect at least toler
ated her son’s deceased lover. “ Things 
in your home offend me” —an obvious 
reference to male nude statuary. And/

■ or, “ why must men be so open about 
their affection?”  NOT ONE WORD 
OF EITHER APPRECIATION  for or 
RECOGNITION  of the fact that her 
son’s lover, whom she virtually ignored, 
had done for him,

Unnoticed were the changes which 
the lover had effected upon her son 
who but a scant thirteen months earlier 
had been destined to an alcoholic death, 
prompted by a multiplicity of tragedies. 
In fact, she treated her son’s lover as 
if he were an interloper; almost as if 
she wished that following the suicide 
of his earlier lover, he (her son) would 
go “ straight, find a girl and get 
married.”

“ The Visit”  ended with an all too 
typical scene in a public restaurant, 
with the son left with the mother, try
ing to pick up thé pieces: the mother 
leaving San Francisco, vowing nçver to 
return again; and the lover ensconçed

in the Embarcadero Y, from which he 
ultimately repaired with the result that 
he and his lover are closer together 
than ever.

There is a lesson to be learned here.
The lesson is twofold. In the first 

instance, never assume anything re
garding straights when they say they 
"accept”  our lifestyle; particularly if 
said nongays are parents. Latently and 
pervasively they Rever really accept and 
it can easily be postulated that their 
tolerance is benign, at best. „

They always will think that it is “ al 
right for someone else’s offspring to be 
that way, but nevertheir own.”

Secondly, we must never become so 
assured of our acceptance and assimi 
lation here in San FraiKisco that we 
can ever forget that the battle for 
human/gay rights has been won.

We are lucky here, even if most of us 
live in what one lady calls a “ crummy 
district,”  for we have several enclaves 
within San Francisco—a City long 
known for its tolerance. But step out
side of this area, and we will be “ vis
ited” by the hatred and bigotry which 
was exemplified by the tragic incident 
which I have just related here.

We must never apologize for what 
we are, nor must we ever “ return to the 
closet”  to conceal the singlemost im
portant aspect of our personality. 
Ironically, one would assume that it 
should be from our families from whom 
we ought to obtain the most support, 
at least morally and intellectually, in 
our difficult lifestyle. Drawing upon 
the incident of “ the visit” one can 
readily see, however, why we really have 
only ourselves and why we must con
tinue to work that much harder.
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Why feel neglected? We can offer 
beginning and advanced programs for 
the casual or serious Bodybuilder.
We understand the need that 
nutritional supervision plays in the 
Iron Game and we will help you find 
what best suits you. Our staff is

trained in physical education and 
exercise physiology.
We at the San Frandsco Gym earnestly 
believe bodybuilding is a great art and 
will help you achieve a more health
ful level of physical fitness and reach  
your full potential.
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Crawford Barton Serves Notice
by Robert Triptow

"I am serving notice on San Fran
cisco," said Crawford Barton, one of 
the foremost photographers of gay life 
in the city. “ I’ve done it all in this city, 
from the DeYoung Museum to the 
Ambush bar, and I’m burned out on 
exhibitions—spending money on them, 
selling nothing, piling up reviews.” 

"He's through exhibiting here,” said 
Tim Barrus, director of Photography 
International Foundation, a non-profit 
co^kration sponsoring Burton’s bid 
f o r ^  Guggenheim Fellowship and a 
grant from the National Endowment 
for the Arts. “ His work has to go out
side San Francisco. The rest of the 
world has to be exposed to it. ”

A project that Barton has recently 
completed is a historical photo-docu
ment on San Francisco’s gay culture. 
" I t’s a book called Castro Street, 1970- 
1980, with a text about the revolution 
and evolution and all the things that 
have come down in America’s most 
widely-publicized and popularized play
ground,” Barton said. “ A lot of people 
think that it is the gay community, the 
most significant, concentrated, active 
one—even more than Christopher 
Street.”

The book is designed to be more 
educational than sensational, accord
ing to Greg Wilson, the projects re
search assistant.

"The material comes from people 
within the community as well as outside 
of it,"  Barton added, “ people who 
lived there, people who were just pass
ing through, young pteople; from 80- 
year-old people who’ve lived there a 
long time and how they feel about it 
turning into a gay mecca before their 
eyes. It’s a portrait of the street, not 
just of the gay people on the street.

" I  have included Dan White and the 
riot at City Hall, real milestones; and 
then the next night on Castro at Harvey 
Milk’s memorial birthday party. Black 
against white, things that are fascinat
ing in their diversity.”

Barton is working on other projects 
with the foundation as well. " I  always 
do 12 things at once, but certainly pub
lishing is one of my main concerns. 
We’ve completed a fabulous gay par
enting book, a positive statement from 
a child’s viewpoint about how it feels 
to live with a gay parent and his lover. 
It’s an important book, something 
that children of gays, and all parents 
will want to read.”

Photography International Founda
tion plans a large exhibit o f his work 
this fall in his home town, Atlanta, 
Georgia. Exhibiting in San Francisco 
is frustrating for Barton. "A  lot of 
people have an image of me as some
one who has made it—made money— 
because I have been exhibited a lot, 
published a lot, gotten exposure. 1 do 
not Find this amusing. I have made it 
artistically, but you can’t eat artistic 
merit or pay the rent with it.

“ When 1 got into the deYoung in 
’74, I was very elated and jazzed, think
ing that I was really on my way. I got 
a lot of positive exposure, terrific re- 
views, but nothing purchased. It’s been

that way ever since. I think pteople take 
it for granted that I’ll always be doing 
shows and getting published and that 
they’ll be able to see my pictures any 
time they want.”

Barton sometimes feels caught be
tween a non-purchasing gay audience 
and a non-responsive straight world. 
“ The straight world does not take me 
seriously unless I do little old ladies 
and children. They are homophobic 
and cannot consider gay-oriented 
images to be art. But the gay commu
nity professes to want me there: People 
are always asking, 'How’s the photog
raphy coming? Are you having any 
shows?’ I never know how to answer 
them. It’s discouraging to say I’m 
broke.”

Barton is exhibiting in the gay bars 
as an alternative. “ The Ambush and 
Moby Dick were fun,” he said. "The 
bars are more credible than the sacred, 
dull, expensive gallery situations, and 
symbolize to me my involvement with 
my community versus the provincialism 
of the ‘art mob’ of San Francisco, who 
are very boring. Bars do not censor 
erotic work or anything else. I’m fed 
up with being rejected by the well- 
established galleries and museums who 
are concerned with trendy art or blue- 
chip artists. There’s a conceptual rage 
going around; vague images, undevel
oped ideas, experimental developing 
processes.

“ The perfect example is in Pasolini’s 
Theorema. An artist in the film is try
ing to get down to the nitty gritty—try
ing to find himself—so he pissed on

one of his canvasses. That to me is an 
idea of conceptual art: Junk. I'm a 
purist when it comes to photographs.
I am not in vogue: I don’t have a 
catchy, gimmicky style, I don’t do 
trendy, conceptual things; 1 don’t take 
slick pictures: I don’t do advertising 
photography.

“ The galleries,”  Barton said, “ are 
frightened by anyihing meaningful— 
anything socially significant. They’re 
mortified by anything gay-oriented un
less it’s fashionably kinky, even though 
many curators are gay themselves.”

“ There is a lot of pissiness here,” 
interjected Tim Barrus. "This also ap
plies to Los Angeles and New York. 
You have a few photographers working 
for a few curators. There are a few- 
more in L.A. and New York by virtue 
of their size, but in San Francisco you 
have a very few- photographers work
ing for a very few curators. And then 
you take the fact that Crawford is gay- 
oriented on top of that. It makes it 
twice as difficult.”

“ I’ve often been accused of taking 
my work, myself, everything too ser
iously, of being too humanistic,” says 
Barton. " I t ’s a paradox, though. 
People come to my house, and there’re 
prints lying all around. They ooh and 
ahh and then they get walked on and 
all. It’scrazy.”

In his photographs. Barton portrays 
much of himself in the mirror of his 
subjects. His work can currently be 
seen at Moby Dick, 4049 18th St., and 
the Ambush, 1351 Harrison St,

Crawford Barton

HERPES
Can It Be Controlled?

Herpes:
Herpes affects 50 to 75 p>ercent of adults. Herpes is caused by a virus that remains in the body in a 
dormant state until the immune system is weakened by some stress such as colds, sunburn or fatigue. 
In some people, the eating of low L-lysine foods such as nuts, seeds and cereals causes a nutritional 
imbalance that favors growth of the Herpes virus.

Herpes symptoms are the disfiguring, usually painful sores that appear on the skin and mucous 
membranes, including the lips, eyes and genital areas. Herpes sores usually last one to three weeks.

Hota L-lysine Controls Herpes:
L-lysine is effective against Herpes because it suppresses the virus by improving the balance of 
nutrients that reduce viral growth.

Recent research indicates that L-lysine can control Herpes virus eruptions in pieople who habitually 
have this problem and it can reduce the healing time when a cold sore appears.

How Much L-lysine:
A leading dermatologist recommends that people with active sores take two 500 milligram capsules 
three times a day for the first five days and then one 500 milligram capsule three times a day for four 
to six months. Pain usually disappears overnight. Inactive Herpes can be controlled in most people 
with just one 500 mg. capsule daily, especially after a L-lysine loading program as suggested below.

Though this therapy has been very successful in the control o f Herpes for many individuals, it is unlawful 
to claim that this or any therapy is a cure for Herpes. We make no such claim. We only ask that you 
judge it for yourself.

M ail To: Marathon Products—11 Throckmorton Avc., Mill Valley, Calif. 94941
t

Please send me:
________L-lysine-100 sizefSOO mg. capsules @ $5.95 each.

□  My check or money order for this amount plus $1 for postage (plus 6% sales tax for 
Calif, delivery) is enclosed.

Credit card phone orders: 388-7434 (9:30 AM to 6 PM). 

□  Please charge my Visa or Mastercharge account;

□  Free Catalog of 
other unique 
health oriented 
products.

exp..
Name

T--------
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— Crawford Barton —
PHOTOGRAPHER

238 Laussat Street, San Francisco
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Sutter Medical Group
A complete Medical Facility Providing

GENERAL MEDICAL CARE
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WALK-IN EMERGENCY CARE
Medical and Surgical Specialists 
Psychotherapy and Counselling 

Low Cost Venereal Disease Check ups

• Op en 8 00 am to 8:00 pin 7 Days a Week 
Including Saturday and Sunday

■ On Site X Ray, Laboratory and
Medication

e Save up to 30% Compared to 
Most Medical Facilities

• No Appointment Necessary
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Events (Continued from page 6)

MONDAY, APRIL 14. Golden Bough 
will play traditional and original music 
of the British Isles. Scandinavia and 
othe.' countries at the Network Coffee
house, 1036 Bush, S.F. 8 PM. Cost: $1.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 16. Great Out
doors C lub’s No. California Lake 
Mead Warm-up. 863-4213 for location.

FRIDAY, APRIL IS. Great Outdoors 
C lub 's So. California Lake Mead 
Warm-up. (213) 660-4474 for location.

Poetry reading by Judy Grahn, music 
by Gwen Avery, 8 PM, New College, 
777 Valencia St., S.F., $4. Childcare 
reservations: 864-5287. Benefit for She 
Who, a ritual theatre performance of 
Judy Grahn’s poems.

♦  CONTINUING EVENTS ♦

3rd MONDAYS. General membership 
meetings of the Concerned Republicans 
for Individual Rights at the MCC, 150 
Eureka. 7:30 PM.
MONDAYS. Gay Men’s Drop-in Rap 
Group, 7:30 PM; and Drug & Alcohol 
Abuse Group, not drop-in (call Tama, 
538-9722), 6:00 PM, at the Pacific 
Center, 2712 Telegraph, Berkeley.

Third World support/rap group for 
bisexual and gay women under 21 liv
ing in SF. 6-8 PM, 3129 16th St., SF. 
Tel: 558-4801. Sponsor: Center for 
Special Problems.

TUESDAYS. San Francisco Gay Free
dom Day Marching Band rehearsals at 
the Eureka Valley Recreational Center, 
Collingwood between 18th and 19th 
Streets. 7 PM. 864-0326.

How to Find the Right Job—The 
San Francisco Weekly Job Rap, at the 
Network Coffeehouse, 1036 Bush St., 
8 PM. $1 unemployed, $2 employed. 
Call 989-6097.

Lesbian Drop-in Rap Group, 7:30 
PM; Men’s Bisexual Drop-in Group, 
7:45 PM; Gay Men’s Substance-De
pendence Group (not drop-in, call Taj 
at 626-6291); and Lesbian Substance 
Abuse Group (not drop-in, call Randi 
at 841-4776 x 65). All at the Pacific 
Center, 2712 Telegraph, Berkeley.

WEDNESDAYS. Writer’s workshop, 
directed by Ron Silliman. 7 PM, Hos
pitality House. 146 Leavenworth, SF. 
Open to all.

Married gay and bisexual men’s 
group, 8 PM, Pacific Center, 2712 Tel
egraph, Berkeley. 841-6224.

Lesbians over 30 rap group. Child 
care available. 7:30 PM, Women’s 
Bldg., I8lh St. at Valencia. 863-5255.

Young gay male problem solving 
support group. Tel: Daniel Ostrow, 
Center for Special Problems, 558-4801.

Gay support services, a peer support 
group, 7:30 PM, 330 Grove.

Gay Mixed Chorus rehearsals at the 
Everett Middle School. 16th & Church,
7 PM. 864-0326.

Bisexual Rap Group at the Bisexual 
Center, 1757 Hayes St., 7:30 PM. 
922-2300.

Gay Men’s Drug Abuse Group. Indi
vidual and group counseling for gay 
men having problems with heroin, 
speed, quaaludes, etc. Meetings held at 
the San Francisco Drug Treatment 
Program, 1754 Fell St. Call Jerry at 
922-3700.

1st & 3rd WEDNESDAYS. Trans
sexuals and transvestites support group. 
7:30-10 PM, Pacific Center, 2712 Tele
graph, Berkeley. 841-6224.
2nd & 4lh WEDNF:SDAYS. Black gay 
support group, 7:30-10 PM, Pacific 
Center. 2712 Telegraph. Berkeley. 
841-6224.
THURSDAYS. Drop-in gay rap, 7:30- 
9:00 PM, Gay Community Center, 
330 Grove.

Bisexual Women’s Group. Drop-in 
Rap, 7:30 PM; Slightly Older Lesbians 
drop-in rap group for women over 30, 
7:30 PM; Sign Language Class, 5 PM 
(call Rachael, 549-0738). All at the 
Pacific Center, 2712 Telegraph, 
Berkeley
FRIDAYS. Gays under 21 rap group, 
7:30 PM. 330 Grove. SF.

Younger Lesbian drop-in Rap/Sup- 
port Group, 4:00 PM at the Pacific 
Center, 2712 Telegraph, Berkeley.

SATURDAYS. Young men’s gay sup
port group, gays under 21; Third World 
Support Group, 12:30 PM, at the 
Pacific Center, 2712 Telegraph, Berke 
ley. Call Karen or Bill at 548-8283.

SUNDAYS. The Unitarian-Universal- 
ist Gay Caucus sponsors a series of 
lectures, discussions, and talks by vari
ous speakers at its Sunday Series. First 
Unitarian Church, Franklin at Geary.
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MR. CASTRO PAGEANT
To be held MAY 29 at the Castro 
Theatre. Contestants will be Judged for 
talent and in business and swim suits 
Cash awards and valuable prizes to the 
top three winners. For further infor
mation call 621-5365. Event to benefit 
the San Francisco VD Clinic.

"GAY-NITE”  BOAT CRUISE
San Francisco’s Red and White Fleet is 
sponsoring its first "Gay-Nite” Boat 
Cruise on Friday evening, APRIL 11. 
The vessel (Royal Prince) will depart at 
8:00 PM sharp from the Red and White 
Fleet Ferry Building Pier, returning 
around 11:00 PM. For further infor
mation call: 776-0060 or 431-5644.

Sports

Everyone is welcome at Easter Sunday’s CSL Opening Day Game
(Photo by Betsy Bourbon)

Hat Parade/Sharon McKnight

G ala  E aster 
O pening D ay G am e

by Jim Dewey

One of the most colorful events in our athletic community’s history kicks off 
the Community Softball League season this Easter Sunday noon at Lang Field, 
Turk and Gough in San Francisco.

Adding to the highly-competitive Opening Day game between two of the league’s 
best teams will be an entertaining variety of musical groups and an Easter Hat 
Parade/Contest as well as a raffle and frisbee exhibition.

Cliff Wilson and CSL Manager of ’79 Bill Chapman lead the tough Tenderloin 
Tigers second-year team against Jerry DeFord’s perennial power charter team, 
the Mighty Mint. Each of these teams should be in the running as the playoffs 
near and are looking for their first win of the ’80 season.

Bay Area Entertainer of the Year Sharon McKnight will sing the National 
Anthem and later entertain the crowd with her famous ” San Francisco Bye Bye” 
and other hits.

The first “ official” San Francisco Easter Hat Parade should be festive and a 
real hoot with many "colorful” members of our community appearing and 
competing for the prizes as they round the bases.

A special raffle ($1 donation) will be held for a Weekend for Two at the MGM 
Grand-Reno Hotel. Air fare and room as well as show/dinner/sports will be 
included.

Other music will be provided by the Lavender Harmony Band, the Lesbian 
Chorus and Jim Workman on the organ.

A special frisbee exhibition will be presented by Jeff Soto, one of the top 
players in the country.

After the game and festivities, the crowd will move on to the Music »Hall, 
931 Larkin, for a dance/celebration—all arewelcome.
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Hospitality House
A Haven For Hustlers

by John Schrock

Deep in the heart of the Tenderloin 
there’s a haven for hustlers and run
away youths.

“ Of all the group homes, achieve
ment centers, foster homes and hospi
tals I’ve been in since 1 was six years 
old,”  said Jack (not his real name), 
"Hospitality House has to be the best.”

The Tenderloin Youth Streetwork 
Program (TYSP), working out of Hos
pitality House, has helped more than 
100 young men and women like Jack 
find alternatives to life on the street. 
Founded only one year ago, TYSP 
may soon cease to exist.

“ People don’t understand the need 
for this program, because they feel 
everyone should stand on their own 
two feet,”  said staff-worker Betty 
Jo Davis.

But most kids on the street, she 
said, run to escape unbearable condi
tions in the home. “ All of these kids 
have serious problems in their families.”

Many are victims of child abuse, 
others of downright neglect. Many of 
the gay teens now on the street were 
thrown out of their homes when their 
parents discovered they were homo
sexual. Few have any skills or much 
education.

17-year-old Jack fled Minneapolis in 
February, and came out West in search 
of the gay Utopia. When runaways 
reach San Francisco,-'“ it all depends on 
who they run into when they get off the 
bus,”  Davis states. “ If they talk to 
another young kid, what that kid might 
say is ‘come with me up to Polk 
Street.’ ”

Jack tried hustling, but it didn’t 
work out. “ When you think about the 
money, it's a great idea—you just can’t 
live without money,” he said. “ But 
then you get into the car with the guy— 
your heart starts to beat so fast—it’s 
scary.”

“ Very, very few hustlers say they 
like the act of prostitution,” concurs 
Russell Zellers, TYSP coordinator. 
“ They like the money and the in
dependence.”

Many express alienation from the 
sex act, and any feelings associated 
with it. Zellers says that they often 
report feeling like a "thing to be used,”  
but continue out of economic necessity. 
Zellers’ task is to provide these teens 
with alternative methods of survival.

Jack, after his brief stab at prostitu
tion, moved into a hotel that provides 
young people in his situation with a 
room and a little work.

He stayed for only two weeks, before 
another resident raped him. “ The 
shortage of housing is crucial,” Zellers 
says. “ These things happen.”

Jack fled the hotel, and shortly there
after, he overdosed on PCP. “ These 
kids don’t take drugs for kicks, you 
know,” says Davis. “ They take drugs 
to forget.”

But his overdose “ put some sense 
into me,” Jack relates. “ I started look
ing for help.”

When kids from the street apply to 
Hospitality House for help, they’re 
given vouchers for food and shelter. 
They also receive a free haircut and 
-some clothes suitable for jobhunting.

More important, “ they put you in 
the right head to find a job,” Jack 
explains. As long as Jack actively seeks 
employment. Hospitality House sup
plies emotional support and vouchers 
to pay for his basic needs.

Jack now eats one meal every day, 
and lives in a room at the YMCA.

“ The streets are rough. The people 
respond to offers of help. We have 
more clients than we can handle.”

Jack feels better about himself these 
days, but one issue outrages him: the 
possible defunding of the TYSP. “ The 
person who decided to do this to Hos
pitality House should come down to 
the Tenderloin and see for himself. 
It’s not fun.”

Ella Hill Hutch is responsible for the 
defunding of the Program. The .amount 
of state money available for such pro
grams dropped drastically this year. 
The ten programs funded through As
sembly Bill 90 were studied and rated 
as to efficiency and cost-effectiveness.

There was money .to fund five pro
grams, and the TYSP ranked fourth. 
But Hutch has a piet project that ranked 
close to the bottom. She recommended 
to the Mayor’s Criminal Justice Coun
cil that the program she favors should 
replace the TYSP on the list to be 
funded.

The Council complied with Hutch’s 
recommendation.

“ We just don’t have the political 
clout,”  Zellers sighed.

On Call (Coni, from p. 6)

Betty Jo Davis and Russell Zellers (photo by John Qleske)

The three-person TYSP staff combs 
the Market/Mason area daily, making 
contacts and offering encouragement. 
“ There’s an initial mistrust,”  reports 
Zellers, “ because most of these people 
have been fucked over by social work
ers for a good part o f their lives.

“ But we get acquainted with them, 
and let them know we’re available if 
they heed assistance—if they get hepa
titis, or want to go back to school or 
find a job.

The only hope for the TYSP lies 
with the Finance Committee of the 
Board of Supervisors, comprised of 
Hutch, Ed Lawson, and Louise Renne. 
They are empowered to accept or 
modify the recommendations of the 
Criminal Justice Council.

The matter is on the agenda for the 
April 9 Committee meeting, at 2:(X). 
“ We need bodies at that meeting,” 
said Zellers. “ We need phone calls and 
letters of support.”

acceptable alternative but spinal head
aches continue to be a problem. It 
should be noted that due to anatomic 
differences approximately 5*7* of pa
tients cannot have a caudal anesthetic.

After removal of all the visible warts, 
the work has just started. If the patient 
is to be cured, aggressive followup care 
is a must. Initially, visits may be as fre
quent as twice a week until the recur
rences come under control. Recurrence 
is the rule, not the exception. As no 
one is quite sure when the recurrence 
will produce a recurrence, the sooner 
the recurrence is removed the better 
Hence frequent visit are paramount!

Speculum exam is mandatory even 
though the patient may be recently 
postop. By the first week recurrences 
will already be present. It is here that 
Cocaine HCl 105̂ o 1-2 cc instilled on 
cotton balls into the anal canal will 
produce excellent anesthesia despite 
raw unhealed surfaces. Once the patient 
is free of disease for three consecutive 
weeks, he is seen every other week until 
there are no recurrences for three con 
secutive visits, and then once a month. 
When three months have elapsed with
out evidence of disease, the patient is 
cured.

Pain medications in the form of Per- 
codan, Benzocaine 20"lo (Americane 
ointment), and stool softeners are used 
to decrease discomfort. BM regularity 
is stressed to prevent impaction. Co
deine is avoided as serious constipation 
and impaction occur often.

Mental attitude is critical. This is an 
extremely frustrating disease and many 
times along the road to cure, depression 
and discouragement are encountered 
by the patient. A positive attitude 
must be stressed. One cannot “ live 
with the disease.” There have been 
reports of long standing warts becom
ing cancerous. Frustration on the part 
of the doctor must be combated as 
well. Anal warts are a “ pain in the ass,’ 
but they are curable.

Next Issue: More Recta! Problems.
In the near future we will begin an

swering questions on medical subjects 
asked by our readers. If you have 
questions on any medical or psychiatric 
subject, please send them to Bay Area 
Physicians for Human Rights, P.O 
Box 14546, San Francisco, CA 94114

'^1980. Bay Area Physicians

BRASSHRIH

Lunch - Dinner -Sunday Brunch
Folsom at 12th, San Francisco 

621-9491 or 626-2727

BarrismtailBMil
Don’t PerishltiJni! - ' 
Call Barrish for Bail

Jerry Barrish 
^ 2 4  H o u rC a lL

C 5 5 2 -2 8 tU >
869 Bryant St. • San Francisco

C l S r C H  r e A M I N G
—Oval, Circular & Custom Mats 
—Custom Art Deco Framing 
— Dry Mounting Up to 4 ’ x 8’
— Large Inventory for Fast Service
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WAYNE FLYNN 
KEN PERRY 
STEINBERG 
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&M ANY MORE

Master Charge/Visa,

1669 HAIGHT • SAM FRANCISCO 94117 • (415 ) 8 6 3 -8 1 7 0

★ NÈK 6' À  POST Ö m C E  BOX? ★L IB E R T Y  R EN T-A -B O X has Boxes 
available IM M E D IA T E L Y

T h e r e  a r e  n o  lo n g  w a its , n o  d e la y s ,  n o  e x c u s e s .
We receive and hold for pickup, or $4.00........................1 month
forward, all postal matter: letters, $9.00.....................................3 months
magazines, parcels. We receive $16.00.....................................6 months
telegrams, parcels via U.P.S., etc. $30.00........................1 year

“ All services are private and confidential”  441-5622 
New Location: 495 ELLIS STREET, San Francisco, Ca. 94102

11 AM TO 7 PM MON.-SAT. (S.A.S.E. for Fwd. Rates)

THE WATERGARDEN RECREATION CENTER AND BATHS 101 OTHE ALAMEDA SAN jOSECA: (408)275-1215

A L V IN ’S
B A R

C O C K T A I L S

83 FIRST STREET 
(Market & Mission)

GRAND PRIZE EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
Lunch Served Mon.- Fri.

11:(X)am to 3:00 pm 
(415)392*4131

Tired of MILLING about?
Can’t find your PLACE?

ALVIN’S . . .  For the fun of it!

Bar Opens Mon. • Fri. 11:00 am

!5erving You and Your Busj
in the Qay Community —

Rick Manring
Lawyer
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HOLY TRINITY 
COMMUNITY CHURCH

(An Independent Congregation)
Sunday Morning Service: 1:00 p.m. 

in The Upper Room of Trinity United Methodist Church 
at 16th and Market Streets.

Call 431-0958 for time and place of midweek Bible study 

Pastor: Rev. Mike Arbuckle 

Telephone: 431-0958

You're invited to meet

JOHN B. ANDERSON
REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE FOR PRESIDENT

B ay  A rea  A p p e a r a n c e s  A p r il  8  a n d  9:
April 8—5 p m.. Stanford U.. Maples Pavilion

7:15 p.m.. Public Reception Fairmont Hotel 
SIS person: $25 couple: S5 students & seniors

April 9—10:30 a.m., U.C. Berkeley, Zellerbach Auditorium
12 noon. Commonwealth Club, Sheraton-Palace Hotel

Anderson For President Headquarters
1601 Van Ness, San Francisco—474-9361  

3215 Telegraph, Oakland—652-4390  
M a y  5 — D ead lin e  to  R eg is te r  R ep u b lic a n

VIRGIL E. HALL, JR.
C O U N S E L IN G  S E R V IC E S

(415) 564-0923
COl'NSELING 

SPIRITI'AL GUIDANCE 
PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION 

and REFERRAi.
ALCOHOL ADDICTION 

and OTHER DEPENDENCIES 
INTEGRAL COUNSELING 

and PSYCHOTHERAPY

1251 FIFTH AVENl’E • SAN FRANCISCO • CA 94122
N-JUDAH STnErr car oh ZIMAIGHT-NORIEGA oh 72-MAIGHT-sunset coach to riFTH AVENUE

GRAPHIC DESIGN

Lee M. Copila
coMi/ira.vr/oci/c.vt*

POSTIIK
INVITATIONS
TICKETS
MENUS
BOOKLETS
NEWSLETTERS

UTTERHEADS
ENVELOPES
BUSINESS CARDS
FORMS
BROCHURES
LABELS

y o u r p ride  re flected w ith . . .

The Personal Touch 
410 Fell Street 
San Francisco 94102 

for appointment coll (415) 861-2478

BEAUTIFUL PAPERS • TYPE STYLES • INK COLORS
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601 Eddy
(at Larkin)

Caravan
Lodge 771-2828
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B IR D S, ETC.

The largest 
selection
of E xotic  B irds in 
Northern California
Validated Parking 350 Bay St.
NORTHPOINT ^
SHOPPING M ALL, S .F. 
.415-441-0960

SECYS (s/h  or dicta) 
WORD PROCESS 
BOOKKEEPERS 
TYPISTS 
All Office 
Skills

"N t i m a lle i how unique you arc. wc may have a |ob lo i  y o u ."

If you’re serious about working try our sincere approach to 
job "matchmaking.'’ The best in temporary jobs are 
available at high hourly rates. Join our family of "Tem
porary Specialists"...you’ll enjoy the difference!

ROMANO
TEMPORARY PERSONNEL 
580 Market Street, Suite 500 

956-3200



What may we offer you?
BRUNCHES SMurday 10 AM lo 4 PM

Sunday and Holidayt 10 AM to 6 PM
Select Irom our regular brunch menu or choose from a wide 
variety of omelettes Be prepared for a great breakfast treat! 

RECESSION LUNCHES Monday thru Friday 11 AM to 3PM, $2.50
DINNERS Sunday thru Thursday 5 to 11 PM 

Friday and Saturday 6 to 11 PM 
RECESSION DINNERS Sunday thru Thursday 

5 to 11 PM . . One price of S2.9S!
Depending on the night, select 
from lasagna, southern fried 
chicken, breaded pork chops, 
fish and chips or chicken tried 
steak

BAR HOURS Daily 10 AM to 2 AM. Cocktail Hours 
_ Monday thru Friday 3-7 PM.

Well .90 -  Beer .70

1

718 14th St (Church & Market), San Francisco, California 94114 
U U V S K b  Resarvationi Suggested: (415) 431-0263

Headquarters for all your 
floral and gift needs.

Check o u t o u r  baske ts !! E aste r th a t is.

Accent on ‘ry^ou^e/ts
Two Locations
4 0 8 0  24th S treet (near C astro) 
3327 24th S treet (near Mission) 
824-3233

STEPHEN
JA f
PERELSON
LAWYER
C rim in a l (d e fe n s e , 
P e r s o n a l  injury,
D o m e s t i c  R e la t io n s ,
S t a t e  anc j F e d e r a l  C o u r ts ,  
T ria ls  a n d  a p p e a l s
473 Jackson
San Francisco, CA 94111
(415)986-5591

Continental 
Savings ^  Loan 

Association

No Savings and Loan 
Pays Higher Interest 

On Your Money

«  ♦  ♦

No Savings and Loan 
Has a Higher Interest 
In Our Community

% ](t 4c

CONTINENTAL CARES!
*  *  *

W rite for information on banking by mail.

2109 Market Street, San Francisco, CA 94114 
(415)861-1515

2855 Diamond Street, San Francisco, CA 9413 
(415) 239-4500

1409 Haight Street, San Francisco, CA 94117 
(415)864-1818
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Foran May Drop 
Entrapment Bill

M arijuana S upporters  
S u ffer S etbacks

by Jim Murphy

Members of t)ie Stonewall Demo
cratic Club, concerned over the possible 
“ dangerous”  consequences for the 
lesbian and gay community of an en
trapment bill pending before the State 
Assembly’s Criminal Justice Commit
tee. met Wednesday morning with the 
bill’s sponsor. Senator John Foran (D- 
S.F.). At the meeting, Foran indicated 
he may either reword the bill making it 
inapplicable to gays or drop the legis
lation altogether.

The entrapment bill. Senate Bill 
1216, seeks to undo the California 
Supreme Court’s People vs. Barraza 
decision (March 1979). That decision 
judges the validity of an entrapment 
defense by asking, “ Was the conduct 
of the law enforcement agent likely to 
induce a normally law-abiding person 
to commit the offense?”

Under the Foran bill, police tactics 
would no longer be the issue in an en
trapment defense. Instead, Supreme 
Court guidelines would require a de
fendant who claimed police entrapment 
to prove he or she was not “ predis
posed” to committing the crime.

According to Stonewall President 
Gerry F. Parker, 11 Senator Foran 
introduced the bill last year at the re
quest of a deputy district attorney in 
Joe Freitas’ office “ who felt (the Bar
raza decision) would destroy their abil
ity to deal with drug dealers and 
pushers.”

Parker felt the District Attorney’s 
office had led Foran to believe his bill 
would pertain only to drug arrests and 
would not impact the gay community- 
in other ways.

However, at Wednesday’s meeting, 
Parker brought to Foran’s attention 
the possible impact against gays of

wider applications of the bill. He 
pointed out that #647 charges under 
the Penal Code—charges of lewd or 
lascivious conduct in public, and solici
ta tion—continued to be brought 
throughout the state. Claims of entrap
ment usually accompany such charges.

Attorney Matt Coles also pointed 
out the consequences for due process 
of law and the possibilities for police 
manufactured crimes, should such evi
dence as ‘previous convictions’ be 
weighed in entrapment cases. Coles 
said the bill would go beyond the legal 
standard of California even prior to 
the Barraza decision if it were to pass.

Senator Foran responded that it was 
not his intention to change the legal 
standard and admitted he had never 
looked on the entrapment issue with a 
specific focus on gays. He agreed to 
meet with other attorneys to discuss 
the language problems associated with 
the bill.

“ If the language could not be worked 
out constitutionally to exclude the issue 
of entrapment as it pertains to gays 
and lesbians within the legislative intent 
of S.B. 1216,” said Foran, “ I would 
drop further legislative action on 
the bill.”

The San Francisco Democrat also 
said he would be willing to meet with 
other representatives of the lesbian and 
gay community to discuss S.B. 1216 
and would attend a meeting of the 
Stonewall Democratic Club open to 
the community next month.

Stonewall President Parker said he 
felt Senator Foran was open to sug
gestions and input. "A fter Wednes
day’s meeting,” Parker said, “ there’s 
a good chance S.B. 1216 will die a 
graceful death.”

(Washington, D.C.) According to a 
new report prepared by federal re
searchers. regular marijuana users risk 
a variety of health hazards, including 
damage to their reproductive systems 
and lung damage “ even greater than 
thaï resulting from heavy cigarette 
smoking.”

The report, prepared by the National 
Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA), dif
fers sharply from the 1977 findings is
sued by the institute.

NIDA director Dr. William Pollin 
prepared the new report because he felt 
the earlier study, which found only in
conclusive links between marijuana use 
and health problems, had encouraged 
use of the weed.

Marijuana law reformers such as the 
National Organization for the Normal
ization of Marijuana Laws (NORML) 
have cited the 1977 report in their cam
paign for legalization of marijuana use. 
The recent report furnishes NORMI 
opponents with new ammunition in 
their battle against legalized pot.

In another setback for marijuana 
law reformers, the California Supreme 
Court has upheld the constitutionality 
of state laws prohibiting the private 
possession and use of marijuana by

adults in their own homes.
The California Supreme Court ruling 

virtually ended any hope of bringing 
about legal changes in California mari
juana laws through the courts.

NORML attorney Mark Soler was 
dismayed by the Court’s decision: 
“ Apparently, the Right to Privac.. 
doesn’t mean much in California,” 
Soler contended. “ If it doesn’t protect 
what consenting adults do in the privacy 
of their own homes, then what does 

■ it mean?”
Soler maintains that for people who 

want to change the marijuana laws “ it’s 
either going to be through the initiative 
process, or not at all.”  The 1980 Cal
ifornia Marijuana Initiative has passed 
the half-way point in the drive to col
lect the signatures of 346.119 registered 
voters in California by May 1.

If passed by California voters in 
November, the initiative will repeal 
penalties for the private possession, 
cultivation and transportation of mari
juana by adults for their own use. In 
addition, the initiative would establish 
a state commission to conduct a one 
year study of the potential agricultural, 
economic and tax benefits of a regu
lated marijuana market.

Group Moves To Open 
Gay Savings and Loan

by Karen Sullivan

Watchdog Group Forms 
For Buena Vista Park

(San Francisco) As a result of com
munity pressure, both gay and non
gay, landscape architect Garrett Eckbo 
has radically altered his first set of plans 
for erosion control of Buena Vista 
Park. Gone are the-asphalt paths and 
the removal of shrubbery. Instead, the 
new plan confines itself to the stabili
zation of the existing path network by 
means of crushed granite surfacing 
where level and redwood rail tics where 
not. Hydromulching, or spray-seeding, 
will be employed to cover the more 
barren hillsides of the park.

Eckbo presented the new plans on 
March 26 at a meeting of Friends of 
Buena Vista Park, a recently formed 
neighborhood group that wants to

make sure any changes in the park meet 
the approval of the park users. The 
group, a mixture of gay and non-gay 
city residents, found the new proposal 
acceptable.

The hottest item on the agenda was 
the discussion of the closing of the 
parking lot at the top of the hill. Most 
of those present felt ambivalent, and a 
vote was taken to close to road tem
porarily to see how the community 
will react. If there is pressure from 
park users, the lot will be reopened. 
Anyone who feels strongly about this 
point, or any other, should contact 
Friends of Buena Vista Park through 
the Sentinel to make your opinion 
known.

The nation's first gay owned and 
opterated bank is scheduled to open its 
doors in September. The proposed 
location for the new Atlas Savings & 
Loan is 1965 Market Street.

"Many gays have told us that they 
■feel they would receive more objective 
treatment from a bank owned and 
directed by gay people,” said recently 
selected Chairman of the Board John 
Schmidt. Schmidt, an insurance agent, 
is currently president of Schmidt & 
Schmidt Insurance Association.

“ The gay community has been either 
intentionally or unintentionally over
looked by most of the savings and loan 
industry,” he added. In the past, banks 
have often classified loans to gays as 
“ problem loans.” Atlas hopes to offer 
financial services specifically designed 
to meet the needs of the gay com
munity.

Although the current condition of 
the economy is hardly favorable for 
the opening of a new financial institu
tion, Schmidt expects the outlook to 
brighten by next year. “ Our business 
will be housing,” he said. "Something 
as basic as housing will be the first thing 
to come back to reality when the crush 
is over. I think that in the early part of 
1981, we’ll see the market return to 
some degree of normalcy.”

In addition to offering financial aid 
to gay men and lesbians. Atlas expects 
to contribute to the gay community’s

John Schmidt

political clout. “ We can certainly insist 
that a supplier sign a contract stating 
that s/he won’t discriminate on the 
basis of sex or sexual preference.” 

Before Atlas can open it must ac
cumulate S2 million dollars in assets 
and secure 400 stockholders. “ Every
thing is going along routinely,” 
Schmidt reported. “ There have been 
no obstacles from anybody.”

Other members of the board include 
Charlotte Coleman, John Kline, Luc 
Pelletier, William Sutphin, Robert 
Wharton, and Richard Zimmer.

COMMUNITY SERVICE SPACE

The Advisory Committee on Health 
and Family Life Education is looking 
for volunteers to make presentations 

to San Francisco Schools on issues 
relating to gay people in San Francisco.

If interested, please call 
Tom Ammiano, 285-2780.
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LLOYD TAYLOR
C E R T I F I E D
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A C C O U N T A N T
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This space is donated as a com m un ity  service to a local non
profit organization. For further information write c/o Sent inel .  
Advertising Dept.. 1042 Howard St.. San Francisco. CA 94103.

R io  r z e a L C y
* Complete professional service 

for listings, rentals and 
investments.

* Computer analysis for income 
property investment return 
and tax advantages by our tax 
attorney

* Creative ñiiancing often 
available.

We w ill give you personal service and find your ideal 
investment. An appointment a few days before your visit 
will insure our optimum attention and allow us to plan 
ahead for your property search. Call (707) 869-2821. 
( I f  no answer in the evening, leave message on recorder. 
We’ll return your call by 10 a.m. the next day.)

Rio R ea lty , 16626 Highway 116, Guerneville, C A  95446

RALPH C. PETERSEN
Attorney A t L .iw

With  f ru s t i  C on tfir i t'- Perdono! I' l jury
b u i in c i i  Low  Landlord TcnaiU BanfrulOr y 

and other Civil Matte 's
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PEOPLE TURNED ON 
TO PEOPLE

Metropolitan Community Church 
T h e  C h u r c h  o f  S a n  F r a n c i s c o ' s  

G a y  C o m m u n i t y

150 Eureka Street 863-4434 
Sundays, 10:30  a.m., 7 p.m. 

Wednesdays, 7 p.m.

Work Furlough Plan 
For Women Prisoners

U .S . M ilita ry  A ids  
B ry a n t’s T V  Special

by Sue Z«mel
Superior Court Judge Ira Brown 

recently ordered the City and County 
of San Francisco to set up an interim 
work furlough program for women 
prisoners and to establish a permanent 
program within three months.

“ This is a small victory for us,” 
stated Sonia Morris Thomas, one of 
the plaintiffs in the lawsuit filed against 
Sheriff Hennessey’s office. Thomas, 
Naneen Karraker, and the San Fran
cisco Women's Jail Study Group al
leged that the County violated the equal 
protection rights of women prisoners 
by not providing a work furlough op
tion for them.

“ The absence of such a program is 
an appalling example of discrimination 
against women in the criminal justice 
system,” said Karraker.

Presently, sixty-five men participate 
in a work furlough program housed in 
a special facility located at 930 Bryant 
Street. The program, whose purpose is 
to shift the burden of confinement 
costs from the county to the inmates 
while at the same time to rehabilitate 
the inmates, began fifteen years ago.

When the women filed their lawsuit 
against the County last October, a 
hearing of the issues was postponed in 
order to allow officials lime to set up 
an interim program. The effort to es
tablish a women’s facility at the Gracen- 
ter in the Potrero District collapsed 
when City and County officials failed 
to provide the leadership necessary to 
counteract strong community op
position.

"T he group of people against the 
Gracenter program expressed concerns 
about keeping their neighborhood safe 
from ‘those kind of people,’ ”  explained 
Sonia Morris Thomas. “ But the average 
woman who would be involved in work 
furlough program is serving less than 
three months for a non-violent, vic
timless crime.”

Sergeant Connie O’Connor, ap
pointed by Sheriff Hennessey in Janu
ary to develop a women’s work fur
lough program and to secure a perma
nent site for a facility, stated that the 
interim program would be temporarily 
set up at Raphael House.

O’Connor was skeptical about the 
chances of obtaining a new facility and 
staffing for the program. “ The money 
just isn’t available,” she said and added 
that the city would consider building 
a women’s barracks at the men’s facil
ity at Bryant Street.

According to recent research, the 
average woman prisoner sentenced to 
the San Francisco County jail is a 
young Third World single mother with 
one or two children. She was on wel
fare, didn’t finish high school and has 
a long but minor criminal record. 
89*7# of the women were unemployed 
when arrested.

One of the main purposes of the 
work furlough program is to provide 
job and educational development pro
grams to women that offers them an 
opportunity to secure meaningful and 
economically rewarding employment.

“ We are also aware of a need to 
develop a system of alternatives to 
incarceration, ranging from non- 
residential sentencing to alternative 
housing within the community,”  ex
plained Karraker, a member of the San 
Francisco Women’s Jail Study Group. 
” We believe that greater emphasis 
should be placed on serving the stated 
needs of women and that ’therapy’ 
should be an individual option. Focus 
must be placed on helping women to 
be independent and self sufficient.”  

Apparently County Sujjerior Court 
Judge Brown agreed. “ Self support, 
not tax support,”  read the green t- 
shirt the plaintiffs waved in the wind 
on the steps of City Hall following 
the Court’s favorable ruling.

Anita Bryant )

(New York) An Anita Bryant tele
vision special which received close co
operation from U.S. Military officials 
is coming under fire from gay leaders 
for providing a government endorse
ment for Bryant’s anti-gay stance.

The special, "Anita Bryant’s Spec
tacular— My Little Corner of the! 
World,”  was filmed last year at the | 
U.S. Military Academy at West Point 
and included a segment with the West I 
Point Glee Club. The program, which 
sought to “ revive” traditional patri
otic and religious values, was paid for 
by Anita Bryant Ministries, an organi-1 
zation ostensibly devoted to religious | 
counseling.

Calling the U.S. government cooper
ation “ an implicit government sanction, 
to the virulent anti-human rights cru
sade directed against gay people by 
Ms. Bryant and for which she has a 
national identification and reputation,” 
National Gay Task Force Co-Executive 
Director Charles Brydon urged Pres
ident Carter to “ speak out personally” 
for gay rights as a corrective measure.

A West Point spokesman justified 
the military cooperation with Bryant 
because she was a former “ informal 
football queen at the Academy when 
she was running for Miss America” 
and because of her long service to the 
USO, "a  moral agency for enlisted 
men.”

She also is one of the “ most ad
mired women in America,”  the spokes
man said.

In making the decision to give Bryant I 
cooperation, military officials said a 
public connection between their own 
anti-gay stance towards military per
sonnel and Bryant's crusade was con-1 
sidered but given little weight.

The program is being nationally syn
dicated by Anita Bryant Ministries and I 
it is appearing in local broadcast areas 
as stations make arrangements with 
Bryant. The program avoids discussion 
of Bryant’s gay stance, national relig
ious broadcast representatives noted, 
because the Federal Communications [ 
Commission Fairness Doctrine might 
subject stations to requests for equal 
time.

Bill Before U.S. Senate
Threatens Civil Liberties

A complete revision of the United 
States Criminal Code now under con
sideration in the Senate could wreak 
havoc with constitutionally guaranteed 
civil liberties, some civil libertarians 
claim. The proposed legislation, a re
working of the Nixon administration’s 
ill-fated Senate Bill I, lists as co-spon
sors Ted Kennedy and Strom Thur
mond (R-S.C.).

American Civil Liberties Union at
torneys claim the bill, if passed, ’’will 
have a disastrous impact on individual 
rights and liberties.” Senate Bill 1722, 
they say. infringes on the citizens right 
to peaceful protest; limits the freedom 
of the press; and encourages secret 
surveillance by the FBI.

In wartime, the bill would forbid 
civilians from writing or speaking 
against the war, should military author-

ities interpret such action as ’’inciting 
insubordination.”

Journalists could be charged with a 
crime for publicizing secretly leaked in
formation revealing corruption in the 
government. If a writer discloses in
formation with the intent of revealing 
governmental wrong-doing, the Bill 
states, s/he is “ defrauding the govern
ment,”  and calls for jail sentences of 
up to 5 years, and fines of up to 
$250,000.

Under the proposed legislation, lying 
to a cop would become a federal of
fense. This does not refer to question
ing under oath. This clause covers any 
conversation with any policeman, so 
long as another policeman is present to 
verify the falsehood.

Village Fotce columnist Nat Hentoff 
calls this provision “ the best present

law enforcement folk have been given 
since tear gas.”

Attempting to evade FBI surveillance 
would also become a crime under S- 
1722. This means that should the FBI 
place a wiretap on a person's phone, 
that person could not legally remove it.

S1722 eliminates parole, and severely 
limits time off for good behavior. A 
House Criminal Justice Subcommittee 
reports that this could result in a 60?7o 
increase in prison populations.

Picketing, parading, or displaying a 
sign within 100 feet of a courthouse 
while any judicial proceeding is under
way, would be prohibited.

The bill also allows judges broad 
discretion to deny bail, thus allowing 
for pre-trial imprisonment on a wide 
scale. This effectively institutes a policy 
of presuming guilt until innocence is 
proven.

SI722 passed the Senate Judiciary 
Committee by a 14-1 margin and now 
awaits action on the Senate floor. Pas
sage seems likely.

Free Health Screening 
at SF Health Fair
(San Francisco) The Bay Area Physi-| 
cians for Human Rights (BAPHR) has! 
designated April 19-26 as Health Fair I 
Week in the Bay Area. Volunteer health I 
workers and physicians from several | 
regional organizations will assist! 
BAPHR in coordinating a local sitej 
Saturday, April 19 and 20, from 10 a.m. 
to 3 p.m. at Health Center #1, 38501 
17th Street, between Noe and Sanchez.

Last year almost 500 people took ad-1 
vantage of the services at this site.

Health Fair ’80 offers screening for I 
many common h^lth  problems. Free 
screening will cover blood pressure, 
anemia, vision, fool exam, dental 
exam, breast exam. Pap smear, rectal 
exam with VD check, and health coun-1 
seling and referral. Optional blood 
chemistry tests including liver and kid
ney function test will also be offered 
for a nominal fee of $7; those inter
ested should not have eaten for at least 
four hours beforehand.

Inflation-fighter Perm- 
$30 complete 

Cut and bio—
Men and Women 

Men’s short cut—$10

M arc

760 Market at Grant
Rm. 401-6, Phelan Bldg. 

362-5198 
Tues-Sat

CompulcrLoncI'
WF KNOW SMAU COMPUTLPS

CAS ru n  M U  \ ( . i  |i an i i kv
I in i ’ lla n tlL  r.iM t’vl j i ’w c lrs  
In tn«nl " I  liu ' I ’uf/n ( ult

Attorneys at Law

Smith, Snedeker and Comiskey

Law of Prison 
Probation. Parol« 
Criminal Law 
Familv Law

Civil and Criminal M atters 
Drunk Driving Defense

Reasonable Fees 
Advice Freely Civen

Personal Injury 
Small business 
and other civil 

matters

1317 18th Street. (Potrero Hilll, San Francisco 824-7080

THE 441-4600
RAFTERS
INN SAN FRANCISCO

COCKTAIL LOUNGE 
1035 POST ST

RESTAURANT 
4 0  CEDAR ST

Follow the 
Rainbow to

■
S.F.’s largest selection 
of boots, wheels and plates
Reasonable rental rates

RAINBOW  SKATES 
780 STANYAN 

SAN FRANCISCO
adjacent to Golden Gate Park

387-2579

• S e r v i n g  t h e  N e e d s  o f  t h e  C o m m u n i t y *

Ralph K. Davies D Medical Center
Franklin Hospital 

announces
FREE V.D. SCREENING

stop by our Primary Health Care Center 
Monday and Thursday until 7:00p.m.; Tuaaday and Friday until 5:30p.m.

located at Castro ft Duboce, San Francisco
M ( 4 1 5 )  5 6 5 < « 0 6 3

Peace of Miqd
is what psychic, health, Spiritual & 
material readings from Jack Bowman 
will give you. Problems with relation
ships, work & everyday living are salved 
& insight gained when you explore 
psychic depths.

Call Jack Bowman UCM 
for appointment-information-help.eves 

Sat & Sun. 428-2083

6uiiri¿Ct
^  14151

9 6 8 - 2 3 1 4
Cliauffeurid Llmousints for-AII Occisioiis

private  a irpo rt  service

VISITING
SAN
FRANCISCO?

JGE . your gay nost. orienta
tion ano information service is 
the first ol its Kind in San 
Francisco At last, the titsl- 
lim e. visiting gay man or 
w o m a n  has a o n e -to -o n e  
(m axim um  one-lo-three) ser
vice to help make the most ol 
Itie ir Slav m The City

Not a sexually oriented ser
vice JGE removes the guess 
work and worry about finding 
the right places to go JGE 
saves unnecessary bus or car 
tim e; saves needless cab tare 
spent in long trips to the 
wrong places The JGE host 
avoids the hassel by taking 
you directly to the hot spots of 
San Francisco, the world 
fam ous sights and the secret 
only-in-San Francisco hidea
ways; the places you want to 
see

W rite  lor more intormation 
and summer rates

-i;.’
* Bntertatnmeni Spectê îies

he comfort and hospitaliti of a 
beautifully restored Victorian man
sion await you Located near the 
lustro and Folsom areas in San 
Franciscos ’ sunbelt;' we tiffer a 
rooftop sundcck. solar-heated hot 
tub Jacuzzi and a unique "tanning 
room.' Urge guest rooms feature 
wet bars t>r kitchens and Euro- 
pean-shie shared baths with com
plimentar) continental breakfast 
ser\ed in our traditional double par
lor. The Inn's friendly staff will a.ssist 
)ou in finding what you want in 
.San Francisco. Public transportation 
and the R\RT system are nearby. 
Rates begin at SI9 single or double.

The Inn San Francisco 
943 South Van Ness Avenue 

San Francisco 94110 
Iblephone 415/641-0188

.Send for our brochure

ANNOUNCING
the

NEW LOCATION 
of the 

BOB DEAN 
DANCE STUDIO

6 7 3  V A L E N C IA  S T R E E T  
a t  1 8 th  & V a le n c ia

FEATURING CLASSES IN
*  Salsa *  Jazz *  New York Hustle
*  Latin *  Ballet *  Musical Theatre
*  Tango *  Disco *  Ballroom
*  Tap *  Swing •  Exercise

*  Stage and Nightclub Choreography 
*  Dance Teacher Training

Private Lessons Featured

CALL 621-2472
for information or drop-in!

j

F R E D  B. RO SENBERG
.■\tiorncv

5 36 5 .\lixMon .Siri-ct 
.San l-'rancisLO. c :a lil'o rn iu  94 1 10 

4 15 'h47 -8000

Imm igration  
Crim inal Dátense 
C enerei P redice

PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL 
-  AN YW H ERE -

PROFESSIONALS SERVING

CASTRO VILLAGE
AREA

L A R R Y SE E M A N . R. E. 
CHUCK JOHNSON. R. E.

FOR FREE CONSULTATION 
CALL

285 - 9948
712 A CASTRO STREET 

SAN FRANCISCO. CA 9-11 M

TìfìRKET
Real Estate

BUYING 
A HOME!

SELLING  
A HOME!

566-2131
673 Portola Dr. 
San Francieco, 

CA94127
Openings for 2 licensed  

Real Estate Salespersons

THE
APARTMENT 

STORE

$ - 1 4 5 0

REG. 19.50

FOLDING
CHAIR

W H I T E - B R O W N  
Y E L L O W - R E D

"Comtmfiorarv Furntiure and Accnsorits 
2352 MARKET NEAR CASTRO

I M3-30SS tieOAILV IZSSUN

An excellent 
spot for lunch

San F ran cisco's  
m ost u n iqu e  

p iz z e r ia  ò  
Ita lian  

restau ran t  
F u n k y  b e e r ò  

w in e  b a r
Open every day I LJO 

till 1:00 am 
Friday & Saturday 

'till 2:00am 
F(mk1 to takeout

The Sausage 
Factory

All Our Food Is Homemade

SI 7 Castro Street 
San F rancisco 

626-1250
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MONDAY. We cook a few friends to dinner at Le Domino. The restaurant 
was crowded, hut our C heiy  Caprice Classic had plenty o f room for everyone.

THURSDAY. Cocktails with the Mayor. Our Rahhit Convertible was so 
popular u’e could have gotten it elected.

SATURDAY. Our Mazda RX7 is just as st\lish and durable as we have to be 
to get through a long night at Trocadero.

TUESDAY. WEDNESDAY. The Honda Accord got great mileage for 
John's business trip, and guess who got two days o ff with the Subaru Brat to do 
“errands around town. "

FRIDAY. The Opera. The Jaguar XJS. Stunning.

SUNDAY. For just rolling around, nothing beats our Mazda 626.

I f  y o u  n e e d e d  
A  d iffe re n t  c a r  
F o r  e v e ry  d ay  
o f th e  w e e k  
Y o u  c o u ld  g et th e m  a ll fro m  V a l S tro u g h

And if you only need one car, you can find the 
right one at Val Strough. At our seven East Bay 
dealerships, we have cars for every budget, 
every lifestyle. You’ll like our comfortable 
showrooms, fair terms, and reasonable prices. 
And you’ll find our sales people just as courteous 
and helpful if you’re buying one car as you 
would if you were buying a whole fleet. The Val 
Strough Company has today’s finest cars for 
your tomorrow.

Val s tro u g h  V o lks w ag en  
718 San P ab lo  Ave. 

A lb a n y  526-2942

Val S tro u g h  C h e v ro le t  
3 3 3 0  B ro a d w a y  

O a k la n d  6 5 8 -4 7 0 0

Val S tro u g h  S u b a ru  
929 San P ab lo  Ave. 
A lb a n y  525 -4914

Val S tro u g h  B ritis h  
11820 San P a b lo  Ave. 

El C e rr ito  529 -1323

Val S tro u g h  El C e rr ito  
H o n d a

11858 San P ab lo  Ave. 
El C e r r ito  529-1323

Val S tro u g h  Leasing  
333 0  B ro a d w a y  

O a k la n d  6 58 -4 700

Val S tro u g h  O a k la n d  
H o n d a /M a z d a  

235 5  B ro a d w a y  
O a k la n d  428 -1776

Destgnhv 0 \  S K i l l l  Sf l . ishioUN M  o n in  h f
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Interview:
Armistead Maupin

by Michael McGuinncss

A  rmistead Maupin, like the characters in his Tales of the 
City, lives on one o f  those footpath streets that thread 

the more inaccessible areas oj San Francisco's hills and have 
a feeling o f  a private place among the clamor and glamour 
o f  the city. In an apartment fu ll o f  pure depression-era 
furnishings, Maupin, mid-thirties and ruddy faced, offers 
coffee, rolls a joint, and invites you to Join him in his favorite 
pastime—chatting.

Armislead', you have become a gay celebrity. What is it like?
It’s wonderful and wierd, too. I have had the opportunity 

to meet some famous people, sleep with a few, and do a lot of 
exciting, if not totally clever things. As for being gay, well, 
even among the supposedly sophisticated there is a huge 
amount of discomfort about homosexuality. It’s okay to be 
gay, but you’d better not discuss it. Especially not in New 
York. When 1 would bring it up, they’d look at me as if I 
had just farted. To find out those people are uncomfortable 
about their groins is a real revelation. It gives you an eerie 
kind of power. We just have to help them poor souls be 
more open to themselves.

Tales o f  the City is now in book form and Warner Brothers 
is going to make a film based on it. Maybe that will help.

Yes, I hope so. I get a lot of pleasure out of thinking that 
Tales made straight people feel more affectionately toward 
gays and I think the film will have a much broader effect 
than the book.

I really want to show off the gay lifestyle to the world. We 
have a lot to teach other people. I’m beginning to refer to 
myself as a gay chauvinist. In a lot of areas we do know what’s 
going on more than many others. We’re more equipped to 
handle life in the eighties. And the people who aren’t are real 
bitter about it and try to take solace in TV Christianity.'

I think that the most threatening part of the gay life style for 
straight people is the undeniable fact that we have so much fun 
completely unfettered by a lot of the stupid rules that they 
still follow. And they liberated us. They forced us into a 
position to reject their beliefs. I have had straights tell me they 
are envious of my life. They want their wives and husbands 
to know that they are shriveling up inside because of the lack 
of sexual adventure. They see gay relationships that can en
compass the pleasures of promiscuity coupled with the joy of 
a primary commitment. A lot of gay people are working that 
out and they are the first people in this country able to do it.

Most of our pain as gay people comes from modeling our
selves on heterosexual relationships. I think most of my 
emotional response came from song titles of the 30’s. “Some
day he’ll come along . . .’’ And it took a long time to see 
how one dimensional that was.

Bui that is slill Ihe ideal of the general culture. How do 
gays get Ihe message out?

I think that assimilation is the trick right now. Gay people 
have to find a way of getting out the fact that we are wonderful 
to those out there who will be our friends. We have had too 
many gays hanging around in dark rooms on Castro and 
Folsom streets. They have to come out into the light, smile 
and show that they are human beings like everyone else. And 
San Francisco right now is the perfect place and time to do it.

Here is a culture—a nation—growing before your very eyes. 
It’s fascinating. There is no other place to live right now if 
you can keep a sense of humor and equilibrium about it and

make sure you have plenty of straight friends, because the 
whole gay ghetto mentality affects a lot of gay people who 
move here. It is just death to the soul. You cannot retreat 
into some blind alley and expect to live a full life. You have 
to feel like a complete human being. You have to be open 
about your sexual and emotional life without beating people 
over the head with it.

Do you think that gays will continue to come to live In San 
Francisco?

Well, I think there is going to be a point of overload, and 
we’re going to turn ourselves loose on the rest of the country. 
That is going to be wonderful. We are a breeding ground for 
homosexuals. Not that we make people homosexual. We per
mit them to be homosexual. That’s what people who come 
here will take away from S.F.

You are publishing a serial in blew fVesi that deals with 
San Francisco in Ihe future as an entirely gay city.

Yes, it’s called Jackie Old, and it is set in 1999, two years 
after the great earthquake. People are living in parks because 
the city has been destroyed. Much of the scene is set in Golden 
Gate Park where sections have been claimed by different gay 
groups. You know, lumberjack gays have claimed a redwood 
grove where they sit around making flapjacks. Drag queens 
are running around in kimonos in the Japanese Tea Garden. 
Meanwhile the rest of the country is run by the Praise The 
Lord Party which is based on the best homophobic principles. 
Naturally, there is a confrontation.

What kind of effect will this somewhat apocalyptic vi
sion have?

People outside of San Francisco are horrified by the place. 
That’s the vision they have of it already. And some straight 
people are terrified of the thought that even more than it is 

'now, this is going to become homo heaven. ALnd I want to 
confront that fear straight on and get a few laughs out of it.
I think it would defuse the tension for a lot of people. By 
looking at the possibilities in a campy framework you can 
examine them in a way that is pleasant to everyone.

I haven’t given up on camp yet. I think it is one of the 
great gifts gay people have, and one of the strongest tools we 
have to combat hatred. I get -tired of homosexual breast- 
beating'. Being gay should be a continuous celebration of life. 
Full of humor. You have to be able to look at life as a prac
tical joke—humorous, but not malicious. I try not to be around 
people who can’t handle things that way. Even if you want to 
preach, which 1 rarely do, you have to amuse people while 
you do it. Otherwise you become serious—and dangerous.

Is Jackie Old preaching anything?
Oh, not really. Part of what I’m trying to do is have a little 

fun at the expense of New York City. Part of Jackie Old is 
set in New York and has a bunch of New York characters. 
New Yorkers spend a lot of time talking about the California 
mystique, or however they describe it. They condemn us as a 
laid-back, self-indulgent, useless society. Now I’ve never con
sidered laid-back as a nasty thing to say about someone. Cer
tainly we are more relaxed than they are. But I don’t think 
that makes you more or less creative.

New York is totally stratiTied. Everyone is constantly aware 
of their niche and seems uncomfortable with it. Here you can 
lead a complete life without that tension.

I think that deep in the heart of most New Yorkers lies the 
secret suspicion that they would be better off in California. 
The way they counteract this is to bad-mouth the place. So 
what I did in Jackie Old was to transport a lot of their gods 
and goddesses out here to examine them in this environment.

Why Jackie O?

The teller of Tales talks
Well, some friends and I were wondering what the years 

would do to Jackie, and we decided that she would become 
a kind of recluse living in squalor with a dozen cats. I thought 
it was funny, and 1 thought others would too. And we really 
know so little about the woman, even though we know so 
much. She didn’t have a personality, so I decided to give 
her one.

She really is one of the few living legends—she is THE 
female legend of this century. She is a mythic image—a 
goddess. And homosexuals recognize and appreciate this.

There is a tremendous amount of rapport between gay men 
and older straight women. These women have gotten above it

all. They don’t have the tension for coupling anymore. It’s no 
longer demanded of them, so they can relax. And they like 
men, and can relax around gay men easily. Older women have 
eliminated the extremes of masculinity and femininity from 
their lives, they have often-times reached a good balance of 
strength and caring that is admirable.

My grandmother gave me a strong sense of wonder when a 
lot o f other people couldn’t do that. One day we were at a 
wedding, and this blond Joey Heatherton-type was walking in 
front of us. My grandmother turned to me and said, “ Any 
woman who is all woman and any man who is all man is a 
complete monster unfit for human company. Remember that!’’

Book Review
Edmund White’s States of Desire

Edmund White (photo by Chris Cox)

by Eric Heilman

E dmund White’s States o f  Desire is, 
most superficially, about the gay 

faces and gay lives that populate the 
cities of urban America. The book is a 
journalistic collection'of personalities 
^nd interviews; however, in addition to 
a journalist’s recording of images and 
words. White adds interpretations, re
flections, and digressions. Stales o f  
Desire can be read as a picturebook of 
gay lives and environments. As such, 
it offers much evidence of the diversity 
and potential freedom of homosexual 
life. States o f Desire can also be read 
as one very intelligent man’s question
ing of the current condition of gay, 
and ultimately. Western culture. 
Throughout White’s colorful, option
giving travelogue, he weaves a tight, 
penetrating and often guilt-ridden 
analysis of language, politics, sex and 
love in the modern world. Particularly, 
o f course, Ihe gay world.

The book is a record of the identities 
of a complex family. Most of White’s 
subjects are men—a limitation he found 
necessary, and one that he apolo
gizes for. The individual portraits are 
fascinating because the portrait album 
attests to the richness and infinite 
potential of human (and gay) life: 
David Goodstein, Advocate publisher 
and gay est enthusiast, dissolves fascist 
expectations, revealing himself to be a 
warm, articulate spoke.sman for per
sonal integrity and gay rights. Buddy is 
a part-time Castro Clone, part-time 
Key West gardener, and part-time 
Dallas drug dealer. Tom is part of 
Houston’s corporate life and offers 
evidence that gay activism is the best

path to gay identity and sanity. Bobby 
and Fred live in Kansas City and seem 
to confirm that parts of the Midwest 
are still in deep-freeze; the older man/ 
young boy arrangement prevails. 
Armando, a gay Cuban, objects to the 
casualness of gay relationships; he 
argues that discipline and choice are 
essential to getting what you want out 
of life. George Dureau, New Orleans’ 
most well-known painter and photog
rapher, has cultivated a network of 
relationships: some paternal, some 
brotherly, others more sexual intel
lectual or artistic. Ted is deeply re
ligious. He offers White some borrowed 
advice to “ Keep on the Beam” : ‘“ You 
are off the beam the moment you are 
angry or resentful or Jealous or fright
ened or depressed.' ’’ A Minneapolis 
activist counsels that the right wing and 
big business have the most to gain from 
the oppression of gay lib. She urges all 
of us to come out and educate the folks 
around us.

Besides logging personality. States 
o f  Desire is also a revealing discussion 
of the current progress of sexual poli
tics. In the past, being gay meant either 
living a closeted, furtive, almost double
agent style life or—more romantically- 
finding the artistic, bohemian circle 
that both supported and encouraged 
sexual deviations and liaisons. The 
Seventies, as White points out, have 
witnessed the politicization of sex. 
“ Chastity, for instance, is now suspect, 
and bisexuality (despite evidence to the 
contrary) has been declared a form of 
rank hypocrisy.’’ The future of politi
cal activity, however, seems somewhat 
muddled and unclear. Lesbian syomen, 
gay men, and feminists often appear 
intent on working out their own dis-

tinct and separate positions. White 
suggests that the future of gay politics 
will depend largely on how gays view 
the nature of homosexual being. Is it 
simply a question of sexuaj orientation 
and, hence, the political fight is for 
equal, non-discriminatory access to 
jobs, housing, and free sexual expres
sion? Or is gay sexuality only a public 
beginning; one outward manifestation 
of a fundamentally different way of 
thinking? White questions;

As a child I knew I didn't want to 
be 'ordinary'; homosexuality, when 
it came along, seemed a permanent 
pledge against the soul-destroying 
family. Did I feel myself to be dif
ferent because I already had intima
tions that I was gay? Or did I be
come gay as an outward symbol of 
the inward stale o f  difference?

In White’s chapter on .“ Boston and 
Washington, D .C .” he articulates— 
although admittedly oversimplified— 
the two dominant directions of gay 
political action. Most gays. White sug
gests, would argue that we’re essen
tially the same as straights; it’s simply 
a matter of affectional preference. 
White interviews Steve Endean, gay 
rights lobbyist in D.C., who speaks as 
an admirable and articulate voice for 
integration into the mainstream of 
society. As a counterpoint to Endean’s 
progressive activism are more radical 
gays. Although their viewpoints often 
diverge into different angles, they share 
in common a more visionary hope for 
gay life and American society in gen
eral. While explains:

. . . gay radicals have no desire to 
see gays normalized and turned into 
useful members of ihe system as 
it now exists. They believe that gays 
can serve as the vanguard of a liber- 
aiion movement that might transform 
American society into something 
belter, more humane, more equit
able, less repressed.

While uncovers the potential for gay 
and lesbian activists, along with fem
inists (both male and female), to form 
the vanguard of a transformative poli
tics. He suggests that the ultimate goal 
of gay politics may be to challenge the 
thinking and power of America’s ruling 
patriarchy; to add alternative and sig
nificant perspectives to the while, 
straight male poini-of-vicw. .Slates o f  
Desire offers hope for a better, more 
complete understanding of what it 
means to be human and to exist in the 
world.

Slates o f  Desire is also a chronicle 
of sex, violence, guilt, and (maybe) 
love in the gay world. First, to pul our 
age and emotional indicators in focus 
an L.A. therapist tells While that gays 
are still in an adolescent phase; in 
other words, Ihe majority of gays are 
not ready for sustained, committed 
relationships. White disagrees, arguing 
that the routine of domestic love 
“ . . . answers our needs for a com
panion, for a witness to our lives, for 
a helpmate, but it betrays the needs of 
the imagination, and anyone who lives 
with a lover chooses the comforts of 
repetition over the dangers of adven
ture.”  For a sampling of adventure— 
at its more exotic heights—White takes 
us to the Mine Shaft in New York 
City. Men hang from slings while being 
fistfucked; a master whips his human 
dog into obedience; a sadist lifts his 
older lover from the floor by thongs 
attached to nipples and scrotum; a 
man crashes face first to the floor, a 
bit overcome by too much alcohol and 
pills. Surely, if this is Ihe most ad
vanced adventure and eroticism that 
gay men can offer, then the end is now 
—compassion and humanity have gone 
down the drain. Sexual freedom is

(Continued on page 24)
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(Under New Management)

MORE TALES OF THE CITY

by Michael McGuinness

M ore Tates o f  the City is the second and final volume 
compiling the chapters of a newspaper serial which 

asked the questions: Can Michael, a gay man with a 42” 
chest and a 28” waist, fight the forces of Anita Bryant and 
win true love even though paralyzed from the neck down? Can 
Mary Ann Singleton, a vapid virgin, from Cleveland recover 
from her affair with a child pornographer to find happiness 
with a puking amnesiac? ta n  Mrs. Madrigal prevent her wife 
from ruining the life of Brian, the exhibitionistic masturbator? 
Can Mona win Mother Mucca’s respect by dressing as a nun 
and flagellating Jerry Brown? Can DeDe and her twins by the 
Chinese delivery boy escape with D’orothea, who has just 
turned white, to find salvation at a religious camp in Guyana?

All these questions and hundreds more get raised and low
ered in Armistead Maupin’s entertaining satire of life in San 
Francisco in the late 1970s.

When the serial first appeared in a local daily its popularity 
was immediate. And when the author began introducing 
sympathetic gay characters in opposition to announced edi
torial policy, there was little that could be done to stop him. 
Consequently, San Francisco was introduced to a healthv (and 
unexpected) dose of gay life and sensibility. Scenes in the 
serial shifted from gay bath houses to identifiable Nob Hill 
drawing rooms, causing little twitches of anger and indigna
tion all over the face of the city. But San Franciscans, hooked 
on reading about themselves, kept the serial running for over 
two years. A mention in the column was enough to have 
restaurants, bathhouses and laundromats overrun by the curi
ous. It became a game for those in the know to try and guess 
the real identity of the raft of local characters described in 
compromising and usually hilarious situations. Those who 
were not in the know began to feel they were after reading 
the column. But one suspects that the more conservative were 
relieved not to be in the know.

Well, the scandal has died down and the serial is now 
available to be read at one sitting in its two volume format. 
Tales o f  the City and More Tates o f  the City.

Maupin’s light comic, breezy style is highly readable and 
many of the tales he tells are immensely funny. But very few 
serially written efforts have adapted well to book form, and 
Tales is unfortunately no exception. Seeing it as a whole, its 
flaws become obvious.

Book form has a tendency to suggest significance, and it is 
here that Tales fails to provide interest. As a view of life in 
the city it is narrow. Its cast of characters reside and operate 
almost entirely on Nob Hill and Russian Hill. They are totally 
aprolitical. They occasionally go to a film, rarely go to a play 
and never read a book. They a r i  all white and middle class, 
and the only minority and ethnic groups mentioned are gays 
and a few Jews.

The odd assortment of gay and straight WASPs who fly in 
and out of the Barbary Lane locus of the story have outstand
ing traits of self absorption and inability to effectively com
municate meaningfully with each other. Their interactions 
are based mainly on propinquity or sex and significant relation
ships are sketchy. Instead, the factors which prevent relation
ships or individual development of the characters begin to 
show through as a kind of sub-text. The male characters are 
completely passive (the alternative to male passivity is seen in 
the character of Beauchamp Day who contracts to have his 
wife trashed).

These passive men seem to wait around for the female 
character who can give them importance and direction. The 
women characters, though more vital than the men, are in
capable of fulfilling such requirements for interior and ex
terior reasons. For example, when Mary Ann, a new arrival 
in the city, tries to take action, she becomes involved in 
pornography, death and horrible cults. The other women char
acters are so bogged down with identity problems that they 
are as sexually and socially isolated as the men.

At the core of this spiritual, cultural and sexual flaccidity 
is the dominating presence of the city—San Francisco. With its 
beautiful setting and its charming atmosphere it is the force 
that has attracted all of these otherwise inert bodies and which 
gives them a kind of life by bouncing them off each other. But 
the kind of life that it offers seems to be one of surface 
romanticism and childish optimism that overlays the real, 
threatening base of distrust, violence, and the overriding fear 
of physical and spiritual negation. This is most concretely 
suggested by the traumatized character of Burke who, shortly 
after his contact with the city, totally loses his memory and 
identity after discovering the reality of the human sacrifice 
at the center of this urban maze.

Many significant themes lie just below the surface of 
Maupin’s tales, but they remain quite undeveloped, even as 
satire. Such development might be too much to expect in a 
newspaper serial, but it is not too much to expect in a two 
volume novel.

Maupin has the ability to intuitively perceive the human sit
uations and problems that are at the center of his work. His 
value as a writer in the future may lie in his ability to more 
fully realize and develop the serious themes that are inherent 
in his work while maintaining his unpretentious, comic style.

In the meantime. Tales and More Tales can be read and 
enjoyed enormously on the level of a good comic strip.

AMERICAN FILM NO\¥.
By James Monaco.
A Plume Book/New American Library, $7.95.

by Paul Chaplin

A s little as ten years ago, movies were still mass entertain
ment, something you went to on a Friday night. As we 

now know, popular culture may indeed be taken seriously, 
and “ movies”  are now “ film.”  One person who takes an 
interesting look at this medium is James Monaco in his 
American Film Now: The People, The Power, The Money, 
The Movies, one of the few books attempting to examine 
how the business of movie making has affected the artform 
in the last decade.

Monaco starts off with a breezy fable about Fred, a 30- 
yetir-old launching his career as a film director. It’s an educa
tion in itself and a mirror of how films are made in America. 
First, you don’t make a film; you create projects, packages 
or properties which should follow the dictum “ Just Like/Com- 
pletely Different”  {Foul Play is just like a Hitchcock thriller, 
yet it’s completely different; it has juvenile sex and comedy). 
The package needs to be extensively pre-sold, usually through 
a novelization of the script, and ideally should have LCD— 
appeal to the lowest common denominator, the broadest 
possible mass audience, while offending the. smallest number 
of people (an important fact for future sales to TV). The 
product will need several box office draws and a director tmd 
screenwriter with proven track records. Then shoot the film 
and market the hell out of it, namely through saturation 
TV advertising.

The blame for this system rests with the conglomerates who 
in Monaco’s eyes have transformed film making from an 
industry concerned primarily with making a product into a 
bttsiness more interested in profit. That profit goes into ac
quiring Coca-Cola bottling plants (Warner Brothers, among 
others), the New York Knicks (Partunount’s Gulf -t- Western), 
or G.P. Putnam’s Sons (Universal’s MCA). The conclusion 
that Monaco feels “ must be drawn from such successful con
glomerate diversification is a distinct lessening of commit
ment to film.”

Furthermore, “ the share of the total film audience each 
year represented by the ten highest grossing films is increasing 
three times faster than the size of the total audience. In other 
words, increasingly we are all going to see the same ten 
movies.” Thus, the mtuket is desaturated, higher profits go all 
around and there are safer gambles on each individual film, 
and a lessening of product.

Throughout the book Monaco has deposited ideas that re
verberate and ask for further development. His statement, 
“ the most powerful cultural force operating in the 70’s is 
definitely nostalgia’’ frequently appears, yet its implications 
are glossed over when discussing The Godfather. Monaco ad
ditionally attempts to give focus to the new genres that 
emerged in the 70’s—the country movie {Macon County Line, 
Citizens Band), kung fu, paranoia films {3 Days o f  the 
Condor, Marathon Man), revenge films {Taxi Driver, Death 
IVish, Lipstick), and black films. Mention is also made of 
documentaries and the growing number of women filmmakers 
branching from this form into the traditionally male dominated 
realm of feature films.

He concludes that the distribution centers offered by the 
six major studios constitute a de facto  public communications 
network which should be brought under the law as soon as 
possible. “ Movies and other media must be guaranteed in
violate financial independence from business, government and 
other social institutions. Film distribution companies Uke other 
media bear a public trust as members of the fourth estate 
and must be held responsible for it. We must restructure 
film distribution companies so they operate as common car
riers, allowing independent and equal access to the channels 
of communication entrusted to them”  as well as confronting 
production companies with a tax structure so it is more profit
able for them to reinvest movie-generated profits within the 
film industry rather than outside of it.

All this is heavy stuff, and if this modest proposal doesn’t 
offend or upset you, Monaco’s critical sensibilities may. Short 
shrift is given to seven prominent directors, the Whiz Kids 
of the new Hollywood—Bogdanovich, Friedkin, Scorsese, 
De Palma, Lucas, Spielberg and Schrader. Some rightfully 
deserve the critical mauling Monaco gives them, but Spiel
berg’s recent Rolling Stone interview regarding 1941 indicates 
some growth and mature perception on his part, and may earn 
an apology from Monaco.

The true bonus of the book is the number of exhaustive 
lists: bibliography; filmographies; thespians, directors, writers, 
producers and technicians active during the 70’s; and a collec
tion of critics’ 10 Best Lists, bound to stimulate discussions 
regarding the merits of such lists {Beyond the Valley o f  the 
Dollsl). The scope of the 'book makes American Film Now 
an ideal text; its excellent appendixes will make it appreciated 
and welcomed by serious film scholars. It's a fine introduc
tion to the current state of the film world, and more impor
tantly, it provokes reflection on where the movies have recently 
come from and where they’re likely to go.

ALL IN THE 
“FIRST FAMILY’

by Steve Warren

It may be a few years before the 
Sentinel has the last word at a real 

presidential press conference (or even 
gets into one), but we had the honor of 
stopping the show at a mock presi
dential press conference staged to pro
mote the forthcoming Buck Henry film 
First Family.

The scene was a replica of the Oval 
Office in the middle of Stage 25 at the 
Burbank Studios. Facing about three 
dozen reporters were the principals of 
the movie, which will be Warner Bros.’ 
Christmas release.

In the movie Manfred Link is an un
popular president who was elected by a 
slim majority, even though his oppon
ent died just before the election. His 
wife is an alcoholic who has had three 
“ slight nervous breakdowns” and their 
daughter, because of living in her 
father’s limelight, is a 27-year-old 
virgin. The main international concern 
is the wooing of Upper Gorm, whose 
flag, a black fist clutching a white 
man’s body on a field of magenta satin, 
"represents the hopes and aspirations 
of the Third World.”

Bunthorne opened by explaining the 
lack of a presidential press conference 
last month: “ Let me be perfectly clear 
about that. Last month’s tonference

Presidential ? press conference (photo by Peter Boraeri)

was not canceled', it was simply not 
held.”

Responding to a rumor that he had 
screened Cruising more than once in 
the White House the president said 
that being able to get films was “ one 
of the good things” about his job.

Asked whether she takes drugs the 
first daughter queried the reporter 
longingly, “ Do you have any?” Her 
mother jumped in to reply that Gloria 
is "a  healthy girl beyond all reason 
and wouldn’t put anything like that in 
her body—anywhere.”

Gloria also rhap^dized about the 
White House lawn and how she loves

to run through the wet grass in the early 
morning in her panties.

The time seemed right for my ques
tion, which was to have unexpected 
results: “ Mr. President, what is your 
current stand on gay rights? And is it 
true that when your daughter has her 
girlfriends stay overnight in the White 
House, you put them in the Eleanor 
Roosevelt Room?”

Bunthorne allowed me my laugh—a 
quick one from the gays in the press 
corps and a slow breaker from the 
straights—before announcing, “Thank 
you very much for coming, that’s all 
the time we have.”

MOVIES

Martin Mull goes cyclepathic

SERIAL

by Dick Hasbany

f e r ia l  is a significant film in spite of 
l 3  itself. This supposed look at the 
good life in Marin works at being med
iocre with an absolutely loving care. 
The color is drab, the sound bad (actors 
sound as if they were recorded some
times in an empty auditorium, some
times inside a bale of cotton). The sit
uations are predictable, the characters 
cliches. There are jokes about hot tubs, 
women’s consciousness raising groups, 
granola, precocious kids. Just what 
you would expect.

The film does have saving graces. 
Some lines are deft, clever, and funny. 
Sometimes the liming and observation 
are just right. Sally Kellerman portrays 
an intelligence gone wrong with con
summate wit and precision. Kellerman 
gives us her best whatever schlock she’s 
given to play.

But these graces are not what make 
Seria/significant. The film is significant 
because it is symptomatic of the confu
sion of American mores and values- 
and demonstrates a pervasive fearful-

ness and readiness to retreat. Perhaps 
I’m taking the film too seriously, but it 
seems to me that the screenplay’s con
fusion about its material gives us ah in
sight into a profound cultural confu
sion and uneasiness about women, 
about gays, and about a host of other 
things.

The film’s satiric thrusts are aimed 
at the trendy, chic folks in upper mid
dle class suburbs—in this case our own 
suburbs to the north. Their attempts to 
find more honest and humane ways to 
be human become momentary obses
sions in which the mode of the moment 
obscures intelligence, insight, and de
cency. The film shows us a group that 
can find meaning in its life only by em
bracing and then elevating what is 
flashy, current, perhaps partiality in
sightful into absolute guides to human 
conduct. Thus, honesty becomes so 
absolute a value in the women’s con
sciousness raising group that possibly 
higher values, e.g., discretion moti
vated by loe for someone, cannot stand 
in the rush of white hot, gossipy dis
closure.

There is a point here and it is about 
basically sensible behavior distorted 
until it becomes ridiculous. The goal of

satire is to find the line that divides 
the sensible from the silly, the standard 
against which to judge the distortions. 
Such are not hard to find in cultures 
where standards are clear. They are not 
clear in America in 1980, and this film 
demonstrates just how confused we are 
and how we just might respond to our 
confusion.

The way the screenwriters handle gay 
characters suggests the near impossibil
ity of discerning clear cultural altitudes. 
As in most American films I’ve seen 
this year. Serial has a sprinkling of 
faggot and pansy jokes. These jokes 
still gel laughs. To somehow combat 
incipient homophobia, a therapist gives 
a young boy a Gay Bruce doll. The boy- 
kills the doll because it is a fag. The 
audience laughs. A clearly gay hair
dresser dishes dirt, just one of the girls. 
The audience giggles. Our All-American 
hero, Harvey (Marlin Mull) black
mails the closeted leader of a "faggot 
motorcycle gang” into taking his black 
leather "road Reamers” to terrorize a 
religious cult and free his captive 
daughter. We’ve seen all this before— 
stereotypes, victims, good butts for 
jokes and manipulation. Still, the 
cyclists do free the girl. They are son 
of heroes. It is hard to know exactly 
what the screenwriters felt or straight 
audiences will feel about gay people 
here. The film seems to me confused, 
but only because the culture at large is.

If the film’s images are of confusion, 
they are at the same time often funny. 
The resolution of all the confusion, on 
the other hand, almost frightening and 
not at all funny. About three quarters 
through. Serial’s tone changes. The 
film starts searching for order by re
treating to a patriarchal, heterosexual 
family vision that Claudette Colbert 
and the King Sisters would find con
straining.

Harvey starts a holy crusade to re
group and save his family. In his revi
sionist family model, he insists, every
one will know who the father is, who 
the mother is, and who the kid is. When 
the movie fades out, he’s right. The 
family is back together, and everyone 
knows who’s who. Father, of course, 
knows best, and he has decided to take 
his family to Denver, where his new 
job is. He tells his newly acquiescent 
wife, Kate (Tuesday Weld), “ we can’t 
make it here,” here being Marin, here 
being confusion. 1 suppose this saving 
of the family, this new start in Denver, 
is supposed by the screenwriters to be 
an affirmation. It feels like retreat to 
me, retreat, fear, and maybe a little 
despair. I don’t want to live in Marin, 
but I want even less, God help us, to 
live in Denver.

NO MAPS ON MY TAPS

by Dick Hasbany

T\To Maps on My Taps opens with 
1  T the promise of being a stylish 
look at tap dancing. Three black danc
ers prepare for a show. Shoes slip on; 
tux settles on shoulders. Cameras hold 
close to the moving bodies and the cut
ting is quick. The effect is intimate and 
kinetic—every bit as kinetic as those 
stunning opening moments of AU That 
Jazz though not half so affected. The 
film delivers what it promises and more. 
In its hour length it becomes a reluctant 
elegy to a faded art, a sophisticated 
examination of the origins and exploi
tations of a folk art, and a testimony 
to the at once transcendent and gut- 
level nature of art.

George T. Nierenberg and his film 
have been getting their share of awards
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at the dance and film festivals this year, 
and he and the film deserve them. 
Nierenberg has created a documentary 
that, though occasionally slow, is as 
intelligent as it is touching.

He builds the film around a per
formance by three great tappers. Sand
man Sims, Bunny Briggs, and Chuck 
Green. The performance is in the tradi
tion of street corner challenges. In such 
challenges dancers comptete, each try
ing to display the greatest skill and im
agination. From this center, Nierenberg 
investigates the nature and history of 
tap dance. The three dancers reminisce. 
Bunny Briggs’ uncles tell how Bunny 
danced at basketball games in the 20’s. 
The story moves the dancer to tears. 
It’s clear from these oral histories and 
the pleasure and pain they evoke that 
the art springs from deep within black 
culture, and specifically from street

Speaking about the unspeakable.
Caligula's producer speaks to The Sentinel 

in the next issue.

corner life. It is folk art, and Nicren- 
berg’s technique of juxtaposition allows 
him to comment, subtly but profoundly 
on what can happen to minority folk 
art in an electronic popular culture.

New York sidewalk tappers dancing 
in front of heavily graffiti marked walls 
are followed by clips from 1930's Holly
wood musicals. The effect is not mere 
nostalgia. In the clips, black vaude- 
villians dance in much too immaculate 
sound stage versions of black clubs. 
Dick Powell asks John Bubbles to show 
him a step. Bubbles obliges and it 
should be his show, but Powell is never 
out of the frame even though he does 
nothing but sit there. Bill Robinson 
dances up a staircase with Shirley 
Temple, and whai we remember is 
Temple’s sweet precocity. What comes 
from the streets has been cleaned up 
and its masters are admired with ami
able condescension.

In so arranging these contrasting im
ages, Nierenberg does not seem to have 
a sardonic axe to grind. It’s just that 
his juxtaposed images invite us to re
flect as well as enjoy, and the reflec
tion tends to have its own sardonic 
quality. If there is any bitterness in the 
film, it is with the dancers. Sandman 
Sims observes that black dancers dance 
what they feel; white dancers learn in 
dancing school to count. Sims argues 
with the owner or manager of Harlem’s 
Apollo Theatre that kids today would 
love tap dance if they could see it, that 
is if the impresarios would produce it 
once in a while.

But the bitterness that comes from 
being a minority person and being a 
master of what seems to be a dying folk 
art is not what we finally remember 
about the film. Rather, we remember 
Sim’s comment early in the film: 
"Y ou’re a free man when you’re tap 
dancing. The world is yours.” We re
member this because Nierenberg ends 
with Sims, Briggs, and Green dancing. 
The dancing is amazing. The old danc
ers perform easily, encouraged by the 
love that comes from the audience and 
from each other. Whatever the cul
tural origins and social tensions sur
rounding an art, whatever the progno
sis for the art’s survival, in the center 
and practice of that art the one thing 
that is evident and important is joy.

No Maps on My Taps shows for a 
week at the Roxie Theatre (a theatre 
whose programming grows increasingly 
interesting). Sandman Sims will be 
dancing at the Theatre Wednesday and 
Thursday, April 2 and 3, and at Earth
quake McGoons, April 4 and 5. For 
the moment, tap dancing is alive and 
well in San Francisco.
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Recreation of Von Gloeden photo from The Homesexual Century

THE HOMOSEXUAL CENTURY

by Richard Tucker

This noteworthy and very pleasing 
nim, to be shown at the Roxie 

Cinema on April 15, is an exploration 
of the gay experience, comprised of 
four sections which relate the imaginary 
and the mythological as well as the 
historical and the political.

The first part tells the story of the 
Baltic Baron Von Gloeden who took 

-up residence in Sicily at the turn of the 
century and photographed young peas
ant boys. In this section the film altcr^' 
nates actual Von Gloeden photos with 
the film’s modern version of the same 
poses. The results are wonderfully true 
to life and nature.

It is interesting that Von Gloeden’s 
photos were highly prized by such 
notorious womanizers as King Edward 
the Seventh and Alfonso of Spain, 
both o f whom visited the Baron’s 
Sicilian studio. During the Mussolini 
era over half the photos were destroyed 
but what remain are enough to provide 
one with a rare erotic feast.

The second part of the film deals 
with Dr. Magnus Hirschfeld and his 
Berlin Institute for Sexual Research. 
Hirschfeld was one of the foremost 
pioneers in sexual research at this time 
and was held in high esteem by those 
who knew him.

The first third of the 20th century 
was, in Germany, a time of considerable 
freedom for homosexuals. Numerous 
publications such as Inset and other 
magazines nearly approaching today’s 
liberated journals were freely available. 
There was also the Wandervoget organ
ization which attracted thousands of

young men for boy scout type activities. 
Perhaps this was a forerunner to Hit
ler’s Strength Through Joy movement.

Freedom for gays continued un
abated through the Weimar period 
(1919-1932) but of course it all ended 
suddenly with the advent of Hitler. 
German homosexuals were rounded up 
and placed in the very worst camps 
where they were forced to wear the pink 
triangle. There were hardly any sur
vivors. Dr. Hirschfeld, who was a Jew, 
managed to escape from Germany but 
died at Nice, France in 1935 after try
ing without success to reestablish his 
organization. H irschfeld’s Lesbian 
secretary narrates this section in excel
lent English and recalls the events of 
March 6 , 1933 when the Institute was 
raided by the Nazis and all of the con
siderable research destroyed.

The third section is a celebration of 
a young, liberated gay guy in love with 
his era. Here we see plenty of sexy 
photo montage shots and witness a de
lightful recapturing of the innocent 60’s 
in Europe and North Africa.

In the fourth and last part a lonely, 
good-looking American businessman 
finds himself in Paris with a few hours 
to kill and unwittingly enters a cafe 
filled with gays. The hour is late. He is 
approached by a “ Stylish Parisian 
Queen” (played by filmmaker Guy 
Hocquenghem). They imbibe heavily 
and leave the cafe together, strolling in 
the early morning light through the 
Tuilleries and along the Seine.

The Homosexual Century is an en
lightening, landmark documentary. Its 
historical subject matter will make this 
movie of more than passing interest 
to gays.

Remember it is being shown on April 
15 only, at the Roxie Theatre, at seven 
and nine P.M.

THE J. CEILS BAND

by Mike Kurtz

The J. Gcils Band whirled through 
the Oakland Auditorium Arena 

Saturday night and the Warfield Sun
day night. Hard rockers assembled, 
with their hair cut long and their sleeves 
cut short and a beat they couldn’t lose.

In concert the J. Geils Band is an 
audible presence more than a visible 
one. In this show they mixed their new
est ditties with older gritty, more gut
tural songs like Sanctuary, Detroit 
Breakdown, Southside Shuffle. A rock 
and roll standard such as the Suprêmes’ 
Where Did Our Love Co in their hands 
became a blues-searching rock ballad 
with whining harmonica, haunted wails 
on the guitar, and a throaty vocal ren
dition.

Audiences know The J. Geils Band 
best from their records, whether re
corded live or in the studio. The scope 
of their music can be realized in these 
discs pumped out at regular intervals, 
culminating with their current LP 
Love Stinks topping the charts as well 
as the hit single Come Back reaching 
into the popular AM market.

Bill Graham presented this revitaliz
ing rock band with one tactical error, 
the warm-up band 3D, a fairly two- 
dimensional punk band. From the onset 
their 3 to 5 chord musical range fell 
upon unsympathetic ears. To make 
amends to the noncomplacent fans 
they whipped out the one upbeat song 
in their repertoire. No go. They rushed 
vilely through their last three songs to 
persistent booing before making a fast 
one-dimensional exit.

A perplexed, eager crowd geared up 
as a movie screen rolled down in frorit 
of the stage to show a film portraying 
a VD check-up. After several minutes 
the stylish guitar work of J. Geils and 
the strong, distinctive vocals of Peter 
Wolf raised the movie screen and 
soothed the turbulent rockers. Geils’ 
guitar work is less flashy than other 
contemporaries, yet his ability to wiggle 
in, out, and around a rock beast is 
what brought the disciples to the temple 
to hear him and the all-star group of 
artists backing him.

Peter Wolf vocally and physically 
commanded the stage, often times get
ting caught up in the music with all the 
gyrations of a frog dancing an Irish jig 
to the audience’s approving cheers.

Further complementing this long
time association of vestal rock was 
“ Magic Dick doing some sweet licks 
on his magic stick,”  (harmonica). Seth 
Justman fingered the keyboards along 
with composing the music with lyrics 
penned by Peter Wolf. Stephen Bladd’s 
backing on drums and Daniel Klein’s 
bass work completed a rock ensemble 
whose chemistry is unabashed by time, 
space, or Disco.
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by Steve Warren

The adulation of certain female 
singers by gay males is a tradition 

that’s survived where many others have 
died. (No one’s called me “ Mary" 
lately.) Jane Olivor is the current mes- 
siah of those gays who lack the faith or 
patience to wait for the second coming 
of Judy Garland (third, if you count 
Liza).

Not that all of Olivor’s fans are gay: 
but without the gay presence at the 
first o f her three concerts at the War- 
field last weekend, the show could have 
been done in a more intimate setting— 
her hotel room, for instance.

Actually there were two Jane Olivors 
on the night in question, each of whom 
sang one set. The second, in white 
pants and blouse, was far more loose 
and entertaining than the first, who 
looked schoolmarmish—but stylish— 
in a dress Katherine Hepburn would 
have dismissed as too demure.'

That first set, with almost no talk 
between songs and just one brief hand
shaking tour of the front row to relieve 
the monotony of standing or sitting 
and singing into a microphone, might 
as well have been videotaped. It’s hard 
to believe emotions presented in three- 
minute segments when we know there’s 
a person behind them.

Olivor fills the middle-of-the-road 
gap left when Streisand went off into 
hard rock and disco. Most of her songs 
are gently rocking ballads, often torchy 
in nature. A couple of untempo tunes 
in each set gave her a chance to move 
around a little bit, predictably driving 
the audience wild. One and a half songs 
in French (“ The Poor People of Paris’’ 
and, with verses in English, “ L’lm- 
portant C’Est la Rose” ) laid a foun
dation for her to claim to be an Ameri- 
can Piaf.

The problem is that an artist can be
come lazy playing for preconditioned 
audiences who demand nothing more 
than that she show up and sing their 
favorite song (in this case “ Some En
chanted Evening,” saved for an en
core). Olivor’s style doesn’t call for a 
razzle dazzle multi-media presentation, 
but more human touches would help. 
In two of her last songs she opened 
her mouth and the high notes wouldn’t 
come out; only then was I sure I was 
watching a real woman. Some medleys 
and special material would have done 
more to relieve the feeling that I was 
seeing an album play.

Perhaps when/if she’s been at it for 
40-odd years like Peggy Lee, Jane 
Olivor will be able to rest on her laurels. 
For the present, while she’s unquestion
ably a fine vocalist, she’s going to 
have to work harder to earn laurels 
from me.

Lena Horne
R eview

by Michael Mascioli

Lena Horne began her career in the 
chorus at Harlem’s famed Cotton 

Club in the early 30’s. By the early 40’s 
she had entered MGM’s stable of stars 
and was being featured in stylish black 
musicals like Stormy Weather and 
Cabin in the Sky, and in many of the 
studio's all-star musical revues, in 
which several luminaries would per
form one number each—with Horne’s 
segments being excised before distri
bution to theaters in the South. 
Throughout the 50*s and 60’s she es
tablished a formidable reputation as a 
nightclub and recording artist, a repu
tation which time has not diminished: 
Lena Horne is one of the few perform
ers of her milieu who consistently com
mand SRO crowds.

And small wonder. For Horne easily 
achieves the delicate balance between 
style and meaning in a song, the mark 
of the consummate pop vocalist. Her 
voice, like her stage demeanor, is breezy 
and youthful, refined but not affected 
or aloof. Her tone is rich and melodi-

Interview
by Steve Warren

It was that cliched story of a young 
man being seduced by an older 

woman. Set in the Fairmont Hotel, it 
had the expensive glamour of a Ross 
Hunter movie. That the youth was gay 
was not a totally original twist: “ Years 
from now, when you talk about this— 
and you will—be k ind .. . . ”

If you had seen Lena Horne in the 
Venetian Room, you would have fan
tasized too. She is one sexy lady! 1 may 
be a bit too old for the juvenile lead 
in the story, but she doesn’t look like 
a 62-year-old grandmother either.

When Horne “ mounted” the stage, 
all the word’s sexual connotations were 
apparent. She stood for a moment 
looking haughtily over the audience, 
letting her body catch the rhythm of 
the riff her band was playing—a quiver 
here, a jerk there, until she felt it/it 
felt her; and she was ready to begin. 
But, sadly, it was an ending, too.

Lena Horne sent shock waves out 
over the entertainment world when she 
announced her retirement from night
club work at the Fairmont on opening

ous; her enunciation, broad with a 
bright, smiling quality—a deep and 
limpid pool shimmering in the ear 
rather than the eye.

Foregoing the customary house 
orchestra, Horne was frequently and 
effectively cast in more intimate musi
cal surroundings by her own combo 
which, at times, was pared down even 
further to solo piano or guitar. Such a 
setting, combined with her respect for 
a song’s lyrics and her deft, often witty, 
use of expressions and intonation, could 
not help but yield the set of finely 
drawn readings of classic ballads which 
had the usually cool Venetian Room 
audiences hanging onto her every word. 
A heartfelt “ I’ve Grown Accustomed 
to His Face” was rendered entirely 
with eyes closed in delicate, distant 
reverie; and “ Bewitched” was handled 
wistfully but with an eye on the wry- 
ness of its lyric (“ I’ll sing to him/each 
spring to him/and worship the trousers 
that cling to him . . .” ). One did not 
expect quite such depth of emotion 
from a singer whose image has been 
chiefly that of a sensuous and regal 
beauty.

night. Some assumed that she was giv
ing up show business altogether, but 
she told the Sentinel in an exclusive 
interview that this was not the case.

“ It’s too hard to keep the boys work
ing,” she said of the five musicians 
who gave her such great backing. 
“ There aren’t enough hotels left and 
most of them can’t pay enough for me 
to keep the band together.”

She won’t be idle, however: “ I have 
a three month concert tour starting in 
April for Delta Sigma Theta, a sorority 
I belong to . . . and I’m going back to 
England to do another show with Mil- 
licent Martin and David Kernan—I did 
a ’Song by Song’ (for PBS-TV) with 
them. If it’s successful we’ll bring it to 
New York. You know I love doing 
shows, much better than playing 
cabarets.”

So the day Lena Horne quits show 
business in favor of teaching, putter
ing around her Santa Barbara house, 
spending time with her friends and 
grandchildren and doing the other 
things she wants to do is still far enough 
in the future to qualify as science fie 
tion. Which is how it should be for this 
incredible lady.
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by Larry Blake

BONJOUR. LA. BONJOUR.

One always hesitates to use the term “ serious theatre.” 
It’s usually a kiss of death in commercial theatre. The 

majority of the theatre going public go to the theatre for 
entertainment only. And certainly that's valid. But it seems 
more interesting to me when an evening in the theatre is not 
only entertaining, but in addition probes your mind. Enter
tainment plus consciousness raising equals “ serious theatre.” 

Bonjour, la, Bonjour is about a family from French Canada. 
But they are hardly your normal family. Playwright Tremblay’s 
family makes the families of Edward Albee look like char
acters from a Disney film. “ 1 hated what the family did to me 
and what the institution of the family did to my country,” 
says the playwright. And after sitting through Bonjour, la, 
Bonjour, there can be no arguing of the playwright’s extreme 
hatred of the family unit.

As the play opens. Serge has just come home from a tour of 
Europe. At home are his two aunts, Charlotte and Albertine, 
and his father Gabriel. The two women seem to be in compe
tition for Serge’s attention. They take turns in a constant 
struggle to be the one that Serge will favor over the other. 
Gabriel, on the other hand, doesn’t need to compete for the 
attention of anybody. You see, Gabriel has a hearing aid that 
is non-functional. Like the hearing aid that is turned off, 
Gabriel has turned off the world and his family.

One by one we meet Serge’s four sisters. They all Jiave prob
lems that to them seem serious. But their problems are not 
earth-shattering.

Lucien has married a wealthy English doctor. Her dreams 
have been fulfilled. Well, not all of them. It seems her doctor 
is sexually unfulfilling. So Lucienne has found herself a young 
man to fulfill her sexual needs. She fears her friends knowing, 
but her problem is hardly earth-shattering. Adultery can be 
forgiven.

Monique is also unhappy with her marriage. For her the 
best way to cope is finding a doctor who will prescribe drugs 
for her. She takes a prescription that is to last her a month 
in one day. But there is sympathy for drug abusers, and some
one will help Monique. Drug abuse can be forgiven.

Denise is fat. She wants people to accept her as fat. Happi
ness for Denise is gouging mounds of mince meat pie. But, 
like Lucienne and Monique, her problem is not earth-shatter
ing. Obesity can be forgiven.

The problem of Nicole, however, is earth-shattering. Nicole’s 
problem is the same as Serge. It is the problem of incest. 
Obesity, drug abuse and adultery, the problems of the three 
sisters, are problems that society can forgive. Incest is un
forgivable.

But what separates Nicole from her sisters is that Nicole 
does not feel sorry for herself. Lucienne blames her adultery 
on her husband. Denise blames her obesity on her husband. 
Monique blames her drug abuse on her husband. Nicole blames 
no one. She accepts her love for her brother Serge. Eventually, 
Serge also accepts his part in their incestuous affair. “ We’re 
going to live without hurting one another,” he tells his family.

Finally, after accepting his part in his incest with his sister. 
Serge has one more hurdle to climb. He must tell his father 
before his sisters do of his affair with Nicole. What transpires 
is one of the more moving scenes the theatre has seen in years. 

There is also a political aspect o f Bonjour, la, Bonjour, that 
• is not nearly as important as it must have been when this play 

was first produced in French Canada. Serge and Nicole repre
sent the desire of French speaking Canada to separate from the 
rest of English speaking Canada. Perhaps the separation of

Nancy Morrison, Scot Paulin & Katherine Conklin
(photo by Jerald Morse)

Nicole and Serge from the rest of society had more universal 
meaning here away from the turmoil of Canadian politics. 
When Serge says, “ We’re going to live without hurting one 
another,” there are many analogies that can be made. Im
mediately to my mind came the similarities of the homosexual 
in this country. Or any minority, for that matter. Tremblay 
is going beyond Canadian politics and is concerned with the 
need to do whatever one must to just be happy. “ How come 
everyone was always so embarrassed in this house?” asks 
Gabriel. “ You never heard us say we love you,” is Serge’s reply.

The production of Bonjour, la, Bonjour at Berkeley Stage 
Company is flawless. Eight actors who were strangers to each 
other at the beginning of rehearsals, have molded together as 
a family. And that’s not easy. But there was never any doubt 
in my mind about the relationships of these people on stage. 
Bonjour, la, Bonjour is the finest example of ensemble acting 
I have seen in years.

As wonderful as Bonjour, La, Bonjour is, it is not for every
one. Its discussion of incest will shock some. Its virtual non
movement will bore others. It is for the discriminating theatre
goer. When “ serious theatre” works as well as it does here, 
it gives the audience an emotional grip that is incomparable. 
There’s no mere evening of entertainment at Bonjour, la, 
Bonjour, but rather an evening of entertainment plus conscious
ness raising that equals “ serious theatre.”  Go and be devastated. 
At Berkeley Stage Company, Berkeley until April 20.

PANTAGLEIZE.
"nantagleize is another exampe of “ serious theatre.” It is 

the finest evening A.C.T. has provideded since their 
production of The Circle a few seasons ago. That is not to say 
it will be popular. The average audience at an A.C.T. play is 
the upper middle class who go to the theatre to be enter
tained. God knows where they come from, because it can’t be 
San Francisco. And so it was not surprising to see them walk 
out on Pantagleize, a play that deals with revolution and 
man’s inhumanity to man in a chilling way.

Pantagleize is about a man named Pantagleize who is a 
philosopher of sorts. He awakens on May 1 without any 
knowledge that May I is the day designated for the start of 
the revolution.

On May I Pantagleize is relatively happy with his life. The 
longer he lives the more he knows less. “ I no longer under
stand anything about anything.” After all, he says, “ Intelli
gent men don’t have convictions.”  And so he philosophically 
looks out his window on May I and proclaims “ Oh what a 
lovely day.”

Well, that simple statement, “ Oh what a lovely day” is the 
start of poor Pantagleize’s downfall. Unbeknownst to Pania- 
gleize “ Oh what a lovely day” is the phrase the revolutionists 
will use to start the revolution. And because Pantagleize has 
used the phrase, he is mistaken for the leader of the revolu
tion. The die is cast, and things start happening so fast that

poor Pantagleize never gets the chance to grasp the reality of 
it all until it’s much too late.

As the revolution takes hold, we discover that the revolu
tionists have done no better at running the world than their 
predecessors. Both sides claim that they are fighting for 
humanity. But humanity is never really given the chance to say 
what it wants. Why is there revolution? “The revolutionaries 
are discontented,” declares one soldier. To which a general 
replies, “ Discontented? And do they think I’m contented?!”

“ Could you wage a revolution without fools?” Apparently 
not, for Pantagleize is full of fools of all sorts. And Panta
gleize, who has the Charlie Chaplin-like appearance of a fool, 
increasingly gains the appearance of the least foolish of all.

The artistic accomplishments of this Pantagleize are astound
ing. Director Laird Williamson has gotten together a cast that 
is giving a very good example of what ensemble acting is all 
about. And it’s been a long time since an A.C.T. production 
has had that quality.

Heading the cast is Raye Birk's truly beautiful portrayal of 
the tragic Pantagleize. His performance borders on that thin 
line between sanity and insanity. His Pantagleize is insane 
enough for the actors on stage to believe him the fool. And 
yet there is the warmth of humanity for the audience to know 
that he is the least foolish of all. It is one of those rare per
formances of such an excellent quality that it will remain in 
your memory for years to come.

One must understand that Belgian playwright De Ghelderode 
wrote Pantagleize in the Europe of 1929. It was a Europe that 
never really recovered from World War I. It was a Europe that 
was choking in depression. Many thought that revolution was 
the answer to ridding the world of depression. Playwright 
De Ghelderode knew better. It would be interesting to see a 
play by De Ghelderode about the world after the Nazi regime 
had failed in its attempt to take over the world, for he predicts 
as such in Pantagleize.

Like Bonjour, la, Bonjour, Pantagleize is for the discrimin
ating theatre-goer. There is no doubt that A.C.T. knew that 
Pantagleize's unpleasant look at revolutions would not please 
its middle class audience. But, like last year’s 5th o f  July, 
it was included in the repertoire anyway. My thanks and con
gratulations for its inclusion in the repertoire.
In repertoire at A.C.T. Geary Theatre until May 3 !.

Michael Winters in Pantagleize
(photo by Witliam  ̂Qansten)

VINCENT

by Dick Hasbany

Leonard Nimoy is certainly being treated as a celebrity in 
his current visit to San Francisco for his one-man show, 

Vincent. Spreads in the Sunday papers, interviews on morning 
radio shows—I suppose all this is justly due Mr. Sptock. 
Nimoy’s celebrity and promotional skills will probably fill the 
Herbst Theatre every night of the show’s nearly three week 
run, and that’s OK. Vincent is neither intense nor great, but 
it is a pleasant evening of theatre.

Nimoy portrays Vincent Van Gogh’s brother, Theo. Theo 
really helped give the world Vincent because he supported the 
artist, indulged him, undergirded his passion and idiosyncracies 
with a shopkeeper’s kind of stable normality. Theo and 
Vincent were two sides of a complete human character. Vincent 
asks us to spend the evening with the shopkeeper half, which 
might or might not be a ready formula for wonderful theatre.

The potential problem with a one-man show in which the 
actor does not play the central figure is that the substance of 
the evening is stories about that central character. We hear 
about passion rather than see it, This more distanced, story
teller’s stance, is just right for Nimoy, whose cool, ivory
like voice is an excellent storyteller’s instrument. It’s when 
the actor must be more than the storyteller that problems set 
in. In Act II, when Theo breaks into anger and grief, Nimoy 
seems incapable of the transformation. He is stiff. His voice 
and gestures do not swell; they do not assault or engulf us.

Still, the evening’s most effective moments come in Act II, 
and they come because Nimoy does not speak. A melancholy, 
lyrical passage from Bizet Symphony in C appears. Slides of 
Van Gogh’s paintings are projected on two huge screens. Theo 
turns to the paintings. We see his body only in silhouette, 
shaking slightly with emotion. It is a moving moment, left as 
we are with Theo to confront Vincent’s passion and vision 
undiluted for a moment by words.

The show is limited by its conceptions and Nimoy’s limits 
as an actor. Still, the audience seemed pleased with their 
experience. Whether they saw their evening as one with Mr. 
Spock/Leonard Nimoy or with Theo and Vincent Van Gogh 
is not quite clear, and p>erhaps not really important.
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In Defense of M odern Poetry
by Sieve Abbott

I recently paged through a Feb. 14 
issue of B.A.R. and came across 

a review of "Recent Gay ‘Literary’ Ef
forts" by Paul-Francis Hartman. He 
makes the statement; “ Like most 
would-be poetry, explicit Gay poetry is 
no better—often worse." What does 
Hartman mean by this statement? By 
"explicit Gay poetry” did he mean 
poetry that is a) openly or graphically 
sexual such as Whitman’s Calamus 
poems are, b) affirmative of homosex
uality in a more general way, c) some
thing else? A partial answer to this 
question may be found in his preceding 
paragraphs;

Ninety-nine percent o f  the public 
today have (sic) no clear idea what 
to do with current crops (sic) of 
poetry. Hence unless it’s ground al
ready covered or it retreads some 
maudlin emotional cliches, they run 
for cover.

Even on the coffeehouse circuit 
poetry readings—generally attract
ing only other poets—have lost 
whatever popularity they had. At 
best, most listeners went away not 
knowing what was meant by what 
was heard—despite the knowing 
nodding heads that accompanied the 
reading. . . .  a poem is a studysome 
thing. The sooner it stales, the small
er its worth.

■A good poem is fresh and remains 
fresh—with each reading it works 
on us again and affects us. A great 
poem does all that but in addition 
never ceases in opening new mean
ings, awakening in us deeper con
nections.

Hartman first criticizes the public-at- 
large for its response to poetry. Sec
ondly, he reverses, himself and blames 
poets, specifically in regard to their 
supposed obscurity, for the public’s 
disinterest.

I won’t quarrel with the fact that a 
high percentage of the general public 
is perplexed by contemporary poetry. 
One has only to look at school text
books to see that Poe or Shelley are 
preferred, or to paperback sales to see 
that among contemporaries, maudlin 
and sentimental poets such as McKuen 
or Prather are preferred. What Hart
man fails to note is that most older 
poetry popular today (Blake, Rimbaud, 
Dickenson, Stein, etc.) was considered 
obscure and unreadable during those 
poets’ own lifetimes; likewise, most 
popular poetry of yesteryear (Swin- 
burn, Halleck, Taylor, Whittier, etc.) 
is almost totally unread today. Rather 
than merely state these facts, the job of 
a good critic is to explain them.

Hartman’s attempt to do this is lack
ing in insight. San Francisco poetry 
readings are more popular than at al
most anytime in our city’s history. Ten 
years ago SF had only two or three 
regular poetry series, about 15 readings 
a month; today some 30 series are held 
regularly, over 200 readings a month. 
Most of these readings are well at
tended. From Feb. 10 to 20 I personally 
attended seven readings and, with one 
exception, audiences at each ranged
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from 35 to 200 persons. Some in attend
ance were other poets, as might be 
expected, but over half were not. Poetry 
Flash, a Bay Area calendar of poetry 
events, has had to double its monthly 
circulation to 5,0(X) and even with this 
increase, it still falls short of popular 
demand. If Hartman knew what he 
was talking about, he’d have pointed 
out that over the past three years San 
Francisco has witnessed a poetic explo
sion of differing styles and tendencies 
unlike anything since the Dadaist, Sur
realist excitement in Paris in the 1920’s 
or the Symbolist, Futurist activity in 
Russia during the same period.

But it is not my intention to em
barrass or ridicule Paul-Francis Hart
man. That he and B.A.R. have chosen 
to discuss poetry at all is commendable. 
Where his remarks are the most danger
ously misguided, however, is exactly at 
those points where he comes closest to 
truth and where his views may coincide 
with those of his more intelligent read
ers. These points are three: I) when he 
observes of readings that “ most listen
ers went away not kndwing what was 
meant by what was heard,”  2) when he 
asserts that the freshness of a great 
poem is due to the fact that it “ never 
ceases in opening new meanings,”  and 
3) when he incorrectly assesses the value 
of “ explicitly Gay poetry.”

Russia out of Afghanistan, our foreign 
policy will slide to hell on a skate
board” ). Practical language can dress 
itself up. in any number of poetic 
devices, as seen in the last example, but 
its primary function is always utilitar
ian. The TV commercial or political 
speech we judge to be best is that which 
gets its message across best (i.e.: We 
buy the soap, fight the war, or do 
whatever is called for).

Unlike practical language, poetic 
language is primarily symbolic and non
utilitarian. It’s multi-dimentional in 
reference and interested in rhythm, 
word play, syntactical surprise for their 
own sake (e.g.; “ Tiger, tiger burning 
bright/In the forests of the night,” "a 
rose is a rose is a rose” ). Poets, then, 
are somewhat like "bad children” in 
the house of language for they play 
tricks on the dominant or parent prac
tical language. This is not to say great 
poetry cannot or should not carry 
strong moral or political messages (e.g. 
Milton’s Paradise Lost, Blake’s “ Lon
don” ). Such poetry is successful, how- 
the interests of the dominant economic 
class. In its crudest form, we could call 
this language our everyday or "practi
cal”  language. Based on a system of 
signs, its main function is utilitarian, to 
persuade or inform according to prac
tical needs as seen by the dominant

"[Many]. . . prefer the familiarity of 
older poetry or of contemporary poetry 

wherein the emotional or political message 
is so clear it hits one like a truck . . . "

I can imagine many situations where 
one might “ go away not knowing what 
was meant by what was heard.” A clear 
example who would be the child return
ing from Sunday School who, when his 
mother asked what he learned, said; 
“ We learned about Gladys the cross
eyed bear.” Upon further inquiry, the 
mother discovers that the song “ Gladly 
the Cross 1 Bear” was taught. The 
child misheard the words because he 
didn’t understand the context of mean
ing behind them. Consider now Lewis 
Carroll’s poem “ ’Twas brillig and the 
slithy toves/Did gyre and gimble in the 
wabe.” In this case one could hear the 
words correctly, yet still misunderstand 
“ the meaning of what was heard”  be
cause of incorrect expectations about 
poetic meaning and language. I assume 
it is this second sort of misunderstand
ing that troubles Mr. Hartman and 
his “ public.”

Contrary to popular belief, the 
English language is not one language 
but a complex family of languages liv
ing under one roof; scientific language, 
bureaucratic language, black American 
language and so on. There’s even a 
language of our gay subculture as evi
denced by the recent lexicon The 
Queen’s Vernacular. These different 
languages are utilized to different ends, 
often at cross purposes. The dominant 
language, as might be expected, reflects

economic class (e.g.; “ The bathroom 
is over there,”  “ Buying new cars is 
good for you,”  “ If we don’t kick 
ever, not because of its utilitarian mes
sage but because the message or content 
has been woven inseparably into a non
utilitarian poetic form. We judge the 
best poems to be those which most 
deeply and mysteriously delight us, not 
to any utilitarian end, but because, 
awakened to the etymological origin of 
language, we are more integrated on all 
levels of our being.

All language, at bottom, is meta
phorical and anological. Even the tritest 
phrases of practical speech once car
ried poetic power which is why they 
were repeated in the first place: “ The 
sun rises over the bridge,”  “ The Pres
ident carried the day,”  and so on. Yet 
if we think about it, we realize that the 
sun doesn’t actually “ rise” in the sky, 
it only seems to because of the earth’s 
rotation. Likewise, an abstract unti of 
time cannot be physically carried. Only 
through widespread, constant repitition 
over a long period of time do such met
aphors become so familiar as to become 
automatic. This is fine when automatic 
functioning is required, but to live only 
in this utilitarian language realm is to 
let one’s perceptive, imaginative and 
spiritual capacities ossify. If this was 
the only language realm available we 
would all become robots. Poetic lan

guage saves us from this by exposing 
the underlying nature and function of 
language. It’s not so much that poetry 
“ opens up”  new meanings, as Mr. 
Hartman maintains, nor is it simply a 
matter of rediscovering old meanings. 
The poet stands like the child in oifr 
Sunday school class example and simply 
takes delight in playing with sounds 
and meanings. This is not easy to do, 
to quote e.e. cummings, in a society 
where “ night and day, the world seeks 
to make you be like everybody else.”  

Where does this leave us in respect 
to the subject of “ explicitly Gay 
poetry”  in particular and political 
poetry in general? Recently a friend 
wrote me disturbed by a critical judg
ment I had made about Allen Ginsberg 
in The Sentinel (I had called his recent 
work “ vapid” ) and about a review else
where where I had referred to unsuc
cessful political poems which “ suffer 
a soapbox preachiness, an irksome, 
one-dimensional stridency that is finally 
boring and shallow.”  This poet’s dis
may was not unlike that o f Socialist 
Realist critics who attacked Futurist 
poets such as Mayokovsky in the 
1920’s, W. Benjamin and B. Brecht in 
the 30’s, or even the ominous statisti
cal creatures of “ the general public” 
which Mr. Hartman so eloquently 
parades before us today. All would 
prefer the familiarity of older poetry or 
of contemporary poetry wherein the 
emotional or political message is so 
clear and heavy it hits one like a truck. 
All display a lack of faith in or under
standing of the unique essence of poetic 
language which is non-utilitarian. But 
there is another sense in which all good 
poetry is ipso facto political.

Most of the world’s best poets have 
for some reason stood “ outside”  the 
mainstream of society. In a society so 
unrelentingly utilitarian as American 
society has been, it is no accident that 
most o f this society’s greatest poets 
have been gay (Whitman, Dickenson, 
Stein, H.D., Crane, Duncan, Ginsberg, 
etc.). Because our love could never be 
utilitarian in the sense of being directed 
toward baby producing, we have used 
it to give birth to poetry and art. In a 
world where not even our love dare 
speak its name, we have been like voices 
crying in the wilderness. Yet over the 
past century, gay poets have increas
ingly had the courage to “ explicitly”  
speak of this love and the ancient, non
utilitarian values to which it bears wit
ness. From this chorus o f gay poets, 
artists and musicians, the Cay Libera
tion movement was born. Other social 
and economic forces account for the 
current strength of the gay movement 
also, but it cannot be denied that homo
sexual and lesbian poets were in our 
movement’s forefront. That Paul- 
Francis Hartman has chosen to glibly 
ignore this fact is irresponsible and 
regrettable to say the least. He forgets 
the hands that built the platform on 
which he stands. This is not to argue 
that all “ explicitly Gay poetry” is of 
equal aesthetic value. I would suggest 
however, that it must be judged on 
terms other than he has proposed.
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POETRY
IN MEMORIUM 

GARY JOHNSTON
January 12, 1934 to March 17, 1980

Some poets become world famous and have their work printed 
in many anthologies and books, others do not. And it is 
not always a matter of “ poetic justice’’jh a t  this is so either. 
Gary Johnston used to live a few blocks from The Sentinel 
offices but he could be found almost anywhere in town and 
was an omnipresent force on the San Francisco poetry scene 
even though no major publishing houses ever printed his work. 
He was the inventor of Kazoo Bop, a politics of the heart 
related to aronality. An inspired poet himself, he was an 
ardent supporter of the poetry of others. “ I javelin my chattey 
neighbor with/adagio gratefulness,”  he wrote in one poem. 
And he did. Now he is no longer with us save in the spirit of 
his poems. He was an inspiration to men and women. Gay 
and straight poets alike and many of us will miss him, though 
not forget him. As he wrote in another poem; “ the falling sky 
is too/bright to die alone.”

Thy Will Be Done
bucolic boulders astonish the 

fall wind,
weaving zombies 

from gravity's trolley.
no column, man nor stone 
wears out the earth’s

upholstery.
Ghosts are the

grammar life’s made of.
the wind hoots doodles 

at my dust.
I’ll always dispute the 
solid will. I must.

—Gary Johnston

Reprinted from Royalist Poems (Pigwings Press; 1978)
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A Very Sick Man

by Aaron Wladen

A  musical comedy, to be successful 
has to have a rather mysterious 

balance of ingredients; the play has to 
be somewhat broad, and yet it must be 
neither simplistic nor superficial, the 
music must be complex enough to keep 
our interest, melodic enough to enchant 
us, and simple enough for limited sing
ers, and finally, the combination of 
ingredients should be designed to dis
play the often very specific talents of a 
particular cast. Once a show has been 
"set,” the general rule is that the pro
ducers seek to find people with the 
same type of talent as the original cast 
members. Tone is everything in musical 
comedy, so much effort is usually ex
pended to achieve and maintain the 
special tone of a work.

A Very Sick Man, a musical by Lee 
Davis Knight, is playing at Chez 
Jacques, and it fulfills, in part, two of 
the three ingredients listed above.

In going back to Moliere’s The Im
aginary Invalid, Knight has created a 
play that is both broad and interesting 
—and it has an abundance of humor 
both in terms of character and of situ
ation. The plot centers around an old 
man (played by J.B. Cooper) whose 
greatest joy in life is to find new ways 
to be sick. If the plot complications 
are predictable (the wife is having an 
affair with a lawyer, and the daughter

doesn’t want to marry the doctor’s 
prissy son), the twists and turns are 
generally well set forth and are amusing.

Knight has also managed to pull to
gether a cast that has considerable abil
ities and charms. If they don’t always 
achieve the effects they seek, at least 
we can see what has been intended— 
and that is a very good quality in a 
show like this. Several of the perform
ers have a particular charm or ability 
that is on display—Tom Johnson has 
an affecting vulnerability, and Shelrah 
Parvin has the right sort of espirii 
as the worldly maid even though she 
seemed vocally uneven. But Anthony 
Abbriano (who also did the chore
ography) and Richard Tierce bring the 
house down with their number, “ Dad
dy’s Footsteps” —a number that alone 
is worth the price of admission.

Knight has failed, however, to come 
up with an adequate score. His music 
has a sort of pre-Sondheim, pre-’60s 
sound that isn’t objectionable—if*is 
just too predictable.

In talking with Knight, he described 
A Very Sick Man as a ’’work-in- 
progress” —noting that three new 
numbers had just been added. This 
gives the possibility that the show will 
exhibit improvement over lime. None
theless, A Very Sick Man, as it is, is 
a charming piece of musical theatre, 
and a welcome addition to the theatri
cal life of San Francisco.

Dance of the Lion
Oil on Water

When the crane is resting, twisting her long, white wings 
the lion is resting

, now
she is resting and she is kneeling she has
leapt into the cymbals, the silver drums
hooves spattered with white
she has pushed swords across the floor she has
clawed The lion has
a thin waist and she is supple
as she turns her wrists, as she bends
at the knees and
strikes

The lion is dancing! She is dancing Dance! 
wings and ribbons of claws, red and 

yellow

Ed sucking me at the baths, everyone looking, scraped my 
nipple, hey watch out, then he pounded my heart once with 
his fist, I kiddingly leaned back as if stunned but actually 
found myself fainting until I blacked out, and felt a rising 
& welling up & dared myself to follow it instead of safely 
returning to consciousness, and thought I might be dying & 
felt adventurous & struggled higher into the tumult & roaring, 
thinking at the same time that the headlines in tomorrow’s 
paper would be about me and sordid. I looked down—I was 
floating—and saw Ed still sucking the cock of my fainted 
self, but then realized he was sucking my own, I was held 
to earth by this, ray cock was about 15 feet long & I was 
bobbing at the end of it. I thought, "Now I am totally 
alienated from my body, this might be a good time to stop 
and think.” At the very distant extremity of my distant 
tip a small star of sensual feeling.

—Anita Valerio —Robert Gluck
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by Renee Renouf

ERIK BRUHN

TIRED OF WEARING GLASSES?
We offer an alternative at SIGHT. Our staff of 
doctors are experts in all types of contact lenses 
indudins bifocal contact lenses.

^  SIGHT
2107 Van Ness Ave . Suite 101 • San Francisco, CA 94109 • (415) 673-2450

W atching Erik Bruhn teach class 
is one for the memory book.s for 

a dance lover. As elegant in navy blue 
sweat pants and shirt as he ever was as 
Albrchi in Giselle or James in La Syl- 
phide, he moves quietly and economi
cally around the class room with the 
students at the barre. A morning watch
ing him convey his lifetime of training 
and performance experience to the 
male members of the San Francisco 
Ballet was as exciting and revealing of 
the Great Dane as any of his perform
ances I've enjoyed.

Michael Smuin, according to Bruhn. 
has asked him to teach the company 
when it appears at the Brooklyn Acad
emy of Music next October. Since 
Bruhn's schedule will not permit him 
to be with SFB prior to its fall opening, 
these two weeks in San Francisco are 
designed to acquaint the company and 
Bruhn with each other. The atmos
phere around the studio was quietly, 
but decidedly electrified, and well it 
might be. The effect would be the same 
if the late C.G. Jung suddenly was in
vited to appear before the annual con
vention of the American Psychological 
Association. It is one of Michael 
Smuin’s directorial pluses to discern 
what the company requires to continue 
the growth and polish of the dancers’ 
technique and artistry. Working with 
great artists is one of the surest ways 
to achieve that growth.

In teaching, in conversation, Erik 
Bruhn personifies the simplicity born

of masses of discrete detail lovingly 
worked over and refined through years 
of practice. The accompanying self- 
possession allows directness and a dis
arming spontaneity. One is in the pres
ence of a man w ho has learned his craft 
well and applied an individualistic in
telligence to it. At the end of the class, 
when he sat down—and he had walked

and demonstrated the entire hour and 
a half without sitting— 1 remarked, 
"You worked harder than any of 
them."

“ Of course. 1 was thinking for them, 
and that’s much harder. I’m giving 
them the essence, telling them what’s 
important. Some will get it. some 
never."

From the initial work at the barre. 
Bruhn prepares the men for the form 
in which he teaches center work. The 
foundation is classic ballet in the Bour- 
nonville tradition. August Boumonville, 
whose centenary was celebrated last

Erik Bruhn: uplifting teacher (photo by Warren Lewis)

TOMM RUUD

The adventures of the mad, mad. mad 
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Sir Edward Elgar’s music perhaps is best known by “ Pomp 
and Circumstance.” At least that sonorous march was 

more familiar to me than the first work of his to be employed 
by a major choreographer when Sir Frederick Ashton created 
a distinctly English ballet with Enigma Variations. Elgar, who 
bridged the halcyon days days of the British Empire in his 
lifetime, 1857-1934, is the inspiration of Tomm Ruud’s eighth 
ballet which will see its premiere April 8 at the Opera Flouse 
in San Francisco Ballet’s program four.

Ruud, whose training started at the University of Utah, is 
one of those gifted individuals who can do a variety of things 
well. Fie has created costumes, he dances, he choreographs, 
and he cooks! His first work. Mobile, was created as part of 
his Master’s thesis at the University of Utah, and he men
tioned to me that he and Bill Evans were there at the same 
time. Both choreographers, classicist and modern, share the 
unique capacity of having their own face choreographically— 
even when it doesn’t quite work.

Mobile has become a pan of a larger work called Trio, 
suggested to him by i.ew Christensen when the San Francisco 
Ballet artistic director first saw the pas de trois. Ruud also 
created an extremely interesting, complex work titled Meta
morphoses for the San Francisco Ballet which 1 would like to 
see again.

The Elgar Introduction and Allegro, Opus 47 has provided 
Ruud with a musical structure for 14 dancers: the two soloists 
Vane Vest and Betsey Erickson, three supporting couples and 
six corps dancers. Ruud calls it a “ classical work’’ and "I sup
pose you would say that it’s in the style of Balanchine.” 
His offhandedness springs from Ruud's relatively minor Bal
anchine influence.

Richmond Diary, Ruud’s ballet for 1979, was not a hit with 
local critics. The Civil War and the antebellum struggle of a 
disintegrating lifestyle is difficult to convey, especially to audi
ences well laced with salsa and disco style. Ruud feels a little 
rueful about the work and feels it will never be produced again.

“ Unless the Atlanta Ballet suddenly approaches me with an 
offer."

Whatever Ruud’s choreographic unevenness. Mobile has 
reached the celluloid hall of fame. It was filmed last summer, 
and we should be able to see it as practice and final perform
ance sometime this year.

The Elgar piece should have its share of the Ruud unique
ness, and be additional evidence of his choreographic solidity.

SAN FRANCISCO DANCE THEATRE

San Francisco Dance Theatre presented its first set of spring 
programs March 21-22 at its studio theatre. Under the 

artistic direction of Penelope Lagios Johnson, the group is 
alive with individual and ensemble yeast. The performers also 
have a few dancers who can electrify the pieces with a special 
energy. Several new Johnson works can be seen as well as 
those by Sharon Jean Leads and Catherine Sim, both faculty 
members of the studio.

Through April 4-5, Susan Magno will be dancing in the 
sure-fire show biz tear jerker Two Hearts. The Johnsons 
performed this together at one time and it’s a ditty about a 
ballerina falling in love with a tap dancing clown. An occa
sional interjection of ocean sounds convey the phychic reality 
and distance experienced by the pair.

Two Hearts now programs Magno at her best, with a dimen
sion 1 have seen her touch only twice before—when Johnson 
created Lark Ascending for her and the few pterformances 
allotted her of Michael Smuin’s Romeo and Juliet. Johnson 
has a knack of creating magic for the off-beat in the indi
vidualistic dancer who cannot easily fit some of the stylistic 
clusters which choreographic minds tend to cast upon dancers.

Also to be noted are Joseph Levinson and Abra Rudisill, 
new to the company and graduates of the junior division classes 
directed by Jody White. They represent the special capacity 
of the junior division training to tapping awareness in poten
tial dancers.

November in Copenhagen, provided a 
tradition for the Danes which they have 
preserved. Paradoxically, it is consid
ered a distillation of the original train
ing at the Parisian Academie de la 
Danse, founded by Louis XIV. The 
quality makes of ballet technique the 
best of champagne, as doubly injected 
of lightness and effervescence as that 
wine of Northern France. The clarity 
of the beats, or balierie, the rapid, 
multiple changes in direction, and a 
ballon born of constant attention to 
the pile all distinguish this style.

Bruhn was the first great contempo
rary Danish exponent to expose this 
style to American audiences.

Bruhn’s manner of leaching has been 
influenced by his years of association 
with companies outside Denmark. His 
foundation is conveyed in perhaps a 
different manner than the “ Danish 
slang made out of French” which 
Bruhn said belonged in many a ballet 
master’s notebook. Bruhn pays great 
attention to “ the center,” physically 
admonishing the students to work from 
it, demonstrating what happens when 
one fails to do so. Cause and effect 
were mirrored with as great a clarity as 
the proper line, placement, rhythm. 
“ Be very sure of your direction. Charge 
here, charge there."

Some students would wait and watch, 
some immediately would become en
grossed in a personal ‘how to ,’ thereby 
losing some of the best of Bruhn’s re
marks and demonstrations. The final 
exercises were so demanding that per
haps three dancers were able to keep 
up with the pace. The following day 
the number had doubled, and doubled 
twice, because of the women.

Bruhn’s comments about his roles in 
the classic repertoire reveal a rich 
psychological awareness. Asked about 
his version of “ Swan Lake,”  in which 
von Rothbart becomes a woman, Bruhn 
remarked, “ I think it’s very logical. In 
the first act, Siegfried is very compliant 
to his mother’s wishes. He has never 
seen her dark side. But he must feel it, 
for it comes out in the second act, the 
dark and the light sides in conflict.” 
He then went on to state that in the 
memoirs of Tchaikovsky, discovered 
after he mounted the National Ballet 
of Canada production, that the com
poser had had a black queen in the orig
inal libretto! Intuitively, Bruhn had 
gone to the heart of the matter. I ex
claimed, "It sounds very Jungian, and 
the shadow.”

Bruhn looked at me sharply a 
moment and then replied in his mea
sured way, “ I was introduced to Jung 
in my twenties. Jung, not Freud," he 
added with distinct emphasis.

Bruhn’s affection surfaces at the 
mention of his teaching at the National 
Ballet School in Toronto, Canada. I 
told him I understood why the Canadi
an boys had excelled in Boumonville 
at the Jackam Competition after read
ing his biography.

He smiled, “ There is a class of eight 
Canadian boys which Barishnikov saw 
when he was filming ‘Nutcracker’ in 
Toronto. He simply stopped and 
watched them in class he was so 
amazed. You can have two or three 
sometimes in a class, but eight! Phen
omenal! I wish I might say the same 
of the women. They are tidy, but they 
don’t take chances. There is no passion 
in them yet. Without passion, how can 
you express why it is you dance?”

San Francisco‘s newest 
Skin Care Center
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IF  MR. YAMADA D E SIG N S IT  FOR YOU. 
W E ’LL BET IT W IL L .

Mr. Yamada is noted Japanese skin 
care specialist and make-up artist.

270 Sutter Street 362-0935
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I have ever seen on screen.”
— David Rosenbaum. Boston Herald
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BEN SAKOQUCHIAND 
MASAMITERAOKA

A vast collection of satirical paint
ings by Japanese American artists 

is being presented by the Fine Arts 
Museums of San Francisco located at 
the Embarcadero Center.

In 1942, Ben Sakoguchi and his fam
ily were transported to an internment 
camp, and the seeds of his artistic im
agery were sown. In 1975, this doleful 
experience became one of the primary 
themes of his work.

Sakoguchi creates canvases that 
mimic the design of orange crate lables 
in ways that are sometimes humorous, 
but more often somber. Using the Cali
fornia State Archives as a resource, 
Sakoguchi photographed over 3,(XX) 
orange crate labels, and so his paintings 
exhibit an uncannily ironic use of the 
type of imagery one expects to see. Be
cause the images are, finally, unex
pected, the impact is quite forceful. 
This is especially true of the Viet Nam 
War series.

These are paintings that must be 
examined with care, because they may 
appear frivolous at first glance, but 
Sakoguchi underscores the overall 
effect with cleverly chosen wording on 
the labels. The show is balanced by 
several poignant renderings that reveal 
the more thoughtful side of this artist. 
He is shown to be unsparingly honest 
with diverse subjects; the Military, 
Greenpeace, the Internment Camps, 
and, more abstractly, the traditions 
of art.

I would like to see this painter evolve 
other aspects of his personal experience, 
In the future he might continue to use 
his talent for observation and social 
commentary in a more painterly man
ner and rely less on the illustrative ren
dering of his ideas.

Sakoguchi has endeavored to be 
direct and truthful about the way he 
feels, yet, I wonder if anyone who is 
sensitive will respond with more than 
amusement.

McDonald’s Hamburgers Invading Japan/Flying Fries by Masami Teraoka

by Peter Malulewicz

NANCE O’BANION

Nance O’Banion is having a first, 
well-deserved one-person show in 

San Francisco at the Allrich Gallery in 
the Embarcadero Center. Her work has 
an evocative appearance, often resem
bling exotic cloth—although in reality 
the pieces are composed of hand-made 
paper, richly colored bamboo slats and 
dyed threads. She forms grids, rec
tangular in form, from these materials.

and creates amazingly intricate and im
aginative designs.

The pieces have interest that focuses 
on the whimsical, the decorative and 
the craftsmanly, rather than the more 
directly expressive and profound. Not 
everything that is done needs to be pro
found. O’Banion exhibits a commit
ment to an original format that invites 
us to observe her handling of her ma
terials in a way that is a challenge to 
our visual perceptions. She is, in effect, 
appealing to our appreciation of the 
purely decorative—with the emphasis 
on decoration as a positive artistic

force. Her most effective pieces com
bine their ideas and components in a 
way that lyrically suggests the rhythmic 
and contrapuntal complexity of 
Baroque music.

O ’Banion integrates her skills in 
textile art and paper making to bring 
us something we can see and enjoy in a 
simple and spontaneous way. With her 
innovations, O’Banion has succeeded 
in creating unique images from diverse 
materials.

A t the Allrich Gallery, 2 Embarca
dero Center through April 12.

Across the way, in the adjacent Gal
lery is an exhibit of the work of Masami 
Teraoka. He is a Japanese [winter who 
proves that you canJie wry and wonder
fully erotic while working in a strict 
classical style. He uses the style of the 
19th century wood-block print to make 
references to contemporary situations 
and American Pop Art.

The Series McDonalds Invading 
Japan (we reproduce here Flying Fries, 
a 1974 watercqlor) depicts the hilarious 
aspects of Japan’s surrender to Amer
ican fast-food chains. This is art that 
exists in terms of paradox. It has the 
ambience of classical Oriental art, and 
yet the works convey modern meanings 
with humor and with an ironic twist.

The exhibit is nicely enhanced by 
Japanese court music. Plan to take 
your time when you view the show, as 
the commentary is intriguing and the 
many facets of the work should not be 
overlooked.

The Fine Arts Museums are to be 
applauded for their juxtaposition of 
the works of these two artists, for it is 
interesting to compare their use of 
humor as expression. I feel that Masami 
Teraoka’s sense of humor is, in the 
long run, more entertaining. When the 
joke wears off, the rich visual exper
ience remains.

A t The Fine Arts Museums o f  San 
Francisco Downtown Center, 3 Em
barcadero Center, Podium Level, 
through April 12.
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by Anthony Weaver

Y ouri Egorov made musical news 
in 1977 when competing in the 

Cliburn Piano Competition. When he 
was not chosen as nnalist, audience 
members joined together to duplicate 
the cash prize given to the winner. 
Judging from his performances with 
the San Francisco Symphony March 26 
through 29, one is at a loss to under
stand why they were moved to that 
extraordinary measure.

Egorov has certainly collected some 
extravagant notices since that compe
tition. But the reasons for those as well 
remain a mystery. He is an able pianist

in possession of a fluent technique. 
There is, however, nothing in that to 
distinguish him from scores of others.

His tone is hard and brittle. It is a 
sound that seems to be produced with 
ice picks instead of fingers. There is 
certainly nothing in that to make an 
audience rush to acclaim him. (The 
annoying echo that plagued the piano 
on Friday night in the Opera House did 
nothing to help the impression of an 
unattractive tone.)

For these performances (his debut 
with the orchestra) he played the Bee
thoven C minor Piano Concerto, Op. 
37. That seems a curious choice since 
he didn't seem to possess any particular 
sympathies or insights into the piece. 
His interpretation was profoundly

ordinary. His playing was exact and 
correct but never more than that. The 
Rondo finale was exhaustingly effort
ful. If he has qualities to become a 
major artist, they were well hidden in 
these performances.

The other novelty of the program 
was the orchestra premier of Abschied 
by Dutch composer Reinbert de Leeuw. 
This is a work that Edo de Waart ap
parently champions. He conducted the 
world premier in 1974 and subsequent 
performances'as well as recorded the 
work.

The title is a reference to the last 
song of Mahler’s Das Lied von der 
Erde. The wor,k, according to the pro
gram notes, is de Leeuw’s reaction to 
the music of the late romantic period. 
The notes speak of the piece as a "m u
sical implosion (‘far too much in far 
too short a time’) which sets free its 
excessive energy in a paroxysm of 
expression.’’

Expression is a quality which seems 
notably short in this work. It consists 
of almost constant mutterings from the 
brass set against noodlings from the 
strings and winds. All of that punctu
ated with great Webernian silences.

There is little variety of texture or 
mood. The most memorable parts of 
the work are those borrowed from other 
composers—Webern, Ravel, Stravin
sky—which are more quotes than rem
iniscences.

The playing, esptecially considering 
the material, was very fine. De Waart 
is obviously committed to the work.

The program began with Wagner’s 
Siegfried Idyll, which was written as a 
birthday gift for his wife Cosima. Few 
have ever received birthday gifts of 
such beauty.

It is a work which has appeared 
many times on the programs of the 
San Francisco Symphony. De Waart 
has some awfully difficult memories 
to compete against. One must report 
that, in spite of some very fine playing 
from the orchestra, this performance 
does not match the best of those. In 
de Waart’s hands it began to seem very 
Strauss-like. He emphasized the epi
sodic elements of the score at the ex
pense of the line that holds the work 
together. Tempos were well judged but 
the playing for effect robbed the per
formance of the qualities that would 
have made it really distinguished.

E. White
(Continued from  page IS)
no more than a mask for the immola
tion of the spirit.

Throughout Stales o f  Desire White 
toys with a chic moral neutrality, tell
ing us that the Mine Shaft should be 
treated as free from circumspection, 
evaluation, or judgment " . . .  since 
it is a place, not a person. . . .’’ This 
kind of thinking is not only silly, but 
absurd. At moments like this, I sensed 
a paralysis of White's critical abilities 
in the face of an overwhelming need to 
reject guilt. And for White—like many 
other gays—the problem of guilt is inti
mately tied to the limitations and il
luminations inherent in our use of 
language. Early in the book, he men
tions that "As a writer I’ve cultivated 
an acute distrust o f all words . . . they 
can bear the weight of meaning but 
not for long.”  Consequently, his 
description of the Mine Shaft is im
mediately followed by an explanation 
that any attempt to use words in an 
evaluation of sexual fantasy is both 
hypocritical and oppressive. White says 
that written language (and with it, I 
assume, the ability to express the ra
tional mind) “ . . . is an idealization 
rather than a reflection of ourselves.” 
When it comes to sex. White disavows

the power of human sensibility to strive 
toward—if not realize—an ideal that 
fosters the human spirit. He leaves 
language as potent as the post-ejacula- 
tory cock.

White further suggests that the fan
tasy of S&M sex may be intimately 
tied to a simultaneous replaying and 
erasing of cultural word/lan^uage 
tapes. This is one of the most original 
and thought-provoking sections of the 
book;

Indeed, the very verbalization of 
desire, the naming of body parts and 
sexual actions and explicit enuncia
tion o f fantasies—this verbalization 
exposes what created our culture’s 
particular vision of daire in the 
first place: words. Shame, submis
sion, domination, expiation—these 
are feelings instilled in the child 
through language, . . . We all re
main automata programmed by cul
tural information fed to us by our 
families but collected from the 
society at large.

The theory is interesting, but where do 
we go after all this deprogramming? 
An Australian visiting New York men
tions: "What is this fantasy business? 
It doesn’t exist back home . . . the 
main thing is that I have romantic 
fantasies, not sexual ones. I’m not 
looking for a lover. I’m just seeking a

romantic interlude.” Obviously, this 
man is totally out-of-date. Romance is 
dead. Sex—particularly "h o t” sex, 
fantasy sex, S&M sex, adventuresome 
sex—seems to be the only thing left 
that is real and capable of giving per
sonal meaning in an impersonal, value-, 
less age. Nevertheless, at times I find 
myself agreeing with the nameless 
Australian. I wonder whether each cas
ual trick, whether each forgotten name, 
whether each undialed telephone num
ber is one less breath of air in a slow- 
suffocating death. Of course, I also 
tend to be pessimistic, dreary, and 
Victorian.

Ed White offers a more hopeful view: 
I feel that homosexuals, now iden
tified as the element in our society 
most obsessed with sex, will in fact 
be the agents to cure the mania.
Sex will be ratored to its appropri
ate place as a pleasure, a communi
cation, an appetite, an art; it will no 
longer pose as a religion, a reason 
for being.

White’s time-frame for this optimistic 
and individual-valuing turn-of-events 
is rather ambiguous; he mentions a 
"wiser people in the next century. . . . ” 
I doubt that we will have the luxury 
to continue our non-stop cruising and 
bruising into the year 2000 and beyond. 
Our states of desire are wide and

diverse and much in need of some re
fining. The next 20 years will be critical 
to the success and maturity of the gay 
movement. Ed White provides an il
luminating range of options; he even 
uses an artist’s poetry and insight to 
occasionally push us toward a new and 
better future. Stales o f  Desire is the 
most important and literate catalog of 
gay lives-and the ideas and interpre
tations of a gay writer—to have 
emerged in the past decade. As such, 
it poses an intelligent challenge for 
the coming generation of gay men and 
women: how will we choose from the 
many handsome and varied faces, and 
how will we learn to love the gentle— 
and equally numerous—gay hearts.

In the Next Issue:
• Edmund White 

Interview

• Mailer's 
E x ecu tion er's  S o n g

• Quentin Crisp's 
new books
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99B N. Redwood between Valley Pair 

& Stevens Creek Plaza 984-0311

M o u n ta in  V ie w
2034 El Camino Real near Rengstortt 

969-2400

The South of Market
^ k i b ' B THE 

ORIGINAL 
GLORY 
HOLES

Membership—$3.00

The most 
unusual 

sex place 
in the whole 
wide world!

225 6th Street
BETWEEN FOLSOM AND HOWARD

12noon to 6am

543-7753 5 ^ LIBERTY BATHS
A PRIVATE MEMBERSHIP CLUB

1157 Post Street 
San Francisco, 94109 

(415)771-1300

TH E

WHAT'S
HOT...

6RM. to Midnight
■ BUDDY N IG H T  -

2 FOR THE A D M IS S IO N  PRICE OF 1

BATH
HOUSE
BOOGIE

D .J . RO N  B A E R

I
NO  M EM BER SHIP  FEE REQUIRED

$U I1X > B o t i  4 C 4 Ì »

TWELVE MEN WANTED
BY THREE OTHERS 

to form an elite corps.. .
A LEATHER-S&M/B&D FRATERNITY

Wc envision that THE 15 will become 
San Francisco’s most exclusive leather- 
men’s fraternity . . .  a group of men who 
will stick together as buddies, providing 
each other with mutual support and friend
ship. If you want more information, send a 

If-addrse_____ iressed stamped envelope. If you
think you want to become one of THE 15, 
write, enclosing your name, phone num
ber and best time to call you; and a state
ment about yourself and your scene; and 
one buck (payable to “THE 15"1. You will 
be called within 5 days of our receipt of the 
above, and we will schedule a mutually- 
agreeable personal interview time. In the

months to come, you’ll 
be hearing about, and 
seeing a Tot of “THE 
15.”

THE 15
c /o P . O. Box 99688 
San Francisco, CA 94109

Ôpen 11 am* 
t o •! a m . 

7 days a week

4052 18th 
Street

( Jus t  oi l  
C. i at i o  St rot ' l i

San
Francisco

\  ^

1369 FOLSOM STREET CLUB
istheCORNHOLES SAN FRANCISCO

f'S r W F t N ' t l H  ANI;  ’ . .a n  : .THEFTS •
Hf ;ÜM'. • Mc HIMU J HURSDAY fiPM TO '.AM

I F-i'i jAY ANfi  '',AUJR[)AY -IPM TO CAM 
' . 'f , - .AY ,-l>M ' O RAM

RAMHOT̂ HARD
A LL NIGHT AT

HANDBALL EXPRESS
975 Harrison

WHERE

TOPS MEET B O nO M S
Horny men with strong sex ideas! 

Come ball your brains out 
to the best music in town. 

Gang bang and glory 
holes, public and 

private rooms.

membership
Advance reservations 

recommended.

Lockers haK price 
on Thursdays.

—̂ P r e » e n i  this Coupon «t Front Desk

^^ 0 0  O f f  Pn“  0^
either Room or Lockar (Bxcapt Thursday) 2 

A Man's Specialty House •  975 Harrison St. •  543-5263 I



Open Market

Not even 
your
best
friend
will
tell you
about
V.D.

Î  San Francisco City Clinic 
!  250 Fourth St.
J 558-3804

I  Mon. & Thurs. 9:30 - 6:00 
I Tues., Weds., FrI. 8:00 - 4:00

Report m ioriD iition to

ARSON HOT LINE: 4417382

( AS I KO VI U A (.l n  Wl l KV
l ine H .indcraf'tc ii )cwelr\
In  I r o n t  o f  th e  P u tin  ( ufi

Computcrlond''
W f KN O W  SMALL COMPUTERS

The SENTINEL

There’s more 
than 

one way 
to get it!

HOM E DELIVERY 

CALL

864-2178
& SUBSCRIBE

NOW!

im
PHONE

5 5 2 Ì0 4 0

. 0 ®

For Sale

Pick
60" YOUR

Down Payment
and see how much 

it w ill buy today.
$5,000 down

Not much really but don't give up—find a 
friend who also has $5.000 (or two or more 
with $5.(XX) each) and form a partnership.

10.000 down
A two bedroom cottage at the Russian 
River with beautiful Redwood Grove lor 
backyard and spectacular river view from 
the front. Assumable 10% linancing 

Qusmeville o llice  (707)869-9003

15.000 down
In the Upper Noe Valley a cozy two bed
room home with full basement and garage 
Deck off master bedroom has Bay view.

Call either San Frarrclaco o ffice ...
OR...
A Forestville two bedroom charmer fea
turing a dining room with French doors 
opening onto a sunny, very private deck 
and all surrounded by 1 VS acre wooded 
country lot with sunny areas for garden 
Owner wrf/carry at 12%.

Sebastopol o ffice (707) 823-4175

* rr- $20,000 down
A secluded, very private rustic cabin In 
Ihe hills above the Russian River in 
Guerneville Very good condition and 
easily expandable into two units. Great 
buy lor partnership.

$25,000 down
VICTORIAN Condo in Ihe Halght-Ashbury 
—light and airy w ith 12 foot ceilings for 
a spacious feeling. Two bedrooms, two 
baths, format dining room and wonderful 
modern-informal kitchen Garage.

Call either San Francisco o fflc s ...

$30,000 down
Practically oozing with charm—small 
paned windows, fireplace, solarium, sunny 
dock, terraced yard. This two bedroom 
home has room to expand and Is walking 
distance to downtown Guerneville. 
$76.500 lull asking price: also ask about 
the Fantastic three bedroom home In the 
Guerneville hills at $79,5(X).

Guamevllle o fflca  (707) 869-9003

$35,000 down
3 NOE VALLEY FLATS Plus GARDEN 
COTTAGE—Needs work but what a buy 
for the handy buyer who can do some 
work and save. Panoramic views from 
sunny upper flat. Unusual Victorian decor. 
Behind an ugly Johns Manville front lurks 
a beauty. Hurry If you're ready lor a proj
ect. It'll keep you o ff the streets anyway.

$40,000 down
CASTRO VILLAGE pair of flats on quiet 
side street but one short block to all Ihe 
action. Upper has been nicely remodeled 
and features an informal style kitchen- 
llvlng-dinlng area w ith fireplace. The lower 
Is fairly original —pick your style Owner 
linanced.

K- $45,000 down
Here Is a great Halght-Ashbury building 
Ideal lor 4 partners with ten to twelve 
thousand each. This Vic. has 4 units 
(actually 3 plus In-law) and garage for 2 
cars or whalever Grab some friends and 
check it out —sure beats paying rent. 
Assume 12'A % first loan and 13V4% 2nd. 

Call either San Francisco o ffice ...

4̂  $50,000 down
A Country. Victorian. Lodge-style Chalet 
(how's that for covering all bases) In the 
hills above the Russian River. Like a lime 
warp back to 1914, this 8 room. 3 story 
classic Is very special for those who 
appreciate privacy, bay windows, huge 
fireplaces. French doors, window seats, 
covered porches and a way of life seldom 
found today Owner will carry—asking 
$159.000—try your offer

Quamavllla o fflca  (707)869 9003

^  $60,000 down
Your choice of 2 Upper Market excep
tionally clean 5 unit buildings with gar
ages. Pleasant, quiet side street

Call either Sen Francisco o ffice ...

$75,000 down
A unique 10 room Very VIclorian 2 story 
townhouse with all Original Redwood 
music room, double parlor living room, 
formal dining, stained glass and much 
more including live income units Try your 
offer with owner financing a\ 12Vi%.

Call either San Francisco ollice ...

4̂  $100,000 down
Exceptionally good Investment In Civic 
Center residence hotel with ground ftoor 
leased to very popular restaurant Try your 
offer with owner linancing at 12 to 13% 

Call either San Francisco o llice ...

Whether you have $5.(XX) or SSOO.CXW 
to Invest, we can help. With Savings 
and Loans charging 18% and more 
for new loans, more than ever you 
need professional help. The above 
is just a sampling of some of our 
current listings and most offer 
owner financing at much lower than 
current rates. Come in and let's talk.

3001 Market St., SF 621 0737 
1764 Haight St., SF 751 0737 

6946 College, Oakland 428-Ô737
7765 Healdsburg Ave., 

Sebastopol (707)823-4175
15373 River Road. 

Guernevilie (707)869-9003

G R E A T  C IT Y  R E A L T O R S

Beginners Guide to Cruising. $6 : Ad
vanced Guide to Cruising, $6 . Both. $10. 
Illustrated photo catalog, $2. Troy 
Saxon, Suite 488H, 1626 N. Wilcox Ave., 
Hollywood, CA 90028.

'60s ROCKING CHAIR
Recently completely restored in brown 
naugahyde. Hot item at $200.00. Also, 
used double bed $25.00. Call 474-3098, 
evenings only.

RUSSIAN RIVeITr ETREAT?
Vacation or year-round homes. Let me 
serve your real estate needs. Ask for 
Patricia Baker at North Woods Prop
erties, (707) 869-2020.
19375 Hwy 116, Monte Rio, CA 95462
New! 3 units plus in-law. Possibilities— 
try joint venture—1-3 b/r 2 ba; 1-2 b/r 
1 ba; 1 bfr 1 ba. Plus 5 car garage. Will 
consider any trades, owner anxious. 
Make $225,000 ofterl

REX REALTY 587-1404

181 Graystone Terrace 
Reduced

2 bdrm s. Pano view home-F 
s t ud i o  in-law.  C herry  wood 
kitchen, family room, outstand
ing Twin Peaks loc. $215,000. 
Owner will finance with 30% 
down.

b.j. droubi 
REALTOR
549A Castro St., SF 621-1684

Jobs Offered
SECRETARY WANTED FOR 5 PERSON
LAW FIRM _______________ 863-2312
CHEF 1'rainee career position for 
young man willing to relocate to a 
beautiful Humboldt County town. Ex
cellent working conditions with own 
apartment. Interview in SF. Great oppor- 
tunity tor fellable man.______ 334-8247

ADVERTISING SALES ACCT. 
EXEC. WANTED FOR L.A.

Experienced Salesman wanted to sell 
display adv. space for newspp soon to 
expand to L.A. Must be familiar with 
So. CA businesses. Scott: 864-2178.
House Boy W/18-21 Pay good. 687-0170

FREELANCE DRAFTSPERSON ^
needed to do renderings of fine archi
tectural wood ceilings. 456-5111______
FINISH CARPENTER NEEDED TO 
WORK ON ARCHITECTURAL WOOD 
CEILINGS. 456-5111

Jobs Wanted
Experienced warehouse mgr. pipping, 
receiving. Inventory control.Toepend- 
able, excellent refs. (415) 346-1603 8-5.

Personals
SUNTAN SALON

THAT HEALTHY, SUCCESSFUL LOOK. 
JUST MINUTES A DAY. PRIVATE, 
SAFE, EFFECTIVE. TAN FRANCISCO. 

391*2612
166 GEARY AT UNION SO.

Meet privately by phone. Join "The Toi
let” $1 gets you an application. Write 
John H.433 Douglass St.,SF, CA94114

TOP 6’180 HAIRY BEARD 
3ks little smoothies for F&G. 621-8739 

LATIN AMER. QAY MALE 
FINANCIALLY SECURE SEEKS 
SHORT TERM RELATIONSHIP 

WITH AMER. FEMALE.
PHONE (415) 665-0440; ANS. SERV.

Understand yourself, your work, per
sonal life future. Send time, date of 
birth, specific ? to Barbara Strzelec, 
1407 Bissell, Richmond, CA 94801.
(Acceptable donation) ____________
W/M, 30, 5'10", clean-cut, 175, athletic, 
stock build, seeks masc. athletic dude 
21-35 yrs. for long term relationship. 
Tired of bar scene, am into racquet- 
ball, weightlifting, skiing, and movies. 
No S/M, or W/S. Must be non-smoker, 
employed and have own car. No heavy 
drinkers or heavy dopers. Like beards 
and mustaches. Only sincere need call. 
Eves.. Bradley. (415)952-3966.

BLACK/WHITE MEN TOGETHER 
New interracial social club. Write: 
BWMT, 279 Collingwood, SF, CA 94114. 

FOR SALE-BODY CENTER 
UNLIMITED MEMBERSHIP 
EXPIRES JAN. 1981; $200 

RICHARD 431-4622
* For a limited time The Water- 
garden will pay for your transpor
tation from San Francisco to our 
Club. Just save your receipts from 
Greyhound or Amtrak, the taxi 
from either station to our door, and 
purchase a regular $12 annual 
membership. You'll be reimbursed 
for your trip Immediately.
* A super deal to a super ptaca. 
We think you'll agree.

The Walergarden 
1010 The Alameda 

•  San Jose
(408)275-1215

Massage

Masseur; athlete; films; toys; European 
rubdown; low rate; Barry; 552-9025; tops 
Altr yng guy for hot rub. Tom 885-5498
19 yr. gd-lkg smooth blonde student 
gives hot gay massage. Kevin 776-0982 
Davld-20. x-cute, boyish, blond. 776-0132 
Grn hanky preview! 4/6(S12&6 PM.
E-BART.__________________________

EFFECTIVE MASSAGE 
Tension draining deep Swedish muscu
lar oil massage, Shiatsu, Polarity & 
Träger Integrated Into 2 hours of bliss. 
By young certified masseur. 
__________PAUL, 673-7924__________

MILD-MANNERED SUPER-MAN
Navy bodybuilder 23 blond 6'2" 200# 
hung ln<>ut anytime. (415)776-8597 
Massage by W/M 5'7" 135 brn hr/eyes 
moust. Smooth muscular honest dis- 
creet very gdikng. Call Rob 966-7949 
SF's Bottom^oy-Xlra hot-Ted-776-0l32

The ThgrapguHc Touch_
Save 250 Lives 
Give $50 to 

Cambodian relief 
fund and receive a 
certified professional 
Swedish massage 
in your own home.

DAVID AADRfttll M X
441-7180«

Models/Escorts
$20—HOT DEFINED JOCK 

HUNG NICE, 6'1”,170 
SENSUAL MASSAGE 
BILL (415)441-1054

Experience wholeness 
and well-being through 
massage.

Milo Jarvis 863-2842
(non-sexual) Classes also available.

Roommates
GAY ROOMMATES

The service In SF for gay men and 
women. 2 page detailed form used. 2 
offices—both open 7 days a week. HI 
success ratal________  (415)552-8668
Respnsible PhD student, 28, seeks room 
in gay household. Call 431-8759.______
San Mateo seeks W/M 25-38 to share 
3 br 3 ba hi rise penthouse w/bay view 
and fireplace $300. p/MO 591-5226.
Roommate wanted, good neighborhood 
$150-1- ulls (415) 566-3424 call anytime.

VALLEJO ROOMMATES NEEDED 
Gay male 26 needs 2 roommates to 
share 3 bed condo 30 ml SF. 921-2982

Rentals

MASSAGE FOR MEN BY TROY 
FANTASIES AND tOYS 

IN A OUT__________________ 788-7684

$325 ALAMO SO. 4-RM APT.
NUDEC. 626-4091________

3 bdrm house $450 Richmond Ca 235-6831 
FOLSOM TYPE MAN P R E ^

1 br Ig Viet private $325. Ref req'd. 
Resp employed man, no pets. 285-2070

UPPER MKT NR SAFEWAY 
$4351 BR HOUSE. OAR, FRPLC

Hdwd, Excl cond. Quiet st. 186 CIntn Pk
_______776-2684 EVE..WKND______

$320 quaint 1 BR flat on Pearl. 
Cynalar Mgmt. 563-8900
BOLINAS OCEANFRONT

Charming studio-cottage at Agate 
Beach $300. Dr. Scott 834-1950/366-9266 

" FLAT VICTORIAN BLDG.
High ceilings; Lg rms. One bdrm, kit, 
Ivrm, bath, dining area. W/W carpet. 
Near Buena Vista Park. Ex trans. No, 
pet. Empi loc ref. Furn or unfurn. $425/
mo. Incl. all util. 861-0531.___________
Edwardian one bdrm $375. Upper Haight 
Ashbury. No tee Agent. 421-1556._____

Economy apts. Polk area. 4Í4-1721 (5-7)
Charming studios Hayes & Grove, 515 
Octavia ph 824-2639, 333-7285. $200-235 
Clean quiet rooms In redone Victorian. 
Switchboard, sauna, lounge, share 
kitchen. Rooms from $12/night, $59 & 
$69/wk. 417 Gough. SF 431-9131.______
All gay apt building, Buchanan & Oak 
Studios & 1-br. $225-325, remod. Viet. 
Carpel, bright and light. 621-0740.

FURNISHED ROOMS FOR RENT 
$55/wk/ba, $45 w/oba. Good dn location 
Lg clean rooms, gay management and 
tenants. Hacienda Hotel, 580 O'Farrell 
Daily also available (415) 926-3450 
Studios & 1 bdrm apts on Alamo Sq. 
$275-(• Hwd firs, cpts-drps. 921-9186 

COMMUNITY RENTALSI 
100s of ap ts/flats/houses—All city 
areas. We are the largest and most 
effective gay owned rental service In 
San Francisco. 2 convenient offices— 
open 7 days a week. (415) 552-9595

VACATION RENTAL
Mendocino private house. Spectacular 
ocean view, cozy 2 br, nwly furn, sleeps 
4-6. $250/wk, $150/wkend, $50/day. 
Phone 841-5532.___________________

ELEGANT VICTORIAN APT.
near Buena Vista. Lg. unfurn., view, 
penthouse w/deck, tastefully remod. 
Private entr., intercom system, incis liv 
rm, din rm, Ig bdrm, kitchen, b/shwr, 
w/w carpets, drapes, 3 closets, no pets. 
Quiet, gd security, ex trans, suitable 
1-2 working adults. Loc refs. Avail. 5/1. 
$550/mo. incl. util. Call Doug after 
5 30 PM or wkends. 861-3097. Garage
extra. Responsible only._____________

EMERYVILLE FLATLANDS 
2 bed. huge kiL $300.665-5057, 441-7527 

HAIGHT ST. COMMERCIAL 
1790 Haight—Large versatile space, 
approx 3400 sq. It. Ground floor/base- 
menl. No lee Agent 421-1556.

lunkhouseBiits.
Office: 419 Ivy St.,

San Francisco.

C o u n tr y  L iv in g  
In th e  H ea rt o f  th e  City

FOR RENT;

BUNKHOUSE, 1 Bdrm. Apt. 
419 Ivy St. #10 $250.00 
BUNKHOUSE ANNEX. 1 
Bdrm. 514 Hayes St. #8 
$300.00
STUDIO. 514 Hayes St. #10 
$250.00
STUDIO APT. 501 Octavia #9 
$250.00.

ONE OF A KIND 
$650, 3-BR FLAT, 643 Hayes 
St., just renovated 1872 
Queen Anne Viet, huge rms. 2 
baths with tub & showers, 
full tile in Kitch & baths incl 
floors, otherwise carpeted 
throughout .  Cur t a i ns  A 
shades, all elec baseboard 
htrs, all elec kitch. Huge dng 
rm, huge kitch with pantry & 
Idry rm, plus Ivg rm.
$1075, 2-STORY,12-ROOM 
PENTHOUSE, S-BDRMS, 3 
BATHS. Dbl Parlor, huge dng 
rm ft kitch. top floor sitting 
rm plus sundeck. spectacular 
view. Full tile in kitch ft 
baths, incl floor, cpts in all 
other rms. Curtains ft shades, 
all elec baseboard htrs, all 
elec kitch. 645 Hayes St., 
same bldg, as above: Pets OK.

STORE, 516 Hayes. $400. 
STORE. 564 Hayes. $250. 
STORE. 560 Hayes. $250. 
STORE. 500 Hayes, Corner 
Octavia. $950.

First and last month's rent re
quired, no deposits. Must be 
employed.
Owned and managed by 
BUNKHOUSE PROPERTIES, 
l a r g e s t  H a y e s  Va l l ey  
landlord. We live here too. 
See Mgr. at 419 Ivy St., or 
call for appointment to see 
these exceptional apartments.

863-6262

Looking for 
an Apartment? 

Need a Roommate?

Apartments
&

Flats
in

Secure
Gay

Buildings
$375 1 Bedroom Apartment 

near Alamo Square 
Spacious, quiet, 
Garage, Laundry

$900 Graystone Terrace 
on Twin Peaks 
Luxury 2 bedroom,
2 bath, dining room, 
den, garden, garage, 
laundry. Bay view

$900 Townhouse on Corbett
3 bedroom, 3 bath,
3 story, view, 
genie garage, 
new decor

9 R
RUSSIAN

RIVER
VILLAGE

A
NEW

RESORT
OPENING

SOON
Secure

Gay Buildings
Phone Michael 

621-6223

Services

per) Doors
A sensible 

rental location 
service

Apartments: listings/ 
Shari ng/search

2317 Market 
(Noe/Castro) 

864-5555
Owners, call for 

listing information

ELECTRICIAN-FAST ft REAS.
Call for free estimates 626-3657

TAX PREPARATION
I will prepare your taxes at YOUR place. 
 Call Chris, 771-9186

ACCOUNTINQ/BOOKKEEPING 
WRITE-UPS, FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

ft REPORTS. REAS.
CALL AUSTIN 285-0925 EVE.

OUR BOX IS YOUR BOX 
ALL AMERICAN MAIL SERVICE 

A private mall and daytime message 
service now in the Upper Market/Castro. 
Call for rates. Open Mon.—Sal.
621-7111________ 470 Castro, S.F.
Extra bedroom? British and American 
gay tourists are seeking paying accom
modation In private homes in SF. Our 
directory fully protects your name and 
address. Send SASE to IFC. 533 Sutter 
St., Suite 621, S.F. 94102.
Creative carpentry, Victorians a spe
cialty. Remodeling, additions, decks, 
fences. Full electrical. Maintenance. 
Your Cowboy Carpenter at 431-4387.

CANING, RUSH SEATING
Quality work done by local student, 
at a very low cost. I need your bus
iness, you'll like my work. Dave: 
(415)441-4946. __
Housecleaning—Ron, 415-626-2698. 

HOUSE CLEANING
Or)ly^$5 ^  hour. Call Gerry 285-9822.

BELL^m GARDENING 
DESIGN • PLANTING • MAINTENANCE 

FREEEST. (415)863-8612 _
PAINT STRIPPING

Reasonable rales. Call day or evenings
Ask for Bob. 552-0147.________

HANK ft BOOT'S AUTO REPAIR 
Specializing in Imported & Compact 
Domestic Cars. Personalized Service 
_______ 566-2349 563-1327

DECKS ft ONLY DECKSII 
PHOTOS OF WORK, FREE EST. 

VON MEYER (415)285-2664
CARPENTER ft GARDENER

I I  years exp., hourly, dependable.
East Bey.______ Rich ft Steve 532-1748

TRAVELLING THIS SUMMER? 
Learn Itellen. Prof,, netive. 751-7206.

EXTERIOR PAINTING 
Exp. pro., quality work, reasonable, ref.
Cell for estimates. Den 431-4547______

FINANCIAL PROBLEMS? 
Experienced attorney has lots of solu
tions. Free Initial consultation. WaRer 
R. Nelson (415)3554)583.

KftQTRUCKERS
Haul Relocate Delivsri Clean yards,
beaements, properties.______ 626-5493

L o v rs  PIANO SERVICE 
TUNING-REPAIR—661-3666

Open Market
EXPERT PAINTER

25 yrs. exp. Superior wk., ref. Free est. 
Reas , rates. Call Alfred Perry 346-0315. 

SPRING CLEANERS 
HOUSE-APT-FLAT-OFFICE 

GOOD CLEANING—CHEAP! I 
(415)929-9179

HANDYMAN SERVICES
Carpentry, windows, decks, stairs, locks. 
Cleaning/hauling, for est. (415) 641-1270

HOUSE PAINTING 863-9566

THE
CHEAP & AVAILABLE

M O V IN G  CO M PANY
Tu'« Men &  Truck f ’i>r l l ’i r

$30/hour (415)621-0909

> California License «379957

r Residentialr Commercial
> Quality Work
z (4151 929-1148
ID (4151 567-4097
ELECTRIC

THE MASTER PAINTERS

Painting • Decorating 
Interior •  Exterior 

Residential •  Commercial

Dan Steinle 626-9944

OF IT ALL. Inc.
TRUCKING &  
CLEANING  
SERVICES; 

Demolition & Trash Removal
R A L P H  J O Y

San FracMltco Sebastopol
415-863-4188 707-823-6509

Lone
Star

Plumbing
• COfKI NOM 

• Hi$08MU MU$

VKTORIM REMODCLMG 
SPECIALISTS

6 4 1 -9 2 3 4
STATf l i e  4  3Z4S37 
1126 CHURCH F F

H O U S E

C O A T

Insured

DONALD M. COONAN
INTERIOR - EXTERIOR
FREE E S T I MA T E
Phone; (415) 824-8628
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r e - f le c - t io n s

CERTIFIED
ASTROLOGER

Complete Astrological Services 
Natal Charts • Progressed Charts 

Relationship Charts * Tarot Readings

George Hammack 
(415) 647-6276 

Certified by
Profeeslonel Aetrologers, Inc.

★  Personal Service
'*' Individuals, Businesses 
•k Rental Properties 
■* Out-of-State Returns
★  Year-Round Tax 

Planning
★  Day, Evening,

Weekend Hours
H \ K t t  S O O T L A P IS
2120 Market St. of Church, S .F .

s e 3 *i6 e e

starving Students
Moving Co.

Fast
Efficient

Intelligent Movers 
at the Lowest Legal Rate.

Llcenaed 6 Intured 
Cal-T-116,476

7 d ay s a w eek  86 3 * 4 5 0 0

De Lu x e  ___,
Doc CROOmiNG
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k  Mrs. ROSS ★
Splrttual Reeder Mid Advisor 

CoateHatloes, help end gnlduc? 
OB ell proMemi

Are you sick, suffering, depressed? 
Need advice?
Whatever your problem may be— 
Love—Marriage—Health—Business 
Call me today and feel better 

tomorrow.
«NAT TO DO TO BE SUCCESSFUL M LIFt 

PhoBC for eppolNUBeel
i r  (4 1 5 )2 2 1 -8 6 9 5  ★

MITCH
House Cleaning

BONDED P h . 861-2401

CUSTOM COLOR 
PAINTING

Professional, Quality Workmanship 
Exterior ft Interior 

Plastering, Wallcoverings, Tiling 
Refinishing

Excellent Local References 
Cali Cary

346-0462 62l-3029(after6pm)
M ly b iH in d  Uc «M»3I5

MICHRELS FLOORSmchMiimNh san nroaoo 94131 (4̂ 4316643

INCOME TAX
3977-24th Street

(btw. Noe & Sanchez Sts.) 
Monday—Saturday 9:00-9:00 

Sunday 9:00-8:00
Appointm ents 

available

647*4477

CRI ATlVr. 
C O I  O U R  
W O l ^ K S

III S .n i I 1 .1111 ist n

771-3103

W E ’L L  TAKE 
YOUR LOAD

R e lo c a tio n  S e r v ic e  
&  D e liv e r ie s

Since 1973 
Large Enclosed Van 

Every job owner supervised 
Reasonable Rates 
Extremely Careful 

Call Art 282-8085

CHEAP & AVAILABLE CO.
Two Men & a Truck

621-0909

# 4
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S T K P I I E X ’S CO. 
4 1 5 - ( > a i -4 4 5 0

I M istr . Sir « I I S J I \  •} I I I

SHELLY APELL, R.E.
Registered Electrologist 

Hours by Appointm ent 

380 W est Portal
San Francisco, C alifornia94127 

Telephone (415) 881-2384

1(n nip: ( ' nil ' /\'ori

SAN FRANCIS! i -

M O V IN G  Ä H A U L IN G  2 Ö 6 - 9 8 4 6

Spring-Cleaning out your

CLOSET??

Stardom Photoplay 
Screen Guide/Stories 

F&F Preview S&S 
Rona Barrett's Gossip 
Continental Film Rev.

Bought and Sold at
THE

MAGAZINE

839 Larkin at Geary 
Mon-Sat 12-7 

441-7737

James M. Reid 
Construction Co.

Lic«n« *359335 
• • •

Fine Quality Kitchens 
Bathrooms & Additions

456-5111

PHOENIX HAULING
COMPLETE HAULING SERVICE 

Two men Large truck 
Available 2 4  hlHS

867*6439
Jo b  Unsulted to Yo ur A b ilities?

C e u tk l^  i u
C v M r  C o unM lm g S *rv ic«s  

tor G ty  M en Bnd W om en 
Skills Evft4uftiion*R««umM*int«rvi«w Straieoies

ADQO«nlm«ni 864-8445 (ext 614)

I t ’s y o u r  m o v e .

lay It sare.
CaR Ih «  S en  F renc ieco  TruCkrvg Corripany 
O ur re liab le  m e n  w e  m o ve  you  Qu>cklv 
m to y o u r n e ^  H o m e in  on e  P*ece from  
S ente  R osa to  S en  J o s e  V ou  can stake 
your winrMrvgs o n  us
...because moving isn't a game.

A sk  a b o u t  ou r s p e c ia l  m id -m o n th  rates

Phone 621-6772

. T F
SAN FRANCISCO  
tU C K lN G  COMPA NY .
_  INC _

P lo y  I t S a fe .

paintingC:' 
Decorating

‘̂ E ’Y O N D  
R ^iG O Q A tpriO lY ,
wallpaper • hardwood floors

( •4151  8 6 1 ' 1 2 9 7

IX SHOWER ENCLOSURES » SECUR(TY DEVICES m

Granny’s
Truckers

since 1973

No job too big 
or too small.
Our new enclosed 
truck will handle 
up to 7 rooms of 

furniture

Billy 431*4257

Get It all done with 
one call By com. 
bihing many ser
vices we otter a 
retiair & improve
ment service ihafs 
geared to all those 
small& medium size 
|0bs that rw one 
else wants to do

' k

VICTORIAN
Fireplace & Firebox 
Rebuilding 
Smoking Chimneys 
Cured & Cleaned 
Cap & Extensions 
Made to Order

Free Estimates
Michael

824-9211
after 6  p .m.

Vìi!

</>s

ffl\ii i5iwfnmv/icio;

MAINTENANCE
A BREUER ENTERPRISE p

CARPENTRY PATCHING >
ELECTRICAL PLUMBING ?
GLASSWORK TILING ^
PAINTING HAULING n

Free Estim atm  S
“Let uammke your Ideas» reality” >

(415)563-3886 ”
Our 6tti Ymt Stnrtng Our ComfiMjnftv ^

^COMPLETE LAM P W ORK • PICK UP AND DEUVERY

&2
Ò

P ainting and 
F loor R efinlshing

lIlf{hcNl q u a lity  w ork 
a n d  m a te ria ls .

In t./E x t. W ork - F ree  Est.

Renaissance Co.
431-7227

OLIVER KARTNEISER

Landscape Gardening
• Design
• Installation
• Maintenance
(415) 552-4432

Charles K. Sivaslian Jr.
Individual Invea tm en t Conaullant

• $25 appoim m ent fee.
T h at’s all I get until
I make money for you.

• Will set up  a program to 
suit your fínancial needs.

•  Special attention to lover 
relationships.

•  M inim um  cash and/or stock 
deposit $5,000.

Please call or write today.

625 Post S t., Box 645 
San Francisco, CA 94109

(415) 673-6023 X 106

Open Market
N a m e .___

Street: __

City: ____

Phone: ( 

Signature

State

Apt # 

Zip _

^  The Sentinel reserves the rmhl to  reiecl, 
^  in whole or in part, any advertisement 

I which It determ ines to  he ob|ectionable 
I  in appearance character, wording, or to 

be inconsistent w ith  the best interest 
and or po licy ot The Sentinel

Classification

) f nclosed is $ _______

f o r _____insertion(s)
(W ith  m y M gna lu re  I < t* ft if \  th a t t am  o \ i* r  1ft v f . irv  o f aK«’ i

Regular type — 36 umU per line —^________ BOLD CAPS — 24 units per line — ^

It's easy  to p lace  yo u r ad :
Use one space (or each letter, each unit 
of punctuation, and each space between 
words Please print plainly 
Tvnp choices

Regular type — m > units per (me
BOLDCAPS — 24 units per line 

Rates $3 50 for first line, $2 00 for each  
additional line Include Area Code in 
Al 1 telephone numbers in ads Payment 
must accompany orders for classified 
ads Make check or money order 
payable to THE SENTINEL 
Do not send cash Classified ads may 
also be placed in person

\

Ï I S i  -

z
2 $3.50

$5.50
z
«  S7.50

s i  1^5 if'ft O A¡ i t  ^
-  $9.50

i l l l l J  O $11.50

$13.50 
Clip and mail to;
The Sentinel

k i ■ i l l  I

1042 Howard Street
DEADLINE: 5:00 PM Friday before pub lica tion

San Francisco, CA 94103 (415) 864-2178

r
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NOW ANNOVMCING

GRAMOPHONE 2
WE W ISH TO  CELEBRATE OUR
GRAND OPENING

W ITH A
MAMMOTH SA U
RO CK/SO UL/JAZZ/D ISCO  

3 Columbia^Womers« Polydor & other toF 
Top artists and our own local favorites!

Featured
items

$5.77ea.

.0S '’:

w

WARNERS

PEACHES!
Twice the 
F ire

POLYDOR

April 5th, 2  pm SHARON MCNIGHT, (Entertainer o f the year) 
Live! a t Gramophone 2 to autograph her iotest album,

**POSTCARD FROM PARADISE**

*
A

PATTI LABELLE 
RELEASED

iociixMng:
Release /I D on't Go Shopping 

Give It Up (Ttw Dawning O f Retsction) 
Don't Make Vbw Angel Cryj A in't Thst Enough

A l

■orci

I f  s

COLUMBIA

GRAMOPHONE
also carries a  wide 

selection o f American 
and fbreign publications.

GRAMOPHONE 2
432 Castro St. opposite the Castro Theater

GRAMOPNONE 1
1536 Polk St. SALE ENDS APRILPth

(Both stores)

r

A WORLD OF SIGHT AND SOUND • A SPECIAL PLACE FOR SPECIAL PEOPLE

ii.


